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IMPORTATION OF TOURIST LITERATURE, WORKS OF
ART, WOOD MOLDINGS, AND BOOKBINDINGS AND
COVERS

THURSDAY, JULY 16, 1959

U.S. SENATE,
Ce [,IITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.U
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:20 a.m., in room 2221

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood Byrd (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Long, Anderson, Douglas, Gore, McCarthy,
Williams, Carlson, Bennett, and Curtis.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The hearing today is on the bill, H.R. 2411, providing for free

importation of tourist literature, amendment 4-8-59-A by Senator
Javits (context of S. 948 with the changes suggested by the State
Department) relative to free importation of works of art and other
exhibition material; amendment 6-1-59-L by Senator Anderson
(context, of S. 913 with modifications as suggested by the administra-
tion) with respect to importation of wood moldings; and amendment
7-14-59-A by Senator Engle (context of his bill S. 1176) with respect
to importation of bookbindings and covers.

Copies of the bill and the three amendments referred to, as well as
the departmental reports received on each will be inserted in the
record.

(The bill, amendments and reports follow:)

(H.R. 2411, 86th Cong., 1st sess.J

AN ACT To amend paragrph 1629 of the Tarf Act of 1930 so as to provide for the free Importation of tourist
literature

Be it enacted by the Senate and Mouse of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That (a) paragraph 1629 of the Tariff Act of 1930
is hereby amended by adding at the end thereof a new subparagraph to read as
follows:

"(d) Tourist literature containing historical, geographic, timetable, travel,
hotel, or similar information, chiefly with respect to places or travel facilities
outside the continental United States, issued by foreign governments or depart-
ments, agencies, or political subdivisions thereof, boards of trade, chambers of
commerce, automobile associations, or similar organizations or associations."

(b) This Act shall be effective as to merchandise entered for consumption or
withdrawn from warehouse for consumption on or after the day after the date
of enactment of this Act.

Passed the House of Representatives March 23, 1959.
Attest:

RALPH R. ROBEATS, Clerk.

I
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U.S. DEPARTMENT F1 COMMERCE,
11'ashington, D.C., April 7, 1959.

li. IlAIntY F. lvl.',,
('Chiroao. ('ommittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Ihtw.lhinllmi, D.'.

E)A.R Mt. ('CillUM AN: This le'tt'r is ini reply to your reqiest of March 25,
1959, for the views of this l )epartxxnnt with respect to 1I.11. 2,11, axn act to amenid
l:ar:lph 1629 of the '1Tarill" Act of 1931 so as to provide for the free importation
cxf tourist literature.

Ihe'I hill wo1hl ax lemd th1e free list lrovisioxs of the Tariff Act lby j)rtiditrg for
the (hity-free , iliiorlat 0(11 tif tourist litt,rature issued by certain groups and which
relates c lijelly *, pave's or ravel facilities o1side the continental Irnited States.
Tli is I)elpartmtet recoximeine rds eactntet of this legislation.

At th lprvilAet tinn, oily tourist literattirt issued as "public documents'" of a
fo-iigxe govere eiieti iay liey tt dr itv-free. ()ther types of tourist, literature,
however, are dutiahle, albeit at rel.itivly low rates, ueider oxe of several tariff
irti'isiois dlependirig o :mathorshil) of the lit('rattre and other consideratiotos.
[lie proposed bill would simplify the t ariff treat meiit of tourist literature by
,lin i at ing the trbitrary distinct io betweexi govrnient origin and other legiti-

xnate types of tourist piitiatiixs aid extending the duty-free treatment to tlexi.
Aix identiea:l hill (11.1. 5941) was introdtceid in the louse of representatives

int lie 1st sessiixiof the ,5th congresss . Th, ixill was coosdered by t" lie C'omxitttee
ol WVay-s antI Meanis, which Umminmitsly reconintiulnehd its enactinent (1T. Rept.
No. 2536, 851 h (h'oig., 2(1 sess.) aid weis l)assed by the blouse on August 15, 1958.
This provisions is one of seteral dt-sigiid to encourage international travel, some
of which have already % bten enacted und others heing considered under legislation
already introduced.

'e ha'o been advised ixy the lit Breau of the Budget that it would interpose no
objection to the silbiission of this report to your committee.

Sincerely yours,
FIjw)IvRICK II. MjULI.,R,

Under Secretary of Commerce.

U.S. TARIFF CoMMxSINx,
Washiglon, D.C., March 31, 1959.

.MEto.x)t' o,% 11.11. 2.111, 86TIr (oxCnEss, A IL, To AmEN) PARAGRAPIH
1621 OF' Til m.itmi, A(' OF 1930 so ks Teo PROVIDE FOiR TIlE FREEn IMPORTA-
TION OF TTI ls'r LITrntAT,'uRn

11.1t. 2111, if enacted, would anend paragraph 1629, a free-list provision of the
Tariff Act ef 1930. by, adding at the end thereof a new subparagraph as follows:

"(d) Tourist literature containing historical, geographic, timetable, travel,
hotel, or similar information, chiefly with respect to places or travel facilities
outside the continental nllited States, issued by foreign governments or depart-
mnt s, agencies, or political suibdivisions thereof, boards of trade, chambers of
commerce, automoI)ile associations, or similar organizations or associations."

TARIFF STATE'S OF TOURIST LITERATURE

The basic statixtory language in the tariff scitedules of the Tariff Act of 1930
does not speeifuially mention tourist literature. In the schedules of that act,
tours literature is ewihraced within broader tariff pro'isions in paragraphs 1406,
1411). and 1621), and )erhaps other paragraphs.

The most important of the tariff provisions relating to tourist literature are
those in paragraph 1410, where, as a result of trade-agreement concessions, certain
clas -es of tourist literature have been "carved out" of the broader statutory
provisions and are 1)recently dutiable at reduced rates of duty. Tourist literature
consisting of books, pamphlets, and printed matter in paragraph 1410 and con-
taining historical, geographic, timetable, travel, hotel, or similar information,
chiefly with respect to places or travel facilities outside the continental United
States is dutiable at the rate of 314' percent ad valorem if of bona fide foreign
nut horship, and at the rate of 6 " percent if not of such authorship. Other tourist
literature consisting of books, pamphlets, and printed matter in paragraph 1410 is
dutiable at the rate of 5 percent ad valorem if of bona fide foreign authorship, and
at the rate of 10 percent if not of such authorship. Drawings, engravings,
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photographs, etchings, maps, and charts are dutiable under paragraph 1410 at the
rates of 64 and 10, percent ad valorem, the 6 percent rate applying to such
articles containing additional text conveying historical, geographic, timetable
travel, hotel, or similar information, chiefly with respect to places or travel
facilities outside the continental United States.

Paragraph 1406 provides for pictures, calendars, cards, placards, and other
articles, composed wholly or in chief value of paper lithographically printed in
whole or ini part. Lithographically printed tourist literature, classifiable tinder
this paragraph, is subject to duty ait the rate of 15 cents per pound if it does not
exceed 0.012 inch ini thickness; 5 cents per pound if it exceeds 0.020 inch in thick-
ness; and at various rates ranging from 12 to 16X cents per pound if between
those two thicknesses.

Paragraph 1629 )rovides for the free entry of "public documents issued by
foreign governments." This provision has been held to include tourist literature
issued wholly at the instance and expense of a foreign government or political
subdivision thereof. For example, literature issued by foreign national railroads
atid similar government-owned travel facilities have been accorded free entry
thereunder.

IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION OF TOURIST LITERATURE

Imports under paragraph 1410 of tourist literature consisting of books, pam-
phlets, and printed matter, and containing information chiefly with respect to
places or travel facilities outside the continental United States, for the years
1952-57 and January-.June 1958, are shown in the tabulation on page 5. In this
tabulation imports of drawings, engravings, photographs, etchings, maps, and
charts containing additional text conveying information chiefly with respect to
places or travel facilities outside the continental United States are included in the
figures shown in the third column.

The tabulation appended at the end of this report shows the quantity and
foreign value of certain lithographically printed articles imported under para-
graph 1406 of the tariff act, for the years 1952-57 and January-June 1958. The
data include a wide variety of prints, pictures, and designs for advertising, com-
mercial, and artistic l)url)oses; financial, legal, and general business forms and
blanks; and industrial designs, patterns, sarn)le books, and similar prints. For
the years 1954-57 and January-June 1958 the data include lithographically
produced post cards if more than twelve one-thousandths of an inch in thickness.
Undoubtedly the data include some articles that would be classified as tourist
literature, although they are not separated from other lithographed articles in
import statistics. A partial analysis of imports for 4 months, 1 month in each
(Iiarter of 1957, indicates that tourist literature constitutes only a small portion
of the total imports under paragraph 1406.

Statistical data aire not available with respect to imports of tourist literature
under the )rovisions for "public documents issued by foreign governments" in
paragraph 1629.

Data on domestic production of tourist literature are not available, but pro-
duction of tourist literature containing information with respect to places or
Iravel facilities within the United States is known to be very large. Domestic
production of tourist literature relating to places or travel facilities outside the
continental United States, however, is probably very small. No data are available
on exports, but there are probably no exports of tourist literature chiefly with
respect to places or travel facilities outside the continental United States.

ANALYsI.S (F H.R. 2411

The term "issued by foreign governments" describing public docmunients in
paragrapl 1629 has been administratively construed to embrace documents
Lrinted and published wholly at the instance and expense of a foreign government.

resum'ably, the same interpretation would ibe given to 11.11. 2411 and only
tourist literature printed and published wholly at the instance arid expense of
any of the organizations or associations mentioned in the bill would be entitled
to free entry. The phrase "political subdivisions thereof" in line 10, page 1 of
the bill seems to be ambiguous. It is not clear what is meant by a political sub-
division of a foreign governinutnt, department, or agency. It seems more appro-
priate to refer to a political subdivision of a foreign country rather than of a
foreign government, department, or agency.
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Imports of tourist literature under the provisions of paragraph 1110 of the Tariff
Act of 1930

Not of bona
fide foreign

Of bona fide authorship
Yrer foreign (including

authorship map charts,
ate., regard-

less of
authorship)

19 ........................................................................ $238 295 $57, 039
19- ......................................................................... 7,632 162,3
195 ........................................................................ 2 689 0,271
i95 . . . . . . . . . . . ..----------------------------------------------------------- 33Z 877 91,082
I5 ---------------------- ...........------------------------------------- 310,376 139,96
16 ......................................................................... 320, 677 125, 232
198 (January-June) ..-------- _--------..................................... 17 047 54,010

Par. 1406. Ot0r lithographic prints, not specially provided for: Imports for con-
sumption, 1952-57, and January-June 1958

'"nde# Ia e inch in thickness.
M.*- ee inch in thickness.
Ovrw 'D fe Inch In thickneas...

t 'Iludes post crds.

OFFICE CF THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
Washington, April 10, 1959.Hon. HARRY F. BYRDv,

Chairman, Commil e on Finance,
U.S. Snate, Washington, D.C.

My DraR ML CHnIMAN: Reference is made to your request for a statement
of this Department'.. views ,n H.R& 2411, to amend 'paragraph 1629 of the Tariff
Act of 1930 -o as to pro%-idf for the free importation of tourist literature.

The bill would pro-ide for the duty-free entry of tourist literature containing
historical, geographic, timetable, travel, hotel, or similar information, chiefly
with respect to places or travel facilities outside the continental United States,
issued by foreign governments or departments, agencies, or political subdivisions
thereof, board of trade, chambers of commerce, automobile associations, or
similar organization or asociations.

The Department does not anticipate any administrative difficulty if the bill is
enacted.

This Department has been adseLd by the Bureau of the Budget that there was
no objection to the submLssion of an identical report on this bill to the Committee
on Ways and .Means.

Very truly yours.
A. GILMORE FLUES,

Acting Secretary of the Treasury.
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[H.R. 2411, 5th Conc., Ilt sm.1

AMENDMENTS

(June 1, 1959-L)

Intended to be proposed by Mr. ANDERSO.N to the bill (H.R. 2411) to amend
paragraph 1629 of the Tariff Act of 1930 so as to provide for the free importa-
tion of tourist literature, viz:

On page 2, line 3, strike out "Act" and insert in lieu thereof "section".
On page 2, after line 6, insert the following new section:
"SEc. . (a) Paragraph 412 of section 1 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended

(19 U.S.C., sec. 1001, par. 412), is amefided by adding at the end thereof the
following: 'All moldings, wholly or in chief value of wood, including finger-jointed,
Linderman-jointed, and other glued-up moldings, shall be dutiable at the rate
(however established) applicable to wood moldings to be used in architectural and
furniture decoration.' "

"(b) For the purposes of sectio Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, the
foregoing amendment sha] considered as h . been in effect continuously
since the original enact nt of section 350: ProVd hat for the purposes of
including a continuayi!e of the customs treatment provide or in such amendmentin any trade agree ent entered into pursuant to section 350 or to the entry into
force of the am dment pursuant to sub n (c), the provis no of section 4 of
the Trade Agr &ments Act as a _ended r19U7. 1354), and of,,ections 3 and 4
of the Trade agreements x isio4 Act of 1951, aii4mended (19 U S.C. 1360 and
1361) shall ot apply.,.,

"(ci Th foregoing $mendmentlto the TariffAt of 1930, as annded, shall
enter into/ force as sook as practic~bln da to be specified by the President
in a noti to the Secretaryof-W asury allowing s wh negotiation as may be
necessar to effect a modification E inatNn of ay international bligations
of the U ited States with whicV ph amdwndmerz might convict but in ny event
not latelythan niVne ays aft tie date of ena.t nnt of ti . lct."

Amergl the title o a o rea/d:: "!Ad t to ainezld the Tawiff Act of 30 so as
to provkie for the free idiportaton.-4f tom=tze lte t r h i
status of wood moldings, and for other t, " lot c y u

lio. . i " "MAY 5,1959.Hon. HAmZy F. B ".......6 ,

Chairman, ,Commitlee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,\ Washington, D.r-

My DEARX$EATOR BYRD: This is il reply-to ur request February-f5,
1959, for the views of the Biresupof the Budge' S. 913, to end the Tariff
Act of 1930 with respect to the dutiable status of wood moldi

The Department, of State, Treasury, and Commerce in eir reports to your
committee do not reommend enactment of this bill. he Treasury report
points out that existing-a4tatutory procedures provi a number of safeguards
for domestic producers. The~atSte and Comme ports n at if the domes-
tic industry concerned feels thatlt'flfa caused or thle[tied with serious
injury from imports an appropriate procedure for seeking i ifI uld be through
section 7, the escape clause provision, of the Trade Agrents Extension Act
of 1951, as amended.

In addition, the Department of Agriculture has reported to the Bureau that
it does not favor enactment of the bill, primarily because it feels that the escape-
clause procedure is available for granting such relief as may be deemed necessary.

The Bureau of the Budget concurs with the views expressed in the above
reports and recommends that S. 913 not be enacted.Sincerely yours,

(Signed) PHru.ip S. fluonzs,
Assistant Diretor for Legislative Reference.
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TtE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE,
It ashington, May 22, 1959.

11on1. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, II ashinglon, D.C.

DEAR Mr. CHJAIRtMAN: This is in reply to your letter of February 5, 1959,
requesting the views of this Department with respect to S. 913, a bill to amend
the Tariff Act of 1930 with respect to the dutiable status of wood moldings.

The bill would alter the present status of wood nuodings, now entered under
paragraph 401 along with other forms of lumber, ad classify such moldings under
paragraph 412 among various manufactured forris of wood. At the present time
under paragraph 401, such moldings are subject to a duty of 25 cents per 1,000
board feet plus an import excise tax of 75 cents per 1,000 board feet. Under
paragraph 412, the duty would be 17 percent ad valorem. However, section 2
of S. 913 makes the original 1930 rate applicable, and ,herefore the bill, if enacted,
would subject the affected moldings to an ad valremi rate of 40 percent. As
a rough approximation, by converting the present specific duty to an equivalent
ad valorem basis, the Department estimates that the duty would be increased
from less than 1 percent to 40 percent plus 75 cent,: per 1,000 board feet (a total
of approximately 42 percent).

Import figures respecting moldings are not availalle from official sources inas-
much as the data for moldings are not reported separately. The figure as to
current U.S. production of moldings also is not available. Based on trade
information, it appears that the effect of the bill would fall mainly on imports of
ponderosa pine moldings produced in Mexico, and hardwood moldings from the
Philippines.

The increase in duty which would be occasioned by the subject bill is sizable
and would appear therefore to require a strong factual justification. Such facts
as are presently available to the Department do not provide an adequate justifi-
cation. If the domestic industry believes itself seriously adversely affected by
imports, it would seem appropriate that the procedure for obtaining relief estab-
lished by law, namely, the escape clause under section 7 of the Trade Agreements
Act of 1951, as amended, be employed and an application for relief be filed with
the Tariff Commission.

In the light of the above, the Department does not recommend enactment
of S. 913.

We have been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there would be no
objection to the submission of this report to your committee.

Sincerely yours,
FREDERICK 11. MUELLER,

Under Secretary of Conomerce.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
May 21, 1959.

Hon. IARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Commnittee on Finance, U.S. Senate.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: Thank you for your communication of February 5,
1959, requesting the Department of State to submit a report on S. 913, a bill to
amend the Tariff Act of 1930 with respect to the dutiable status of wood moldings.

It is our understanding that the proposed legislation would amend the clause
in paragra)h 412 of the tariff act providing a rate of 40 percent ad valorem for
"wood moldings and carvings to be used for architectural and furniture decora-
tion" to include, and make dutiable at that rate, wood moldings for use other
than as architectural and furniture decoration. This would result in a very
substantial increase in duty in the case of some types of wood moldings.

We understand that certain wood moldings are now classified as sawed lumber
and timber n. s. p. f., under paragraph 401 if of fir, hemlock, larch, pine, or spruce
and under paragraph 1803 if of other species of wood. The dity onl "sawed
lumber tnd timber ii. s. p. f., of fir, hemlock, larch, pine or spruce" under para-
graph 401 is 25 cents per 1,000 feet, board measure, plus a mnaximutta iml)ort
tax of 75 cents per 1,000 feet, board measure. There is no tariff oii other species
entering under )aragraph 1803; however, there are import taxes (up to $3 per
1,000 feet board pleasure) depending upon the species of wood involved.

So far ns w(, are aware, imports of these moldings which might become subject
to the 40 percent rate consist alniost exclusively of wood moldings the lower
rates of duty and import tax applicable to which hav2 been the subject of trade
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agreement concessions. While precise statistics are not available, it appears
that domestic production is large in comparison with imports of wood moldings.
Nevertheless, if domestic producers of the products involved feel that they are
being caused or threatened with serious injury by increased imports due to trade
agreement concessions, there is an established procedure through which they
can seek relief. This is section 7, the escape-clause provision, of the Trade
Agreements Extension Act of 1951, as amended. Resort to this provision is the
appropriate method for handling this matter, and legislation does not appear
necessary.

For the foregoing reasons, the Department of State is opposed to the enactment
of this legislation.

The Department has been informed by the Bureau of the Budget that there is
no objection to the submission of this report.Sincerely yours, WILLIAM B. MACOMBER, Jr.,

Assistant Secretary
(For the Secretary of State).

U.S. TARIFF COMMISSION,
Washington, March 18, 1959@

MEMORANDUM ON S. 913, 86TH CONGRESS, A BILL To AMEND THE TARIFF ACT OF
1930 WITH RESPECT TO THE DUTIABLE STATUS OF WOOD HOLDINGS

S. 913 proposes to amend paragraph 412 of the Tariff Act of 1930 by striking
out "wood moldings and carvings to be used in architectural and furniture decora-
tion" and inserting in lieu thereof "wood moldings, including finger-jointed
Linderman-jointed, and other glued-up moldings, and wood carvings to be used
in architectural and furniture decoration."

Wood moldings to be used in architectural and furniture decorations, specifically
provided for in paragraph 412 of the tariff act, were originally dutuable at 40
percent ad valorem, but pursuant to a concession included in the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) a reduced rate of 17 percent ad valorem
applies to such moldings. Except for wood moldings for architectural and furni-
ture decoration, moldings of wood are not specifically provided for in the tariff act.
According to kind, type, or degree of manufacture, they may be classified as manu-
factures of wood not specially provided for under paragraph 412 at 16% percent
ad valorem, or they may be classified as lumber at the rates of duty or import tax
(ranging from $0.25 to $1.50 per thousand board feet) provided for the respective
species of lumber under paragraph -401 of the tariff act or section 4551 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as modified. With some insignificant exceptions, I
these rates are reductions, pursuant to trade-agreement concessions, from the
original rates provided in the tariff act or the Internal Revenue Code.

Wood moldings are manufactured in the United States from various species
of wood and in most lumber and millwork areas. There are some plants which
specialize in production of moldings, but the product is widely produced in con-
junction with other planing mill products and millwork. The census reported
in 1954 total value of U.S. production of interior trim and moldings at $131
million, of which sawmill and planing mills accounted for $24 million, mill-
work plants for $104 million, and miscellaneous woodworking concerns for
the remainder. The total is not directly comparable to imports, since it probably
includes many items of trim types which are not similar to imported moldings,
especially those imports which are classified as lumber.

Holdings other than decorative architectural and furniture moldings and other
than picture-frame moldings are the kinds that are most extenAvely produced
and widely used. They comprise the general or ordinary types of wood holdings

used for trim and finish in houses and other structures. They consist of strips
of wood that have been worked or molded to different patterns. Patterns or
shapes may range from simple beveled or single rounded surfaces or edges such
as quarter round or half round to patterns embracing combinations of convex
and concave curves and flat surfaces. Usually, they are shaped or molded by
passing the wood through planing machines or molders having appropriately
adjusted cutting blades or profile attachments, and the pattern is generally a
continuous or straight line one-that is, the same combinations of curves and
planed surfaces or profile is maintained throughout the length of the piece.

I Moldings of balsa, box, ebony, lancewood, and lignum-viltae If classified as lumber, which is very rare.
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Customs classification problems have arisen in determining the tariff status of
wood moldings of the types discussed in the immediately preceding paragraph.

The principal problem has been whether they are classifiable as lumber at
specific rates which are generally equivalent to less than 1 percent ad valorem,
or as manufactures of wood not specially provided for at 16%' percent ad valorem.

Moldings made from a single piece of wood but which still retain the characteris-
tics of a material are considered to be classifiable as lumber. The ordinary forms
which are classifiable as lumber if made from a single piece include among others.
such patterns as quarter round, half round, base shoe, cove, and crown moldings.
However, holdings made of a single piece of wood but which have been so ad-
vanced in condition that thev" can no longer be considered a lumber material have
been held hy the Customs Bureau to be distinct articles of wood and classifiable
as manufactures of wood, not specially provided for, at the much higher rate of
16% percent ad valorem. They would include items such as door sills, hand rails,
and stair rails. Also held classifiable as manufactures of wood are moldings made
front two or more smaller pieces of wood glued together.2

It is understood that S. 913 was introduced because of complaints from saw
and planing mill operators in the Southwest of competition from imported "single
piece" pine moldings from Mexico which are being classified for duty purposes as
lumber.3 These moldings are generally made of Ponderosa pine and when im-
ported are dutiable at a combined rate of duty and import tax of $1 per thousand
board feet ($0.25 duty and $0.75 import tax). Moldings are usually sold on a
lineal foot basis, and it takes a large number of lineal feet of small size moldings
to equal 1,000 board feet. For instance, 100 lineal feet of molding ly a x 1 inch
would probably be equivalent to about 102 board feet. Based on the value of
some sampie imports the duty and tax of $1 per thousand board feet was equival-
ent to an average of about one-half of 1 percent.

Imports of moldings are not separately reported in official import statistics,
but are either classified with other lumber of the respective species, or with
miscellaneous wood products. The Tariff Commission made a partial analysis
of lumber imports from Mexico in the period October 1957-March 1958. The
analysis covered all items entered from Mexico under the classification of pine
other than Northern white and Norway pine. (This is the class which includes
all imports of pine lumber from Mexico.) The analysis showed that in the 6-month
period imports identified as molding amounted to 6,901,000 board feet, having a
total foreign value of $1,702,868. The average unit value was $247 per thousand
board feet, and the equivalent ad valorem of the duty was four-tenths of 1 pc. ent.
Further random sampling shows that imports of such moldings from Mexic are
continuing; also, it is possible that there are imports of moldings of other species
of wood from Canada. However, the Commission has not been apprised of any
complaints regarding such imports from Canada.

The competition complained of is not confined to the southwestern region but
also occurs in other areas.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS OF THE BILL

Section 1 of the bill proposes to extend the present provision in paragraph 412
for "wood moldings to be used in architectural and furniture decoration" so as to
include all kinds of wood moldings. It is apparently assumed that all wood
moldings would thereby become dutiable at the reduced rate now applicable only
to wood moldings for architectural and furniture decoration, namely, 17 percent
ad valorem. However, the enactment of section 1 of the bill in its present form
might actually result in subjecting all wood moldings that are not for architectural
and furniture decoration to the statutory rate of duty for moldings for archi-
tectural or furniture decoration, namely, 40 percent ad valorem, plus the reduced
import tax on such wood moldings as might be considered to be lumber for the
purposes of section 4551 of the Internal Revenue Code.

The language preceding the )roviso in subsection (a) of section 2 is designed
to permit the President to neg.Aiate trade-agreement concessions on wood mold-
ings, and authorizes the treatment of the increased rate established by section 1

I Finger jointing is a method in which the ends of short pieces of wood are notched or tenoned so that they
can be meshed fingerlike to form longer pieces. Linderman jointing is a method of joining various pieces
edgewise to fon wider pieces. Actually, the wood is so processed before being made Into molding.

3 The bill may also be designed to give legislative approval of the customs classifcation of molding made
from glued-together pieces of wood as manufactures of wood rather than as lumber.
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as the base rate for determining the extent to which the President can modity
duties to carry out such concessions.

The proviso in subsection (a) of section 2 would authorize the "binding" of the
rates established by section I in any trade agreement entered into prior to the
entry in force of the amendment without going through the customary procedure
of notice of intention to negotiate a trade agreement and the "peril point"
procedure.

Sul section (b) of section 2 of the bill affords the President an opportunity to
adjust existing trade-agreement obligations so as to avoid conflict by reason of
the increase in duties that would result from the enactment of section 1. How-
ever, the increased duties are to go into effect, regardless of conflict with inter-
national obligations, 90 days after the enactment of the act.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY Or THE TREASURY,
Washington, May 19, 1959.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

MY DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Reference is made to your letter of February 5, 1959,
requesting the views of this Department on S. 913, to amend tne Tariff Act of
1930 with respect to the dutiable status of wood moldings.

The proposed legislation would amend paragraph 412 of the Tariff Act of
1930, as amended, to strike out "wood moldings and carvings to be used in
architectural and furniture decoration" and by inserting in lieu thereof "wood
moldings, including finger-jointed, Linderman-jointed, and ether glued-up
moldings, and wood carvings to be used in arenitectural and furniture decora-
tion". While the proposed legislation could be interpreted several ways, it is
understood that it is intended to make all wood moldings classifiable under
paragraph 412 with duty at the reduced rate of 17 percent ad valorem (full rate
40 percent). Under any interpretation it wo, have the effect of increasing
rates of duty which are the subject of international trade agreements.

Existing statutory procedures provide a number of safeguards for domestic
producers. The President's program as outlined in his foreign economic message
of January 10, 1955, and in his annual reports on the trade agreements program,
the most recent of which was transmitted to the Congress on May 19, 1958,
does not propose the type of legislation envisaged by S. 913.

In view of these considerations, the Treasury Department would not recom-
mend the enactment of S. 913.

The Department has been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there is
no objection to the submission of this report to your committee.

Very truly yours,
LAURENCE B. ROBiBINS)

Acting Secretary of the Treasury.

[H.R. 2411, 86th Cong., Ist scss.]

AMENDMENTS

(July 14, 1959-A)

Intended to be proposed by Mr. Engle to the bill (H1.R. 2411) to amend paragraph
1629 of the Tariff Act of 1930 so as to provide for the free importation of tourist
literature, viz:

Page 2, line 3, strike out "Act" and insert in lieu thereof "section".
At the end of the bill insert the following new section:

"SEC. . (a) Paragraph 1631(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, is
further amended by inserting 'book binding or cover,' after 'book,'.

"(b) The amendment made by this section shall be effective with respect to
articles entered for consumption or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption
on or after the tenth day following the date of enactment of this Act."

Amend the title so as to read: "An Act to amend paragraph 1629 of the Tariff
Act of 1930 so as to provide for the free importation of tourist literature and to
transfer to the free list of such Act book bindings or covers imported by certain
institutions."
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BUREAU O THE BUDOET,
May 4, 1959.

lion. IfAity F. BYJun,
Chairman, C 'ot m it/ce on Finance,
IU'.S. se'en/, l'ashi glon, D.('.

NI v I):,it Mit. (IIAIttMAN: This is in reply to your request of February 27,
11159, fr the iv\', (if ht' ]hnir u of thlie Bultgt on S. 1176, to transfer to i he fre
list, of tw Tariff Act of 1931 book bindiigs or covers imported by certain insti-
tutitilts.

'lhe Sceretary of the Treasury anticilates no unusual administrative diicilt ies
ifI Iti' Irst'tt tenip rary suspension of fill i's oil itook bindings or covers is mtde
Inrrl itaitt'll as it'opijst'd ini S. 1176. The J)epartnielnts of Stat' and Comnteree in
htlltr+s to) ytiu indicate t hat they hIvt 1to objet ti tn tletillnt of this legislation.
Ill adtlitioln, IOlie i .Itrttntt of l,or finds that ihere do not azppear to he ainy
snitl pt ynittt problems in conttetii o x-it ih this proposaI andI would not object to
its cttiae't ucrit.

Tht' li it't of the Bidhlgt't conturs with the albve depart mental positions nd
has no otbjo.clion to i assage' of S. 1176.

S it wr ly yours, • Piiuuuur S. Jiu<;uEs,

Assistant Director for Legislative lReference

Tt SE('RETARY OF.' COMMERt'E,
Washington, D.C., July 15, 1959.

1lot1. HARRY F. BYRD
Chairman, Comnmittee on Finance,
US. Senate, Washington, D.C.

IDR MNR. CHAITMAN: This letter i,; in reply to your request dated February 27,
1959, for the views of this )epartment with respect to S. 1176, a bill to transfer
to the free list of the Tariff Act of 1930 book bindings or covers imported by
certaili institutions.

In recent years book bindings or covers have been included for stipulated
periods of time in the list of items covered by paragraph 1631(a) of the Tariff
Act of 1930, as amended. The paragraph permits the duty-free importation of
books and other enumerated items by schools, colleges, libraries, and societies or
institutions established for religious, philosophical, educational, scientific, or
literary purposes, provided that the importations are for their own use or for the
encouragement of the fine arts.

The privilege of duty-free importation of book bindings or covers accorded the
specified institutions expired September 1, 1958.

These importations are not commercially significant, being principally importa-
tions of covers for foreign books in the collections of libraries and other educational
institutions.

The bill, by eliminating duties on importations of book bindings or covers by the
authorized institutions, would be helpful to them since the budgets of these
organizations are limited.

The l)epartmett of Commerce has no objection to the enactment of this
legislation.

We have been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there would be no
objection to the subtission of this report to your committee.

Sincerely yours, FREDERICK 11. MUELLER,
Acting Secretary of Commerce.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
May 7, 1959.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate.

):An SE.xToR BYRD: Reference is made to your letter of February 27, 1959,
acknowledged on March 2, 1959, requesting this Department's views on S. 1176,
a bill to transfer to the free list of the Tariff Act of 1930 book bindings or covers
imported by certain institutions.
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The Department of State has examined S. 1176 from the viewpoint of foreign
economic objectives and has no objection to its enactment.

The Department has beeti informed by the Bureau of the Budget that there
is no objection to the submission of this report.

Sincerely yours, WILLIAM B. MACOMBER, JR.,

Assistant Secretary,
(For the Secretary of State).

V.A. TARIFF COMMISSION,
Vashingon, M1arch 18, 1959.

MEVORANI)IM. ONON H.IP. 4576 ANT) S. 1176 86TH CONGRESS, IDENTICAL BILLSg
To TRANSFER TO TnE FREE LIST OF TIlE TARIFFF ACT OF'1930 BOOKBINDING&

AND COVERS IMPORTED RY CERTAIN INSTITUTIONS

The bills, which are identical, would -tinend paragraph 1631 (a) of the free list
of the Tariff Act of 1930 to include therein "bookbindings or covers." Para-
graph 1631 (a), as amended, now provides for duty-free treatment of books, charts,
engravings, etchings, lithographic prints, maps, music, sound recordings, slides
and transparencies, and photographs imported by educational, literary, and other
institutions for their own use or for the encouragement of the fine arts and not for
sale.

Section 2 of Public Law 694, 83d Congress, amended paragraph 1631 to include
bookbindings or covers for a 2-year period (to September 1, 1956). The period
was extended until September 1, 1958, by section 4 of Public Law 723, 84th
Congress. Either bill, the subject of this memorandum, if enacted, would perma-
nently amend paragraph 1631 to include bookbindings or covers.

The Tariff Act of 1930 does not specifically mention bookbindings and book
covers, except those wholly or in part of leather. In that act, bookbindings and
book covers (which are loose protective coverings) wholly or in part of leather
not specially provided for are dutiable under paragraph 1410, whether imported
separately or as a component part of a book. The duty originally imposed on
these articles in the 1930 Tariff Act was 30 percent ad valorem. Successive re-
ductions in the duties p'irsuant to trade agreements have brought the rates down
to 7% percent on bindings and 15 percent on covers. Other bookbindings or
covers, if imported separately, would probably be dutiable tinder paragraph 1413
as manufactures of paper not specially provided for at the reduced rate of 17%
percent ad valorem (originally 35 percent).

The bookbinding industry in the United States, as classified by the Bureau
of the Census in 1954, comprised 730 establishments primarily engaged in edi-
tion, trade, job, and library bookbinding. Total value of receipts of the industry
was $112 million, of which $101 million represented receipts for bookbinding and
the remainder consisted of receipts for secondary and miscellaneous products.
In addition, bookbinding by concerns primarily classified in other industries
brings the total value of bookbinding receipts in 1954 to $117 million. In 1957
the total value of receipts for bookbinding by both classes of concerns was
$150 million. These totals do not include bookbinding activities of the estab-
lishments binding books printed in the same establishments.

Data are not available on domestic production of bookbindings or book covers
which may be directly comparable to those imported by the institutions named
in pamgraph 1631. However. the value (receipts) of library binding (including
job and rebinding) which probably is nearest in comparability to imports here
considered amounted to $16,160,000 in 1954. Later data are not available.
Data on imports of book bindings and covers by institutions in paragraph 1631
are a- -ot available. It is likely, however, that such imports would be primarily
replacement bindings and covers for foreign books in the possession of the named
institutions. Dutiable imports of bookbindings of leather were valued at $87,000
in 1957 and $142,000 in 1958; imports of dutiable book covers were valued at
$32,000 in 1957 and $36,000 in 1958.

The Commission is not aware of any complaints against imports under the
previous temporary duty exemption.
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OFFICYi. O1F TIiI SER TAIRY OF TIlE TREA.SU1RY,
Washington, May 8, 1959.

Chnirmau., 'onmillrc on Finanuce,
U.S. Sc',,,I,. Washington, D.(.

MY I)EARi M1. ('11MiCiA .N: Ivfeorie is made Io your letter of February 27,
19,59 r nm-divii g tih, v'i, of this l)De arinment on S, 1176, to transfer to the
free fi,;t ,if the Tariff Act of 1930 book hiin(iings or covers imported by certain
institlit iols.

Thi )ro)pos1d I'gisliition would make' lermannt Ile temporary exempt :on
front duity accordd to hook b iolings and ei'vrs imports uIy lI )ilic libraries,
schools, 'itinl sitfilar inslituti1vio, by scl ion 2 of the, Lct of August 28, 1954 (68
Stat. ,'4), as extended to Septniier 1, 19,5S, by suction 4 of the act of July 16,
1956 70) t1t. 551).

This l)epartiment ,ncountercil no unusual administrative difficulties under the
temporary .si i Iilsion la% s aiid ailt icipites t (om if the susp ,sion of duty is made
permanent.

The 1)epartinejnt has been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there is
no ohijvtion to the su)mission of this report to your coIlinittee.

Very truly yours,
A. GIhMOxE FLUES,

.Acting Secretary of the Treasury.

FI.R. 2411, 86t'h Cong., 1st sms.)

AM ENDM CENTS

(April 8, 1959-A)
Intended to he proposed by Mr. JAVITs to the bill (11.11. 2411) to amend para-

graph 1629 of the TarifT Act of 1930 so as to provide for the free importation
of tourist literature, viz:

Page 2, line :3, strike ou, "Act" and insert "section".
Page 2, after iin, 6", insert the following new section:
"8t:c. 2. (a) Paragraph 17210 of the Tariff Act, of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C.,

see. 1201, par. 1720), is amended to read as follows:
" 'PAR. 1720. Models of inventions and other improvements in the arts, to be

used exclusively as models, and as exhibits in exhibitions at any college, academy,
school, or seminary of learning, any society or institution established for the
encouragement of the arts, science, or education, or any association of such
organizations, and ineapahle of any other use.'

"(h) Paragraph 1S07 of such Act, as amended (19 U.S.C., sec. 1201, par. 1807),
is amended to read as flows:

" 'PAR. 1807. (a) Original paintings in oil, mineral, water, vitreous enamel, or
other colors, pastels, original mosaics, original drawings and sketches in pen, ink,
pencil, or watercolors, or works of the free fine arts in any other media including
applied paper and other materials, manufactured or otherwise, such as are used
on collages, artists' proof etchings unbound, and engravings and woodcuts un-
bound, lithographs not over twenty years old, or prints made oy other hand
transfer processes unbound, original sculptures or statuary; but the terms "sculp-
ture" and "statuary" as used in this paragraph shall be understood to include
professional productions of sculptors only, whether in round or in relief, in bronze,
marble, stone, terra cotta, wood, metal, or other materials, or whether cut,
carved, or otherwise wrought by hand from the solid block or mass of marble,
stone, alabnter, or from metal or other material, or cast in bronze or othermetal
or substance, or from wax or plaster, or constructed from any material or made in
any form as the professional productions of sculptors only, and the term "original,"
as used in this paragraph to modify the words "sculptures" and "statuary, ' shall
be understood to include the original work or model and not more than ten
ca tings. replicas, or reproductions made from the sculptor's original work or
model, with or without a change in scale and regardless of whether or not the
sculptor is alive at the time the castings, replicas, or reproductions are completed.
The terms 'painting.' 'drawing,' 'sketch,' sculpturee,' and 'statuary,' as
used in this paragraph, shall not be understood to include any articles of utility
or for industrial use, nor such as are made wholly or in part by stenciling or any
other mechanical process; and the terms "etchings," "engravings," and "wood-
cuts," "lithographs not over twenty years old," or "prints made by other hand
transfer processes," as used in this paragraph, shall be understood to include only
such as are printed by hand from plates, stones, or blocks etched, drawn, or
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engraved with hand tools and not such as are printed from plates, stones, or
blocks etched, drawn, or engraved by photochemical or other mechanical processes.

" '(b) The Secretary of the Treasury or his dele-rate may at his discretion admit
free of duty works of the free fine arts of unprecedented or unforeseen kinds or
media not apparently included under subparagraph (a) of this paragraph, but in
this case he may require an affidavit from a curator or other official of a non-
commercial museum or art gallery that the kind of object in question represents
sonic school, kind or medium of art within the meaning of the "free fine arts" as
used herein.'

"(c) Parazraph 1809 of such Act, as amended (19 U.S.C., sec. 1201, par. 1809),
is amended to read as follows:

" 'PAR. 1809. (a) Works of art, collections in illustration of the progress of the
arts, sciences, agriculture, or manufacturers, pliotoraphs, works in terra cotta,
pariah, pottery, or porcelain, antiquities, and artistic copies thereof in metal or
other material, imported in good faith for exhibition purposes within the terri-
torial limits of the United States by any State or by auy society or institution
established for the encouragement of the arts, science, agriculture, or education,
or for a municipal corporation, and all li',e articles imported in good faith by any
society or association, or for a municipal corporation, for the purpose of erecting
a public monument, and not intended for sale nor for any other purpose than
herein expressed; but bond shall be given, under such rules and regulations as the
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe, for the payment of lawful duties which
may accrue should any of the articles aforesaid be sold, transferred, or used con-
trary to this paragraph within five years after the date of entry hereunder and
such articles shall be subject at any time within such five-yearperiod to examina-
tion and inspection by the proper officers of the customs: Provided, That the
privile es of this subparagraph (a) shall not be allowed to associations or corpora.
tions cngwaved in or connected with business of a private or commercial character.

"'(b) In connection with the entry of works of art and other articles claimed
to be free of duty under this paragraph, surety on bonds may be waived in the
discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate.

" '(c) Articles entered under this paragraph may be transferred from one in-
stitution to another, subject to a requirement that proof as to the location of
such articles be furnished to the collector at any time, and such articles may be
transferred temporarily to a commercial gallery or other premises for eductional,
scientific, agricultural, or cultural purposes or for the benefit of charitable organ-
izations, and not for sale, upon an application in writing in the cases of each
transfer describing the articles and stating the name and location of the commer-
cial gallery or premises to which transfer is to be made, and provided in the case
of any transfer under this paragraph the sureties, if any, on the bond assent in
writing under seal or a new bond is flied. No entry or withdrawal shall be re-
quired for a transfer under this subparagraph.'

"(d) Paragraph 1811 of such Act, as amended (19 U.S.C., sec. 1201, par. 1811),
is amended to read as follows:
" 'PAR. 1811. (a) Works of art (except rugs and carpets made after the year

1700), collections in illustration of the progress of the arts, works in bronze,
marble, terra cotta, parian, pottery, or procelain, objects of art of ornamental
character or eductional value, and'antiquities, which shall have been produced
prior to one hundred years before their date of entry, but the free importation of
such objects shall be subject to such regulations as to proof of antiquity as the
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe. Picture frames over one hundred
years old may be entered at any port of entry.

" '(b) Violins, violas, violoncellos, and double basses, of all sizes, made in the
year 1800 or prior year.

" '(c) Ethnographic or artistic objects made in traditional aboriginal styles and
made at least fifty years prior to their date of entry, but the free importation of
such objects shall be subject to such regulations as to proof of antiquity as the
k 'cretary of the Treasury shall prescribe.'

"(e) Paragraph 1812 of such Act., as amended (19 U.S.C., sec. 1201, par. 1812),
is amended to read as follows:

d'PAR. 1812. Gobelin and other hand-woven tapestries used as wall hangings.'
"(f) This section shall become effective with respect to merchandise entered,

or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption on or after the thirtieth day after
the date of enactment of this Act."

Amend the title so as to read: "An Act to amend paragraph 1629 of the Tariff
Act of 1930 so as to provide for the free importation of tourist literature, to liberal-
ize the tariff laws for works of art and other exhibition material, and for other
purposes."

43527-9 --- 3
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JUNE 10, 1959.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Coninittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, ll'ashinqton, D.C.

MY DEAR Ma. CHAIR.A .N: This is in reply to your request of February 6, 1959,
for a report from the Bureau of the Budget on S. 9-18, a bill "To liberalize the
tariff laws for works of art and other exhibition material, and for other purposes."'

The Department of Commerce report to your committee expresses sympathy
with the bill's olbjeetives, hut recommends, for reasons stated therein, that
paragraph 1812 of the Tariff Act of 1930 not be revised as the bill proposes.
The Secretary of tht Treasury anticipates no unusual administrative difficulties
if the bill were enacted to embody certain suggested alterations referred to in
the nmenmorandum accompanying his report, and the Department of State supports
enactment of the bill.

The Bureatu would favor enactment of S. 948 if amended as suggested by the.
Secretary of the Treasury, and would have no objection to its further amendment
as suggested by the Department of Commerce.

Sincerely yours, (Signed) PHILLIP S. HUCHEs,
Assistant Director jor Legislative Reference.

THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE,
Washington, June 23, 1959.

Hon. HARRY F. Byno,
Chairman, Comnittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in reply to your request of February 6, 1959, for
the views of the Department of Commerce with respect to S. 948, a bill to liberalize
the tariff laws for works of art and other exhibition material, and for other
purposes.

This bill is designed to amend various sections of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended, for the purpose of clarification and in order to bring certain definitions
up to date, particularly insofar as newer forms of art are concerned. The effect
of the bill would be to include on the free list certain display objects and certain
art forms now subject to duty.

The Department of Commerce is in sympathy with the objectives of the bill
but has little direct interest in the subject matter inasmuch as industry and com-
merce are not very directly involved. Therefore, no substantive comment is
being made by this Department as to the adequacy of the proposed revised
definitions and tariff listings, other than with respect to the proposed revision of
paragraph 1812.

S. 948 proposes to modify paragraph 1812 as follows:
Present listinf.. "Gobelin tapestries used as wall hangings."
Proposed listing: "Gobelin and other handwoven tapestries used as wall,

hangings."
The proposed revision would permit the introduction duty-free of handwoven

cloth declared to be tapestries, regardless of whether or not such articles are for
commercial sale. This seems to go beyond the purposes of the bill and to intro-
duce the possibility of unanticipated competition between imported commercial-
type tapestries and U.S. produced woven materials. Accordingly, it is
recommended that the proposed revision of paragraph 1812 not be made.

The Bureau of the Budget has advised that there is no objection to the sub-
mission of this report.

Sincerely yours, FREDERICK H. 'MNUELLER,
Under Secretary of Cononerce.

JUNE 12, 1959.
Hon. tIARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Your letter of February 6, 1959, which was acknowl-
edged on February 10, requested a report from the Department of State on
S. 918, a bill to liberalize the tariff laws for works of art and other exhibition
material, and for other purposes.
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The Department has studied the proposed measure from the viewpoint of its
foreign policy implications and has no objection to its enactment. The bill is
apparently intended to modernize some of the provisions of the Tariff Act of
1930 relating to duty-free entry of works of art, so as to include modern art
forms. In our opinion, such an amendment should prove beneficial to our
foreign relations.

We note that the present bill, S. 948, is virtually identical with the bill S. 3900,
which was introduced in the 85th Congress, except that the drafters of the pres-
ent bill have removed a discriminatory feature which was contained in section 4,
subsection (c) of S. 3900, to which the Department of State objected in a report
on S. 3900 dated August 11, 1958. We are pleased that this feature has been
removed and support enactment of S. 948.

It is our understanding that the loss of tariff revenues would be inconsequen-
tial compared with the benefits derived from this bill. However, we prefer to
leave definitive comment on the revenue aspects and the administration of cus-
toms laws to the Department of the Treasury, which has primary responsibility
for these matters.

The Department has been informed by the Bureau of the Budget that there
is no objection to the submission of this report.

Sincerely yours, WILLIAM B. MACOMBER, JR.,

Assistant Secretary
(For the Acting Secretary of State).

U.S. TARIFF COMMISSION,
Washington, April 22, 1959.

MEMORANDUM ON 1.R. 2505, It.R. 4887, 1I.R. 6249, ANY) S. 948, 86TH CONrREss,
BILLS To LIBERALIZE THE TARIFF LAWS FOR WORKS OF ART AND OTHER
EXHIBITION MATERIAL, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES

H.R. 2505, H.R. 4887, II.R. 6249, and S. 948 are substantially identical bills,
and references hereinafter to "the bill" will refer to all four bills.

The bill proposes the amendment of paragraphs 1720, 1807, 1809, 1811, and
1812 of the Tarff Act, of 1930, as amended, so as to expand the scope of these
duty-free paragraphs to include items not now included therein. These free-list
paragraphs may be characterized as provisions for the encouragement in the
United States of the industrial and the free fine arts. The proposed amendment
of each paragraph Will hereinafter be discussed separately.

PARAGRAPH 1720

Paragraph 1720 now provides for the duty-free entry of "Models of inventions
and of other improvements in the arts, to be used exclusively as models and
incapable of any other use." Section 1 of the bill would add a provision permitting
duty-free treatment of models "if used in educational and cultural 2xhihitioLs."
It is ur,derstood that this amendment is intended to permit museums, architec-
tural schools, and other institutions to import models duty free for exhibition,
including display in commercial galleries, when the purpose is educational or
cultural.

Paragraph 1720 appears to have had its origin in the Tariff Act of 1883. The
following provision appeared in the free list of that act: "Models of invention;:
and other improvements in the arts; hut no article or articles shall be deemed a
model or improvement which can he fitted for use." This language, lightly
changed, anid with "patterns of machinery" added, was carried in the Tariff Acts
of 1890, 1894, and 1897.

In administering this free-list provision, the Treasury Department construed
the language "models of invention or improvement in the arts" as meaning
"an object, * * * from which working machines, devices, or structures are to
be made" (T.D. 22981 (1901)). However, in litigation arising under the 1897
act, the Circuit Court for the Southern Di'trict of New York held that certain
models of steamships intended for exhibition in the United States offices of the
Hamburg-American Line were free of duty as "models of inventions and of other
improvements in the arts" (Boas v. United ,€'('.'s (1904) 128 Fed. 470). The
court held that the models could not be "fitted for use" otherwise than as models.
These decisions were brought to the attention of the Congress in "Notes on
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Tariff itevisiott" prepared for tHit, committees of Congre. s in 1908 during the
t)rel)aration of tle, ta rilft provision s which Ibecanie tie Tariif Act of August 5, 1909.

11 this dociselri t the eis ease was referred to, and under '"Comments and
Suggestions" it was stated:

"It \wiorl seemt lint an liitt'iretation of this paragra)h more in harmony
with the intention of the lawt.akers, is that found in T.1). 22981 (April 23, 1901),
wherein ile irreasury 1)epartini'it refusel to pass free of duty the miniature copy
of a steamship."

congresss ai)parently accepted the suggestions made in "Notes on Tariff Re-
vision" ard ill Ilia ting tin Tariff Act of 1909 changed the language of the pro-
Viionl ill ques;tiolt to read:

"Modtls of inrvcntion and of other imlprovements in the arts, to be used ex-
clusively as iriodels and incapat).le tof any other use."

The identical provision was thereafter carried in the Tariff Acts of 1913, 1922,
and 19:10.

lit a t:ise arising wider the Tariff Act of 1922, the U.S. Court of Customs and
1'atilit Appeals, in Unitd States v. Aberican Brown Boveri Electric Corporation
(17 ('PA (('lSstonlus) :329 (1929)), held that before an article nuay be classified
ts a Inoilel itirir paragraph 1621 it luist be exclusively used for the making or
tuihliig (of soliitliing. In a stew case an attleml)t was made to overcome the
efft tif Ihe Brown Bocri case. In this new eas( (C'unard Steamship Co. v.
Upiit! Std cs, 22 (('PA ('ustoins) 615 (1935)) miniature steaniship models
importecd for dis av or exhibition at the steamship oflices and elsewhere were
ielti ot to be slithitd to dutv-frte, trettynett lnder )aragraplh 1620 of the 1922
act, thus xpire.;.ly affirmiing t'hc Bror Bovcri CasC.

T'it- propose ti atndmenit to paragrapth 1720 of the 1930 Tariff Act would seer
to have the effect of overriding the interpretation of the court of the present
hiligti:iagt of jniaraginr 1) t720: i, ot her words, it would pertnit steamship models
stuh as those involved in 'inard Steamship to., supra, to be imported free of
duty.

PARA:tA I'll 1807

Original paintings ill oil, mineral, water, or other colors, pastels, original draw-
ings att sket cits in plt, ink, ptncil, or water colors, artists' proof etchings un-
boundl, and 4,ngra% ings and wot cuts unbound, original sculptures or statuary,
inclidilg niot nior tlhan two replicas or reproductions of the same, are duty free
uider paragraph 1807 if they net the special definitions or requirements set forth

in the par'igrapi.
Section 2 of the bill would extend the scope of paragraph 1807 to include

"original works of art in any other nedti including applied paper and other
materials, niun.factured or oftherwise, such as are used on collages." Under the
l)resent provisions of the tariff act, the works of art which are entitled to duty-
free etry are iniited to lit 'se made with the traditional materials named in the
preceding paragraph. There are now many works of recognized artists produced
%%itlt p-tltr, ihwia, tl other inxtcrials pasted, glued, sewn, pinned, or nailed
together, and others combined with drawings or paintings in traditional mediums,
all known as collages, viich are well recognized as works of art and which are
on exhibition as such in many of the art museums in the United States. These
modern works of art have been excluded from free entry as works of art because
of their coml)Onent materials and have been classified under the dutiable sched-
ules of the tariff act according to their component material of chief value. Despite
the fact that these items have received no statutory recognition for tariff classifi-
cation purposes as works of art, they have, in effect, been recognized as works of
art for custonis appraisement purposes, being often valued for customs purposes
far beyond the mere cost of the materials because of their art value. Consider-
able criticism has been voiced in recent years over the disparity in the treatment
for customs purposes of traditional art atd modern art of this nature.

Section 2 would extend the current provision in paragraph 1807 for "artist proof
etchings unbound, and engravings and woodcuts unbound" by adding "litho-
graphs not over 20 years old or l)rint, made by other hand transfer processes
unhiunid." Entravings, etchings, and lithographic prints which have been
printed over 20 years at the time of importation are dufty free under paragraph
1629(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930. The provision in the bill for lithographs would
be limited to "only such as are printed by hand from plates, stones, or blocks
etched, drawn, or engraved with hand tools and not such as are printed from
plates, stories, or blocks etched, drawn, or engraved by photochemical or other
mechanical proce-e.''
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Original prints produced by hand and used in limited editions are made by
several techniques such as artists' proof etchings, engravings, woodcuts and
lithographs. The purpose of the proposed amendment is to include the band-
lithographed prints produced from stones drawn by hand and other prints made
by other transfer processes which are not now covered by paragraph 1629(a).

Section 2 would further amend paragraph 1807 to extend the scope of the pro-
visions for sculptures and statuary. Currently, the terms "sculpture" and
"statuary" are limited to "professional productions of sculptors only, whether in
round or relief, in bronze, marble, stone, terra cotta, ivory, wood, or metal, or
whether cut, carved, or otherwise wrought by hand from the solid block or mass
of marble, stone, or alabaster, or from metal, or cast in bronze or other metal or
substance, or from wax or plaster, made as the professional production of sculptors
only * * *."

Two replicas or reproductions only are included in the current exemption.
The two replicas or reproductions must have been the first two produced after
the original and must have been the production of the sculptor who made the
original in the case of replicas, and the production of, or under the supervision of
the sculptor who made the model, or of another sculptor, in the case of repro-
ductions.

It had been the practice of the customs service to limit the provisions for
"sculptures" and "statuary" to representations of natural objects, chiefly of
animal or human form. However, in a decision revered on June 20, 1958,
Ebeling & ilcuss Co. v. United Staics (93 Treas. Dec. No. 26, p. 46, C.D. 2009),
the U.S. Customs Court held that the terms "sculptlmres" and "statuary," as
used in paragraph 1547(a) of the Tariff Act, are not limited to representations of
natural nhjoets hut may include "abstract" subjects or so-callcd modern art.
The Bumreau of Customs is now following the princil)le of this decision in the
administration of tariff provisions covering sculptures or statuary.

The propose(] amendment would include all sculptures and statuary which are
professional productions of sculptors, without regard to the materials from which
made. However, the manner in which the bill wwuld amend the description of
the materials from which such articles may be made tends to leave the provision
both eumbniersome and awkward. It also retains the words "or cast in bronze
or other metal or substance, or from wax or plaster" the meaning of which has
caused interpretative difficulties. Your committee may wish to consider entirely
new descriptive matter for page 2, lines 13 through 21, of the bill which could read
as follows (the first word in brackets would also be necessary with respect to
H.1t. 2505 and H.R. 6249): "[to] include professional productions of sculptures
only, whether cut, carved, or otherwise wrought by hand from, or cast in, any
material or sll)stance, whether in the abstract or in imitatimn of natural objects,
and whether in round, in relief, or in any form, and the term 'original', as used
in this paragraph to".

The su'.rsted substitute lanuuage would include figures made by professional
sculptors from wire and other materials when such figures rise to the dignity of
wor s of art, even though they are not "in round or in relief" as the present lan-
gua-e of the bill would require.

The bill would amend the provision for two replicas or reproductions of sculp-
tures or statuary, which, as previously pointed out, must have been the first two
produced after the original, to include "10 castings, replicas, or reproductions
made from the sculptor's original work or model, with or without a clianre in
scale and re-rardless of whether or not the sculptor is alive at the time the castings,
replicas, or reproductions are completed."

It has been held that a replica, for the purposes of paragraph 1807, means a
duplicate or copy of an original work made by the artist who created the original,
whereas a reproduction is'made from a model casting created under the super-
vision of a professional sculptor, either the one who created the model or another
(C.D. 1606). It would appear, therefore, that a "replica" as the term has been
judicially interpreted can be made only by the sculptor of the original work.
Accordingly, to include in the term "replicas" works made after the creator of
the orrilnal is dead would bring within the term "replicas" works which are not
replicas as judicially defined. The proposed language would introduce the word
"castings" in conjunction with replicas and reproductions. It appears that a
casting of a sculpture or statue would be a reproduction. To avoid confusion, it
miht be desirable to define all these terms in the statute.

When a sculptor creates an acceptable piece of statuary, about 10 castings or
replicas are generally cast which measure up to the dignity of a work of art. This
number of replicas is said to be needed to meet the demand of art museums and is
approximately the number which may be made by casting before the mold
deteriorates.
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PARAGRAPH IS09

Paragraph 181)9 now covers:
"Works of art, collections ill illustration of the progress of the arts, sciences,

agriculture, or manufactures, t)hotoral)is, works in terra cotta, l)arian, pottery,
or J)orcelaiin, antiquities and artistic copies thereof in metal or other material,
imported in good faith for exhibition at a fixed place by any State or by any society
or institution established for the encouragement of the arts, sciences, agriculture,
or education, or for a municipal corporation, and all like articles imported in good
faith by amy society or association, or for a municipal corporation, for the purpose
of erectin :a public monument, and not intended for sale nor for any other purpose
than herein expressed."

A bond with surety is required to assure proper use of the imported article
entered under this provision or the payment of lawful duties should the article
within 5 years, after the date of entry be sold, transferred, or used contrary to the
declaration of intended use at tile time of importation. The paragraph contains
a proviso "that the privileges of this paragraph shall not be allowed to associa-
tions or corporations eiigaged in or connected with business of a private or coin-
inercial character."

Section 3 of the bill would amend the present paragraph 1809 by doing away
with the requirement that the exhibition be at a fixed place and require in lieu
thereof that the exhibition be within the "territorial limits of the United States."
Section 3 would also permit the collector of customs, in his discretion, to waive
the retirement of a surety on the bond. It is assumed that the collectors might
waive the surety requirements in cases where the need for surety is nominal, the
importer is a municipality, thie importer is aii organization of such renown that
the requirement of a surety is not warranted, and in similar cases.

Section 3 l)rovides that "articles entered under this paragraph 11809] may be
transferred from one instituti on to another, subject to a requirement that proof
is to the location of such articles l)e furnished to the collector at any' time" and
provided the sureties, if ins, on the bond assent in writing under seal or a new
bond is filed.

Temporary t ratisfers would also be permitted "to a commercial gallery or other
premises for education, scientific, agriculttire, or cultural purposes, or for the

eiiefit of charitable organizations, and not for sale, upon an a)plicttion in writing
in the case of each transfer describing the articles and seating the name and loca-
tion of the commercial gallery or premises to which transfer is to be made." In
the case of arny transfer, whether from one "institution'' to another or to a com-
mercial gallery or other premise, the siireties, if any, on the bond must assent in
writing uider seal, or a new bond filed. Thus, an application requirement is pro-

ided in the bill in the case of temporary transfers t,.; commercial galleries or other
premises for the indicated purl)oses, but nonme is l)rovided in the case of transfers
between "institutions."

Section 10.49(c) of the Customs Regulations now permits transfersi for the
purposes of paragraph 1809 upon "an application in writing in the case of each
transfer describing the articles and stating the name of the institution to which
transfer is to be made, provided the sureties to the bond assent in writing under
seal or a new bond is filed." The bill would abolish the regulatory application
reqrirmeient in the case of "institutions." This would leave the determination of
whether transferee institutions are proper institutions for the purpose of para-
graph 1809 entirely up to the transferor institution and would usurp the normal
function of the administrative agency.

Apparently iii lieu of surveillance through application requirements in the case
of transfers between institutions, the bill would require proof as to the location
of the articles transferred to lie ftirnished the collector "at any time." This
might be construed to mean at the pleasure of the importing institutions, which
presumably is not intended. It is suggested that the words "upon demand" be
substituted for "at an' time."

The provision that "io entry or withdrawal shall t)e required for a transfer
under proposed new subparagraph (c) of paragraph 1809 is in accord with the
existing ctstoms regulations.

The proposed authorization for transfers to commercial galleries or other
lrvmis( s for the staled prl)os's world be ili conflict with the provision of ..ara-.
groph I Sl)9 "tlt ti(- privileges,; of this paragraph shall not be allowed to assecia-
tioms or corl)oratiouis engaged in or connected wmit h business of a l)riv'ate or
commercial characterr" The proviso to proposed subparagraph (a) in paragrphi
180!) should pi'rhal.s he amended by including therein tile language except t as
providi'd ini suho'cmion (c) of this paragraphh"
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It should be noted that the transfer privilege is not extended by the bill to
State and municipal corporations, but only to "institutions" and to commercial
galleries and other premises.

PARAGRAPH 1811

Section 4 of the bill would amend the provisions of paragraph 1811, which
deals with antiques, by limiting the free-entry privilege to antiques that are 100
years or more old at the time of entry. Currently, the duty-free provision for
antiques is limited to those which were produced prior to 1830. The antiques
provision in the free list of the several tariff acts preceding the act of 1930 each
had a minimum age criterion of 100 years at the time of importation. In the
Tariff Act of 1930 the particular provision for antiques was amended to cover
only those antiques produced prior to 1830.'

The determination of the artistic merit and age of a particular article for
purposes of paragraph 1811 has not been without difficulty.under the present
tariff act. Trained experts in this field are not available at all ports of entry.
The customs service has restricted consumption entries (other than certain
baggage entries) for virtually all articles claimed to be classifiable tinder para-
graph 1811 to only nine major ports in the United States and one in Hawaii
pursuant to the authority of section 489 of the Tariff Act of 1930. A fixed cutoff
date for antiques, such as the present one, would be desirable from an adminis-
trative standpoint.

Section 4 of the bill would make it mandatory Ol customs officials that antique
frames on original works of antique or modern art be permitted entry at any port
of entry rather than at the 10 designated ports. Such frames are classified as
"furniture" for the purposes of section 489 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended,
which reads as follows:

"Furniture described in paragraph 1811 shall enter the United States at
ports which shall be designated by the Secretary of the Treasury for this purpose.
If any article described in paragraph 1811 and imported for sale is rejected as
unauthentic in respect to the antiquity claimed as a basis for free entry, there
shall be imposed, collected, and paid on such article, unless exported tinder
customs supervision, a duty of 25 per centunt of the value of such article in ad-
dlition to any other duty imposed by law upon such article."

It is suggested that the substance of section 489, properly modified to except
frames on works of art, be made a part of paragraph 1811.

A new duty-free provision would be added by S. 948 to paragraph 1811 to
cover "Ethnographic or artistic objects made in [the) traditional aboriginal
styles [of the North, Central, and South American countries and of the Caribbean
Islands, the countries of the African continent, and of the islands of Micronesia,
Melanesia, Polynesia, Indonesia, and Australia,] and made at least fifty years
prior to their date of entry." (The bracketed words are in .1R. 2505 and 'H.R.
6249 only.) In substance, this provision would extend free entry to articles
over 50 years of age which are of a traditional style that reflects or illustrates
the life, culture, or art of the first known natives of any country or area, or the
named countries or areas. The age limitation and other specifications would
not be simple to administer. The omission of the named countries or areas from
S. 948 would avoid possible conflict with "most-favored-nation" commitments
of the United States.

PARAGRAPH 1812

Section 5 of the bill would amend the provisions for "Gobelin tapestries used
.s wall hangings" to read: "Gobelin and other handwoven tapestries used as
wall hangings." Paragraph 1812 has been construed as covering only Gobelin
tapestries produced in the 'Manufacture Nationale des Gobelins factories at Paris
and Beauvais under the direction and control of the French Government, if of a
kind used as wall hangings (Customs Regulations, see. 10.54). Tapestries not
made at Gobelin but designed by recognized artists are not duty free because of
their place of manufacture and component materials. The common meaning of
the word "tapestry" is a heavy, handwoven, reversible textile, commonly figured
and used as a wall hanging, carpet, or furniture covering. A Gobelin tapestry
is a kind used almost exclusively a's a wall hanging. The insertion of the words
"and other handwoven" between "Gobelin" and "tapestries" in paragraph 1812,

1 In the Tariff Commission's "Summary of Tariff Information, 1921" relative to the 1922 tariff bill as
passed by the irouse of Representatives, the Commission, In discussing the antiquities provision, stated
with respect to the age criterion, "A definite date instead of 100 years might be advisable; 1820 would be
especially appropriate for furniture and might be applied also to other articles enumerated in the para-
graph." The suggestion was not adopted in tne 192'2 Tariff Act, but probably influenced the adopt ion of
the year 1830 In the Tariff Act of 1930.
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would, of course, expand the present scope of the paragraph to include many
other tapestries used as wall hangings. It might be noted that the term "Gobelin"
has set a high-quality standard for the tapestries covered by that duty-free
provisions which would no longer pertain should the amendment be made.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
Washington, June 11, 1959.

Hon. HARRty F. BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
My DEAR MR. CIIAIRMAN: In your letter of February 6, 1959, you ask for a

report on S. 948, a bill introduced by Senator Javits of New York to liberalize
the tariff laws for works of art and other exhibition material, and for other
purposes.

The proposed legislation would broaden the scope of the free provisions of the
Tariff Act of 1930 with respect to models of inventions and other improvements
in the arts, original works of art, antiques, certain handwoven tapestries, and
certain ethnographic or artistic objects at least 50 years old, made in traditional
aboriginal styles. It would also relax the free entry requirements concerning
exhibition material so as to permit the transfer of such material between institu-
tions subject to certain restrictions.

FEnelosed is a memorandum relative to the Department's views as to the pro-
posed legislation. For administrative reasons the report concurs with the general
objectives of the bill and suggests various changes therein and the insertion of an
effective date.

No unusual administrative difficulties are anticipated if the bill were enacted
to embody certain suggested alterations referred to in the memorandum.

The l)epartment has been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there is
no objection to the submission of this report to your committee.

Very truly yours,
A. GILMORE FLUES,

Acting Secretary of the Treasury.

MEMORANDUM RELATIVE TO S. 948, A BILL To LIBERALIZE TIlE TARIFF LAWS
FOR VOlKS OF A'r AND OTIER EXHIBITION MATERIAL, AND FOLt OTHER
P UR POSES

Paragraph 1720 (p. 1, lines 6 through 9 of the bill)
Under existing Iow models of inventions and other improvements in the arts

provided for ia paragraph 1720 of the tariff act are "to be used exclusively as
models and incapable of any other use." The pro posed amendment would add:
"except as they may be used in educational and cultural exhibitions." This
apparently means that the models could be used for ally purpose in such
exhibit ions.

The scope of the term "educational and cultural" in line 9 is difficult to deter-
mine. What is an educational and cultural exhibition does not lend itself to
precise definition. Difficult questions of personal opinion and preference enter
into such determinations.

It is suggested that the bill specify in other terms the classes of institutions
to which the privileges are to be accorded. An example is found in Public Law
85-458, 85th Congress (11.11. 7454) approved June 13, 1958, which provides that
"any college, academy, school, or seminary of learning, any society or institution
established for the encouragement of the arts, science, or education, or any asso-
ciation of such organizations may import free of duty" certain specified articles.

Paragraph 1807 (p. 1, line 10, all of p. 2, and p. 3, lines I through 14, of the bill)
Paragraph 1807 of the present act permits the free entry of certain specified

types of articles, sirch as original paintings and original sculptures. Although
the term "works of art" does not appear in this paragraph, it has been judicially
determined that the articlh- provided for therein must be works of the free fine
arts. The proposed legislation would broaden the provision to permit the free
entry of "original works of art in any other media."
S. 948 has been sympathetically examined in the light of its known objectives.

Legislation accomplishing the purposes of the bill should go far toward relieving
the customs service of administrative difficulties inherent iii the several "works
of art" provi-'iorns ini the tariff act and should reduce criticism from sources which
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believe that those provisions and their administration represent an outdated,
illiberal approach to the problem of the tariff treatment of "works of art." It is
concluded however, that S. 948 in its present form would probably not fully
accomplish its objectives and would not relieve the customs service of the diffi-
culties experienced tinder the existing provisions covering "works of art."

The problem centers largely around the term "works of art" itself, which is a
term of uncertain meaning and one which by its nature involves controversy.
To the extent that the classification of the objects designed to be covered by S. 948
can be disassociated frc~m the term "works of art," the purposes of the bill would
be furthered and administrative difficulties removed or lessened.

There is a tendency upon the part of critics of the existing provisions to urge
that all objects of beauty in any media should be classified tinder the existing
"works of art" provisions. The customs service is not empowered to do this,
however. In the case of Frei Art Glass Co., v. United States (15 CCA 132 (T.D.
42214)), the U.S. Court of Customs Appeals said with respect to certain glass
mosaic paintings:

"That these importations are works of art in the general acceptance of the
terms must be conceded. They embody the artistic conception and artistic exe-
cution as well. If it were a matter of first impression, the court might well con-
elude that they were works of art in every sense, and as such included within that
designation as it appears in paragraph 1449. But we feel we are precluded from
so doing by ail almost uniform administrative practice of long standing and by a
line of well-considered authorities."

We have endeavored to suggest a statutory definition for the term "works of
art" which would be administrable, but without success. It is our opinion,
therefore, that the problem might be met most successfully by allowing the existing
provisions to stand, in the main, as previously enacted thereby continuing the
benefit of prior judicial constructions; but to add to paragraph 1807 a general pro-
vision which would include objects-although not covered by existing law, or
which may be in fact already covered-which are certified by a curator or other
qualified representative of a noncommercial museum or art gallery to be of
museum or art gallery quality and examples of some kind or school of art and of
such excellence or interest that the museum or art gallery is displaying or would
display articles of such kind, for noncommercial exhibition, as an example of art
in some media of an artist or artists of some period, school, country, or locality.

Paragraph 1547 of the tariff act provides for the assessment of duty on certain
classes of objects referred to as "works of art." This provision, which has
resulted in considerable administrative difficulty, reads in its entirety as follows:

"(a) Works of art, including (I) paintings in oil or water colors, pastels, pen
and ink drawings, and copies, replicas, or reproductions of any of the same,
(2) statuary, sculptures, or copies, replicas, or reproductions thereof, valued at
not less than $2.50, and (3) etchings and engravings, all the foregoing, not specially
provided for, 20 per century ad valorem. (The 20 per centum rate referred to
in the statute has been reduced to 10 per centum by trade agreement.)

"(b) Paintings in oil, mineral, water, or other colors, pastels, and drawings and
sketches in pen and ink, pencil, or water color, any of the foregoing (whether or
not works of art) suitable as designs for use in the manufacture of textiles, floor
coverings, wall paper, or wall coverings, 20 per centum ad valorem. (Rate
currently 5 per centum by trade agreement.)"

There is discernable in certain recent decisions of the U.S. Customs Court a
tendency to regard paragraph 1547(a) as covering any article, irrespective of the
medium involved, which is regarded by expert witnesses as qualifying as a work
of art and which is for nonutilitarian purposes. F. Lunning, Inc. Traders Service
Corp. et at. v. United States (39 Cust. Ct. Reports 271, C.D. 1941); Ebeling &
Reuss Co. v. United States (Vol. 93 Treas. Dec. No. 26, p. 46, C.D. 2009); Donald
Peters, v. United States (Vol. 93, T.D. No. 48, p. 35. C.D. 2042).

If this point of view is declared to be the law, the scope of paragraph 1547(a)
would be broadened to include types of articles which are regarded as works of
art by certain proponents and advocates but which do not meet the traditional
concept of works of art under the tariff act.

The administrative difficulties probably would be reduced under such a con-
struction of paragraph 1547(a), but not eliminated. There would still be the
necessity for proof that the objects offered for entry are accepted as works of
art; and the difficulty of deciding what is or is not utilitarian, for example, in the
case of certain classes of vases, pitchers, and candlesticks, is obvious.

As is made clear by the case of Win. S. Pitcairn Corp. v. United States (39 Ct.
Cust. Appls. 15), the extent to which we are dealing with "works of art" in the
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traditional tariff sense under l)aarrzral)i 1547(a) in the case of "strttuary, scul!J-
tarcs, or coliies, 'Jplicas, or rt')roductions thereof, valued at not less than $2.50"
ij [lot onilljhttely icftind. Thie $2.50 value, provision woild mi to conrtemplate
that artichs wihicl are not of tire very highest artistic merit are provided for;
and inder the l'itcairrn case the actual'iml)ortations (i.e., the "copies, replicas, or
reiproductionus") ned not he the work of the sculptor himself.

We are faced with another problemm in connection with "works of art," Para-
graph 1810 of tir" tariff act )rovides for ti( free entry of "stanied or painted
window glass or stained or painted glass wititlows which are works of art when
imported tcc the used ill houses of worship, valued at $15 or more per square foot."
llv. (jllestioii of the liealling of the tern 'works of art" in this provision is pres-

entlv llefore the U'.S. Custonis Court. It, is understood that counsel for the
;rrotestrnt is relying upon tire frequently reiterated statvmntrt of the customs
courts that tille trm "works of art" has till' sain, nieaning wher'ver used ill til
tariff let and that it is limited to "works of the free fine arts."

ln' 8, page 2. of the trill wIuihd specifically provide for "colhlges." The greater
tile irtirrlber (Of objects which could be specifically provided for in the statutes asv
articles to which the Congress desires to accord till' "works of art" classification
the greater will he tire re(iction ill tire problems, legal and administrative, which S.
948 is designed to correct.
Parqraph 1809 (p. 3, lines 17 through 25, all of p. J, and p. 5, lines 1 through 8)

'11 vord "provision" ill page -1, line 8, shotild ie changed to "paragraph" in
or(er to mtke sure that the contrary uses of subparagraph (c) are covered . O
page 4, line 12. the word paragraphsr" should be changed to "su)paragraph (a),'
to nake sur of no iitconsistcncy lrctween the proviso of subparagraph (a) and thrr
temporary commercial t ran. fer in sulbpalragraph (c).

.\ p rent Iy an aipplicat ion to t he' collect or is not necessary under this bill for tie
transfer of artichs under paragraph IS09 from ore institution to another, thIns
:lilowin tie tir:.t institution , to make the decision as to the claracter of the second
institution.

At the plrc tnt time, tire Bureau de'termnes from a study of evidence presenited,
sirch aL :1 col)y of the in'stit ution's charter and l stat'ilent rcgartling the uses of the
imported artices, whether tire rquirenllrts of the i'aw as to the eharacttr of the
organization and the utses tf thl articles ar' i)tnirg ;et. It does not seei desirable
to d'lvtt e slich functions to :1n institution, subject only to a cieck by till' Bureatu.
Therefore. it is suigge-tcd that sibscection (c) of the proposed pa'ragrahl 1809 read
sustarrtially as follows,:

"(c) .\rtices entred rndt'r this )aragralh may ire transferred from one
society, institution, or corporation to another such organization stecifiedi il
sulbparagr:aph (a), and stich articles may ie transferred temporarily to a corn-
rnercial gallery or otier organization establisicd for tire piurpos's specified in
sitiiaragrtpii (ai) or for th,, lIn'efit of charitale organizations, and not for sale,
1pon :n nlpplication irr writ irg ill tie case of cach transfer describing tire articles
and stating th6, rrarnc alrd location of the society, institution, corporation, corrr-
rrtrcial gallery, or otier organization to which tra.rsfer is to btv made, and pro-
v'ided ill tei case of any transfer undr this paratgra)h the sureties, if any, on ti'
bond assent ill writing under s0al or -r i-vornd is filed. No entry or withdrawal
shall ie retuircd for a transfer tnirli 1Iris sUbparagiapli."

Ill harmoiv wit h our reinarks. o1 page 1 of tis Inemorandunr with resilect to-
parngrnplr 1720, %N(- believe that the words "for edicat ional, scientific, agricultural,
or citiural purposes" ap)earing ill lintvs 24 and 25 oir page 4 of the bill should
ire (h'finrd since tire seopte of that term is difficult to determrnine.

If the intent of th bill is to proxidle for the transfer of articles to societies,
instititions,, corporatioins, or organizations other than those established for the
cncor reenlt of agriculture, arts, education, or sCierce, to States, municipal
corlporations. conrerciatl galleries, or for the niefit of charitable organizations,
tiost institrtio -s or org.rnizatirs sho rId ire specified.

t)i Jl:ll.' 4, lt 18 of the ill, ti' word "collector" should bt,1 changed to

"Secretary of tire Irasirry or his delegate".

Pait'gTrflpl 1S11 (p. 5, litc.s 9i tlroi.qh 25, and 7'. 6, lites I a1d 2)
Limrt 20, 21, mid 22, page 5, irro'idt that antiqulit frames on original works

of lntiqur' or moderir art mnay Ie enterel at any port of entry. For the reasons
previonsly startud. ti' words "aitique'" and "original works of antique or miorern
art' would ire difficult to int(rprt tnrd administer. It is therefore suggested
that tj.' Irr,:miig of "aitique frames'" ie clarified and that the kind of articles
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in the frames contemplated be described in terms other than original works of
antique or modern art.

Line 25, page 5 and lines 1 and 2 page 6 of the bill provide for a new subsection
of paragraph 1811 under which free entry would be accorded ethnographic or
artistic objects made in the traditional aboriginal styles and made at least 50
years prior to their date of entry.

We do not believe that this provision could be administered by the customs
service withotit encountering uttstal administ rat ie difficulties. Customs officers
at the various ports would find it, v,'y difficult to determine whither a given
object was artistic or ethnographic, produced in aboriginal style and whether that
style was traditional. It would also le quite difficult to determine whether the
object was of the requisite age.

A better approach would seem to be as suggested under our comments as to
paragraph 1807, that is, that the cu.torns service be authorized to accord free
entry to such objects as are. covered by a proper certificate by a designated au-
thority. This would greatly lessen the administrative difficulties which could not
be met under this provision as it now stands in the bill.

In this connection we wish to invite attention to tit( provisions of paragraphs
1817 and 1819 of the tariff ct which permit the free importation of the articles
covered thereby only when the claim for free entry is accompanied by affidavits
certifying to certain essential facts required by the law.

Paragraph 1812 (p. 6, lines 3 through 6 of the bill)
Under the present provision onvi Gobelin tapestries pro(tuced in the Manu-

facture Nationale des Gobelins factories at Paris and Beauvais under the direction
and control of the French (;overninent which are of a kind used as wall hangings,
are entitled to free entry (Roger& v. 71 ited Stairs, 21 C('CPA 560; T.). 46989.
SC(tion 1(.54, Customs Ilegulations).

Certain tapestries are l)r(sentl ;7 provided for under the (lutiat)le provisions of
paragraphs 908 and 1119 of the tariff act. The bill would )rovide for the free
entry, not only of Gobelin tape ,tries, but for all handwoven tapestries whether
of wool, cotton, or other nateric], which are of a kind used as wall ha igings.

It is recommended that, if the bill is to be enact(e(d, it be amended to becotne
effective with resl)ect to nierchndise entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for
consumption on or after the 30th day after enactment. This is desirable from
an administrative standpoint since it would afford th( Department an oppor-
tunitv to advise customs field officers of the change in the law before such a
change takes effect.

The CHAIRMAN. Our first witness will be M\r. John P. Wcitzel,
Assistant General Counsel of the Treasury Department, who will
speak on the bill as well as the proposed amendments.

STATEMENT OF JOHN P. WEITZEL, ASSISTANT GENERAL COUN-
SEL, TREASURY DEPARTMENT; ACCOMPANIED BY W. E. HIG-
MAN, CHIEF, DIVISION OF TARIFF CLASSIFICATION, BUREAU
OF CUSTOMS; AND DONALD L. E. RITGER, ASSISTANT TO THE
CHIEF COUNSEL, BUREAU OF CUSTOMS

Mr. WEITZEL. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I
first would like to introduce the gentlemen I have with me.

On my right, Mr. William E. Higman of the Classification Division,
Bureau of Customs; on my left, Mr. Donald Ritger, Assistant to the
Chief Counsel, Bureau of Customs.

It is a privilege to appear before this committee. We have been
asked to testify on 11.R. 2411, a bill "to amend paragraph 1629 of
the Tariff Act of 1930 so as to provide for the free importation of
tourist literature" together with amendments which are int(,n(led to
be proposed to the bill.

The basic statutory language of the Tariff Act of 1930 does not
specifically mention tourist literature by name. The type of tourist
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literiti tr Ilint is covl~ered4 bv 11I.RI. 2411 is El it iale presently tit tlio
nrt (If :j, erntIII]aorm it of 1hoiiii jd~l foreign 1nut Iiors~hip, anld
at (hle Illb (iof W(, peru' t, if ntt Eof suich 0 lit liot'li ip. Umiiei' )liigriljil
16129 tfrev 4111 ,' v iS; jli-ovidIeI for' ''IlIllif! E10011illE1l0t iSN4114EEIy llffJ'4i gn

F V'Oerliiu1011'ii iiinod I hlis jloisioii hIts bll 11 hld (4) inlueI touistM
lit er t,tirv'i i it'i(I whll I Iv 1 (it- ti thle inrst iml) c'nlE expn : o~is.(f it fE l'Eign
govern mel it, E W 5uil (liv isi nl tihei'E' f.

Thie lill bllEliE I is vllliImit I ev %% 11114I plI'ovidle fol. t lie (1li1 , -tl'ee "(1t0-Y
ot lou rist 1lt it iii( oE 111iii i hi-t El icah, gE'" ogri ilic ', IIIOI 1 u'leu ytym
iuitol-iiiIIioii E'Ell'EIuiig jdiiceN El' I travel fijviji lE' olitsi~tl'I Ii' i'oili-
iiiitt llited SI ilti's issilE'EI bv~ folili g"lvi-rlilIn olli;, llli'l4oft r1-le~
cha libei (l'5 of E'EIll illeil(iE, til In m )1 i Iv'us ~ 1 411)5lon, . ii lil.i ogail i/a.

Sho ll liM, l ileni b11111 'l Nv'iild( illli('lhfI EIIlt tILl-iIE'Ei-illiIV o
fruE'h real-4 ilien to till oz il cas oft( lippritlierof le p-~il 11Y

Tilie Two'lsi mv I )e.li it ilielit liiis 11E) odijvvt jolils tol (lIt(- lull It1( IEM' hv ot,
It(illplfthat it woliI4 hil''V(11114vtl d iiII V111111 adliS I te''i g I lie IwoE-

Visions oIf I lie bill if ii i,4 eiilE't('(l.
We have Itiso Ileehl iltliv to1 vo'leli1(1 Eli the4 ItIiiIIdi4'lv. ilt liilev

to hIe llpi-oose'(l tol II. R. 2,111 Iw Se'iitll' Alli-i'll toI clar-ity Ihle
dii tiali SI l 1litis of woo lll(l ((1 igs.

siiev 1 9:t). f~olu g ilE' paiie' of Ibv ie Taiff Act, of I1930, wood
IliolE dill-s Iiv'e Ib~eiien i lii ii V classifi edl 1110 l estI1111lii l lI Incice's lit.
NV1i-iolis -i'd] o' (It (iltY depeilE lhug" lijion tie( 1)) o'l'Ef mldl~ing and1( t.le
typ~e Elf %vEl(I fi'Eoil wh'ic'Ih ' 1114114ding is Made~l4. 7,t11I411'e Simiiple

bysit-il! in id pilan'ing. Th'ley hiave' ilen 'litssilie(I lindl' the Ijpli-
cable luinibei' pli'ovisiofl of t lie 'lu iif' Ac 1baised o)1) Ilit species of wlod
ivolved cel hutl species being. five of (lilt N. 11114E'I pari'&g'pli 1.903(1)

anld ('eri' liii (1 er species of wood being (Iiiilill uniider 1)al'agraph 401
wit i ilitv IItI fliE trd i'U'i.gri'eenit, i't te of '25 ('ei) s pelr t-hlimid~f~ 1)ourd
feet tuevlsiiie. Siit'hl 1niohliigs aire also subject. to impor-t tax under
sect ion -1551I of tlie Intern~al Revenue Code oif 1954 tt trade agiemeet
rates varying ftoni 75 cenits to $3 pet' tliousamid hoard feet, eva-sure.

giltt~o eitaill types of pine iid spruce tire exemptevd from tis
import, talx.

More itiicate type mnoldlings wh'lich tire lialnd carved oi' tile like
have bleeni cla-sified since 1 93) iiidvr paragraph 4 12 ats wood moldings
1' cni rvings to be usc(1il ii acliit ectuirad oi, fuirniture decoration ait thle
t'aclt' igivoi'eet nate, of 17 leelt, aid vailo'rim.

The aivuen tn t. before tiiis commhiit tee would amnd par'agi'aphi
412 to pirovidle that all molings whiolly' or in chief value of wood,
including Various types of mnoldiings ind~e of two or more Pieces of
wood, slil be du1tiaible at tile r-ate applicable to Wood ol l dinigs to
b)e use-d ii) acliteet iiiaI aid fui-nit nre decorat ion--ii oAteri words,
the l(Ioe initi'ic.1 I types of nioldings. Thel( effect (of the amendment
wVould bo to iike iill tile fovegoiiig IN. pes of moldiings dutiable at thle
17 p)&r'(enut trade agivemelit rate. This amendmieit, would increase
the rate of dilty preseitly tippieble to miost types of woodl moldings.
The amnount of thev increased( would v'an- depending upon the tyI of
nioldling By oi' es-tiiate. s th ra vnite of (lutIy on somle tyhvs won I h
increased 170 tinivs.
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11. riii Ill iii' ,'i'm;elit it is ii ilcertajill to 11S Wlii1'thr Woodl moldings
Void co1( u itmile to Ike t reifi t (I* liiuber so 11 tIn loilaii ll uject to tile
nt erild revel lie t aix.

Seunimor A ND1 r1isox Woiihl vonl expli i why" it is uincertin?'
lDon't jiist mtike flbe lint stoiteieni11, buI wvoiildI You exluljiti why it is

Mr, \Wp;ii'zp:i. Yes, s'ir; I would lhe glad to.
1voill \,ou like IIIet d0o it right nlow'!
Senn tor A xio ;,is s. I wvould like to kimoV right no(w.h ~tino
.\Ifr. W ri'i';i.. It depends, Selfator Anderson, oni tw il-to)f

c.tssitic It ionl. 7HI'e ilitef-II~Il revelilie 1 ax lppdies toi liiiii er. It, is
phroI'l l s ill t err s (if 111111bet'.

The language ini vour bill would tuk'' moluliigs wbich tire nlow

dahiiSiiedh iiiihei' tIhe( 11111)heri pil rtigr'tpli 0111 (if t1110 pti ragijaph. Our
people fire 11(3t (ert iti I

Sviiat or A \ mi) 11(N. 'P'itait would hitirot, ner i ii i, would it'!
Mr. ~V~~Ii.Well, tint would niot 1w iriertitiui
Senaftor A .;ILmjtoN. ''(ll lie what is iiertatii?
,\If. Wp' r7.':r.. Well, Wha t is tiiieetaii is whet her that samie priri-

Ci Ile W~ould( aply t(1 IhiS itinT111l 1'(V4INIMP( t Di. YOIU see, your bill
re'te to f(I li ( Ii ty.
We have~& twoi ilicidils. M.e [fit%, thle (lity ind we, have thet import

plates 1,11 har e imiposedl 11iiter thle In teriial ieveuim Cod(~me.
Seiitor AND1PERSON. On) IItimln'r, hut1 if it is not Ilimber1 it woulld niot

In' a c()rifli't., woItl~l it?
Mir. W.ixrzixr. Well, thle (11flt 01 is Whet her, ily' the decfinlitionlal

change or- thle change uof classificationi that. your bill makes in the rate
of duty, t he principle of flint. would also apply to thre ini -'nal reventie
bax.

Sv'iiartor ANDERSiON. If it is not hImber it would, Would it nlot?
Mr. WEITZEL. Yes, i oll

Senator ANDERsoNx. Ihleni, what is uncertain about it?
X\Ir. WE;ITrZEL. Wlim;t is uncertain about it, is the teclinliel dlefinlit ion

of what, is Iuarller. That is tile whole problem here.
D)o I make myself clear?
Senator ANDER-;soN. You certainly (d( not. B~ut go ahead.
Mr. W};JTziET.. The rates of (duty 0!) all of the types of molding

covered by this am(*Iendmnt tire pre:sently'N the subject of international
tradIe agreements and1( coticessions thereundler.

Ill View of th lifrl tflint various avenui s (If relief IIIre open to (lolliestic
producers who lbelieve dwhy aire being Seriously injured or thiieateiied
Witt 1*seriouls inj iiry by I lritras'-d imports (Jill' to trade agreemnt (0on-

cesiois- jartculaiydwh escape-clause provision of the Trude, Agree-
mients Exteiisioii AMt (of 1 951, as5 atimnrded -- the rreasir 'v Department
cannot reconmetid tilie en1ct 114-11t Of tiiS 11nelilent. We call the
attention of thle commit tee to fl ic adlv('rse reports which we tinder-
stand the commit tie has r *"eive-d from thle lDepartiits of S-tate alidf
CornmIerce.

Also we have bee~n asked to comment on thle amuinii elllt to FIR.
2411 initvede to be proposed biy Senator .Javits to liberalize the tariff
laws for works of art and other* exhibit ion mtuterial. This amendment
would afinl five different paIagraplbs of the Tariff Act of 19:30.

The first section would amend~ paragraph 1 720 which pretsenitly
providIes for duty-free, vjatrv of models of invmntioiis anid othe--r in;..
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provements in tlit arts which are to be used exclusively as models and
Incal)al)e of any other use. 'The proposed aienldment would broaden
tle provisions of tlie existilig law to permit free entry for such items
wlhen they are to bne use(d as exiiiits at exhibitions at specified types
of educational and cultural institutions.

Tie Tr'easutrv has o objection to this portion of tilt, proposed
atendliten t alnl wouihl have Ito ,iiticultv il administering it if certain
teclitijld amietndiIents were 1nade. We womld be hlLapl)pv to cooperate
with Ile committee or its staff in working out such amendments or to
discuss tlieti at this tine if the committee so desires.

Th'l( remaining sections in Senator Javits' proposed amendment
cover the field of works of art which has been a source of great diffi-
cultv over the years to both the Treasmuy Department and importers.
With lhe advent from time to time of rather unprecedented new forins
of expression in t lie artistic field and the use of new types of media, the
Brireait of Customs has had many difficult problems in applying these
provisions of tie' Tariff Act. which have not been changed in substance
siiice 1930. The basic question has been how to determine what is a
work of art within the meaning of the law. Opinions as to what is
a work of art vary both among the public and among experts. There
has Iben freqitent criticism of some of the individual decisions iii this
area.

'1The prol)osed amendments woulh broaden the scope of the present
provisions of the Tariff Act which provide for free entry of original
works of art, antiques, and certain hand-woven tapestries. Duty-free
entry would be accorded to works of the free fine arts in media not
covered by the present law, including original paintings in vitreous
enamel, original mosaics, collages, and certain lithographs and prints.
The criteria for determining whether various articles qualify as
antiques would also be changed.

Presently, paragraph 1811 provides that for such articles to qualify
for duty-free treatment they must have been produced prior to 1830-
which was, of course, 100 yefirs prior to the passage of the Tariff Act
of 1930. This provision would be changed to provide for duty-free
entry of such articles produced 100 years or more before their date of
entry into this country. A new free-entry provision would be inserted
covering ethnographic or artistic objects in traditional aboriginal
styles and made at least 50 years prior to entry.

Paragraph 1812 providing for duty-free entry of Gobelin tapestries
used as wall hangings would he broadened to'accord free entry also
to all handwoven tapestries whether of wool, cotton, or other material
which are of a kind used as wall hangings. The amendment would
also amend paragraph 1809 to permit exhibition material entered free
of (lute to be transferred between institutions.
We favor the general purposes of Senator Javits' proposed amend-

ment. It would alleviate many of the difficulties that have been
encountered in administering existing law. We feel that in its present
form it would create certain new dilficulties in administration which,
however, we believe could le corrected if certain amendments were
niae. We would appreciate the opportunity of consulting with the
committee or its staff about such amendments so that suitable legis-
lation could be recommended for enactment.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
The (HAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
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Are there any questions?
Senator ANDERSON. I had some questions. I would just as soon

make a statement.
Let me show you two pieces of molding of wood. One is solid and the

other is finger-jointed.
When I took this matter up originally with the Treasury Depart-

ment how were these both regarded?
Mr. WEITZEL. As I understand it, Senator Anderson, forgetting

for the moment what kind of wood they may be made of-
Senator ANDEitSO,. They were both regarded as lumber; is that

right?
NMr. WEITZEL. I believe, Senator Anderson, that -one piece was re-

gardel as lumber, the one-piece one, and that the two-piece one was
regarded as manufactured wood, and let me check with Mr. Higman;
is that right?

Mr. IIGMAN. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON. That is not correct. You can check it. At

tie time I wrote you, you replied to me on October 29, 1958, that you
regar(Ied both of these pieces as lumber, and then after we got into
some argument about legislation, you wrote mie on December 23,
1958, and you said you were happy to inform me that you could now
classify this as molding [indicating] and this as lumber [indicating].

I wish you would look at the two of them and tell me about them
as to why you can (1o that.

If there is simplicity in planing-is the planing identical?
Mr. WEITZEL. As far as the form and planing go, Senator Anderson,

they look identical. The only difference seems to be one is glued
together.

Senator ANDERSON. One is glued, and the other is not.
You say:
The more simple types of one-piece wood moldings-such as baseboard and

-ceiling moldings in houes-are manufactured simply by sawing and planing.

Look at both pieces and see if these are a simple sawing and then
a simple planing. Are not there some patterns around in there,
grooved a little bit, and so forth?

Mr. WEITZEL. Well, as I understand it, Senator Anderson, and I
am only an amateur woodworker-

Senator ANDERSON. I assure you you are no more than I am.
Mr. WEITZL. You can use a plane that has a blade cut in a certain

fashion so that a piece of wood can be run through it and come our,
for-instance, with these grooves or the form on this side.

Senator ANDERSON. That is true, you can also do it with a piece
that is patched together, can you not?

Mr. WEITZEL. Surely.
Senator ANDERSON. So they are identical, but you give one of

them one treatment and the other one the other treatment.
Mr. WEITZEL. That is correct.
Senator ANDERSON. Yes, itis. How (to you explain it?
Mr. WEITZEL. I would explain it, Senator Anderson
Senator ANDERSON. Because the people who merchandise these

:are pretty effective lobbyists, are they not?
Ir. WEITZFL. Pardon.
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Senator AM- .';isoN. Because the commission merchant lias beeii it
pretty goodI lobbyist.

Mr. Wm~i~z;r,. No. 1\v uinderstan(ling, Senator Anderson, hids
been that the administrative practice has twez conisistenit.

I would never he onle to vomlplet ely (lefen(1 soime of tile strange
results that maty come out, of tile Tariiff Act. Buit soinetimies our-
p~eop~le, Vol] See, cannot hell) wh'itt may appear to be in st range result.

Senator A.Ni)itusoN. I iinderstanmi. Butt you say inl the letter that
voui wrote mie ont October 29, 1958, about these l1)iiig e.lassi.ie 11ittiler
the luilier p~rovisionls, NVol sit.

Th1,is is ill aiccord ~i i t 01C dveeisioi of t hoe Board1( of ( enlerai App ra ker s

this is Treasm- Dv1epartment letter TC 481.21.
This is ini accord Iwith the dle (cision of thew Board or (;enerau I iiertow thit

IT.S. ( ustoiiis (otirt , of ( ctobi- 2-5, 191.5.
Was there at law ptissedl after 19:30 that changed that?
Mr. WVEITZEL4 . Let inc check with Mr. Iligman.
Senator ANDERSON. WNell, Coingress tried to. It is Section 412,

an(I it saidI:
Spring clothosiis 21) vents per Lgross; hldiiig ritle-. quote all t lie foregoing

1111d1 withita list of these things, "Ind they ptit iii the provXision-~
Woo~d 11uoligs;.

After Congress, tried its best to co({rrect, this by pltnlg ill "'wood1
mo0ligs'' inl 19:30. NVWli dIo von still halng Onl to 1 9 15?

Mr. Vn'II.The Tieosiiiv *lyepartmnent wats faced withI that
quesCtionl very 50011 lifter tie( enactment of the Tariff Act of 1930,
Senator AlIi(11r501, 1I1A.(I t hey lplit out a ruliing which is (hated Novemiber-
22, 1930, explaining thatt it, wits t(lie rpasmwy Department's interpreta-
tionl of tile intent of Conigress thant thle phrase ''wood nioldfings and
carvings'' which is, ais vout know, the Ialigting( ill the Tariff Act, wats
iliteli(le(I to cover' the( tvlpes of woodl holdings that are hand carved
or ait least tire so (ollnphcx that. thiey cannot he iniadle by ordinary

Senator A,,tulsoN. '"ell no0w, youi relatte that to those two pices
of woodI in) front of youi.

Mr. WVEITZm,. These we wotild consider can be made by anl ordinary
planing process; inl other words, you Canl run~ thcmi through.

Senator ANDERSON. But -ott classify onle as 11lmber andI the other
one0 youl Put unler this W~ool) mnoldling classification. If t hey are b~oth

socomplicatedI that they are all finished ill) witl fine filigree, you
show ine where- the differencee is.

Th'ley are idlentical, em-elpt oiie is p)astedl together where there wvas a
bad Piece of t ie( 1)011r-d.

MNr. VfzE.There tire three possible classifications for wood
inoIllmgs, Miat or Andlerson. 'There is the diity-free" classification
which relates to lumiber, inot fur-ther *lvaiieel and sawedl and p~laned1.
That is how o01w-piece moldlingps havet beenl classified.

Thien tile~ secoll(I waly of classifications is as nmanufact ures of wood.
Now, what in technlicail language that mecans is something that hafs

been 111ininuft ln'e(l h)cv ont t lie stage of luimber, just sawved andI planned.
That wa-s h~ow.o t %e- hatve 1)eei citissifyin t he glulel-up moldings which,'
ats A'0o N' very properly- indicate, here ofthle completely same design,
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and if they were painted over no one of us would know that they
were not a one-pice--

Senator ANDERSON. Is there a functional difference in the house?
Mr. WEITZEL. I would not presume there would be any difference.
Senator ANDERSON. They are used in identically the same fashion.
Mr. WEITZEL. I would assume so.
Senator ANDERSON. Once the paint is over them you could not tell

one from the other.
Mr. WEITZEL. I am sure I could not.
Senator ANDERSON. One has one duty and the other has another

duty.
Mr. WEITZEL. That is right; and then the third classification, if I

may go on, is the classification for wood molding of the intricate
type, hand-carving and things that could not be done by a planing
operation.

Senator ANDERSON. Do you know if the amount of foreign molding
imported is significant?

Mr. WEITZEL. I do not know. We have tried to find that out. But
the wa statistics are kept, wood moldings are part of a larger classifi-
'ation,"and we have checked with the Tariff Commission, and we have

not been able to find accurate figures.
Possibly some of the business interests in the country have some,

but, we have not been able to get some figures separating them out.
Senator ANDEHSON. If you (o not know what it involves, how do

you know that you are against it?
Mr. WEITZEL. WeII, all we know on that, Senator Anderson, is that

there are trade agreement rates and trade agreement concessions on
all of these types of moldings, and violations of our international com-
initm ents would be involved if the duty were raised by legislation, as
opposed to a domestic industry taking the escape-clause route.

I want to assure that we are not saying that the domestic industry
is not being injured. We have no knowledge on that.

Senator ANDERSON. I just think since we have been in this contro-
versy for months that it might have occurred to somebody to find out
what the situation was with regard to the importation of molding.

Mr. WEITZ:L. Well, we have inquired some, but the principle that
is the basis for our pcsition is that the escape-clause route should be
taken by an injured domestic industry because of the international
commitments.

Senator ANDERSON. It is your contention then that where it says
"wood moldings and carvings used in architectural and furniture deco-
ration" you think they only refer to wood molding that was used in
furniture decoration?

Mr. WEITZEL. No, sir. It could be used in a house, a very fancy.
I guess you would call it, frieze, a type of molding that was hand-
carved, and we announced that i. 1930.

Senator ANDERSON. What I am getting at is that you regarded the
phrase "wood moldings and carvings to be used in architectural"- -
so that the phrase "to be used in architectural and furniture decora-
tion" applied to wood moldings as well as to carvings?

Mr. WEITZEL. I believe so; yes.
Senator ANDERSON. But could it not be that the carvings is what

they were trying to explain and not the wood moldings? Did you
find any legislative history to justify your interpretation?

43527-59--3
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MXtr. WEI'rZEL. I have 'lot checked tile legislative history myself,
btit, you see, there was t h, 1'reasury interpretation of the legislative
history inale ill 1930 which we have been following ever since it was
pulillishced.

Senator ANDkItSO-N. Was it an interpretation of legislative history
or was it ai illterpretationl by the Tlreasury Department without.regard
to legislative' history?

\r. W rrzEm.. Nay I read the last paragraph of the publishefl state-
mem{ ill 1930)?

S( nator ANDElSJoN. Yes.
.Mlr. WEITZEL. This was a statement by the Commissioner of Cus-

toms approved by the Secretary of the 'reasury. This is just the
last Paragraph:

In view of the foregoing, the bureau believes that it was the intent of Congress
in enitet ing the rsw provision in paragraph 412 merely to increase the rate, of duty
iik certain moldings already dutiable, and not to affect the clasifications of mold-

ings which are the product of a planing process only and were accordingly admitted
free of dtily under previous tariff acts. As the provision in question was intended
for the protection of woodworkers or wood earverm, ta stated on the floor of the
Senate, the bureau is of the opinion that it should I)e limited to moldings which
are cut or carved to a degree which would exclude them from clamsification under
a provision for lumber not further manufactured than planed.

Then it says:
You will phase be governed accordingly because this was an instruction to the

collctors of customs all around the country.

SeI1tor ANDERtSON. Well, then, wood molding used in architectural
work, inl your opinion, is for wood carvers only? In other words,
when I put wood molding in a place in my house, which is pretty
dhecorative around the top of the ceiling or some place of that nature,
that is for a wood carver only?

Mr. WEITZEIL. Generally; there could be a little variation.
Senator ANDERSO.N. Generally?
.Mir. VEITZEL. I am being fairly technical, Senator Anderson.
Senator ANDERSON. I would jist like to ask you, (1o you live in a

house here in Washington?
Mr. WEITZEL. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. Is the molding in that house done by a hand

carver?
Mr. WErTZEL. No, sir.
Senator A1NDERSON,. Then what are we talking about, Mr. Weitzel?

You and I know that molding is not done by a wood carver.
Mr. WErTZEL. We have no statistics, but on my lay knowledge I

wold agree with you, Senator Anderson.
Senator ANDERSON. Yes.
Then why was not th amendment in accordance with that? Why

was it not interpreted the way it was supposed to be interpreted?
Mr. WEITZEL. Our people went into it very carefully, Senator

Anderson, and I notice here, looking earlier into this ruling that, for
instance, there was testimony when the Tariff Act of 1930 was being
considered, from the International Wood Carvers Association and
other carvers associations.

Senator AxpEhtsoN. They took care of them by adding the. word
"carvings" along with "wood moldings."
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They were trying to protect them both. But having done it,
there was no reason for the Treasury Department to decide:

Well now, they tried to protect both the wood molding industry and the carving
industry, therefore we will protect the carving industry, and never mind the
wood molding industry.

Mr. WEITZEL. My attention has been called here to one additional
possibility, in answer to your last question.

Moldings that are made by carving machines--frankly, I do not
know what carving machines are-would also be covered by this
paragraph; it would be hand carvings and molding made by what-
ever carving machines are. They must be different from ordinary
planing.

Senator A.N-DERSO.N. I think we recognize that these moldings up
there in those panels are , b try ,,with a carving machine.
They are not done by-fiand; but they are s decorative, are they
not? _I"

Mr. WEITZEL/irhey are very decoltive.
Senator AN)pERwoN. Yes. (
Mr. WEITFJL. You havoS iie new committee room.
Senator /ANDEaSO!n-Well, there is som question a ut that.

[Laughter (
Senato DoUGLA a as the hidquarte of the

Treasu
Sena r ANDERSON. W e re is no i r cont' g to

argue a ut it, e ep t to htjis is terpr tation w ch you
could c me to i youizn ho 'the t th words of that ection,
"wood oldings nd." j4e' fi"6. protect vgs
to be ed in arc itectur4l, and fun decoration," but it ores
the fact that Cogrestrid to y t od moldings ed for
architect al wor uld 66,t a in form . The
Treasury has held to that, even u h e Congr delib tely, in
1930, cha ed the old procedure.

I want say to y"- -that bec use i has eon that ay, what
importance I there to-tthe. mppor nation ,o 7 wood mol Mgs ? How
much is the trade from Mexic6 tha r uires you to it that way?
Volumewise, hoarnuch is it? It is only a relativ andful of com-
mission merchants o handle it this way.

Has the Mexican Go ment issued an est to vou?
Mr- WEITZEL. Not that 10 w-f-
Senator ANDERSON. Not that you know of. CR.)
Why do we worry about a handful of conmission"erchants who

say, "We want to have it a certain way, regardless of what the
Congress did"?

Mr. WEITZEL. I, as I say, know of no protest from the Mexican
Government. The State Department may have had some. We
probably would not have heard about that. I do not know.

Senator ANDERSON. Is there anybody from the State Department
here on this?

Mr. WEITZEL. I do not believe there is.
Senator ANDERSON. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
Senator CARLSON. Mlr. Chairman, I have a question.
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Mr. Weitzel, my knowledge of moldings is limited to having bought
a few Iundred feet, in the last few years and of using a few molding
for picture frames, so I am not a specialist in this field.

I iav received a number of complaints from Kansas and the Middle
West in regard to this proposed aneiidnenit, and I think I would like
to at least place one letter in the record, Mr. Chairman, from the
Frank i'axton Lumber Co. of Kansas City.

This is a very large concern, and one sentence of the letter reads:
I am keenly interested in this matter as the Frank Paxton Lumber Co. imports

Philippine inahogany ziohlings from an American manufacturer operating in the
Philippines, and this business would be subject to serious adverse effects if the
Anderson amcndnent to H.R. 2.111 is adopted.

Do you have any comments oil that?
Mr. EV ETZEL. We, of course. Senator Carlson, are not completely

familiar with the domestic industry economics or the inport situation;
but we do feel that there is a regularized way of hiad ling problems

itt this domestic in(hist ry feels they have today, and that way,
established ill the Trade Agreements Act, is through escape clause
proceedings.

We are not expert in all ot such mat ters. and the Tariff ('oinmission
is expert in balal'ing these difficult interests, and in determining the
facts.

Senator ('AItLSON. would d Vo tell me what would hapl)pel in Case
the Anderson amendment is approved by this committee and the
Congress to the importation of this particular type of Mahogany
moldings from the Philippine Islands?

XMr. WEITZEL. Does the letter further describe the type of molding,
Senator Carlson?

Senator C(.RLSoN. No, it does not.
I gather from the testimony here this morning there are many

types and many ways to make these moldings.
Mr. VEITZEL. If it were what we call one-piece molding, simplyplaned, there would he a very large duty increase, because today

mahogany one-piece holdings of that type are (ltlty free. This would
impose a 17 percent (luty on such mollings.

There is also a small import tax on them.
Economically, I do not imagine that would be too significant. So

it would amount to a change from duty free to 17 percent ad valorem.
Senator CARLSON. I can appreciate their interest in that. That is

all, Mr. Chairman.
(The letter referred to follows:)

FRANK PAXTON LUMBER Co.,
Kansas City, Mo., July 8, 1959.

Senator FRANK CARLSON,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR CARLSON: Inasmuch as I reside in the State of Kansas, at 4917
Glendale Road in Johnson County, I am taking the liberty of writing you regarding
a matter which greatly concerns me.

I understand the Senate Committee on Finance is holding public hearings on
Thursday, July 16, on a bill, H.R. 2411, to which amendment has been proposed
by Senator Anderson which would have the effect of special duty, to an ad valorem
duty of 16% percent. I am keenly interested in this matter as the Frank Paxton
Lumber Co. imports Philippine mahogany molding from an American manufac-
turer operating in the Philippines and this business would be subject to serious
adverse effects if the Anderson amendment to H.R. 2411 is adopted. We, there-
fore, strongly oppose the said Anderson amendment to H.R. 2411 and can find in
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our long experience In dealing with both domestic and imported woods no reason
for disturbing the long standing and generally accepted classification of ordinary
moldings am lumber, subject to no ad valorezu duties.

Your study of and interest in this matter would be appreciated. I understand
that Mr. James D. Williams, Jr., of the law firm of Barnes, Richardson & Colburn.
is following this matter and may call on your office in connection thertwith.
Any assistance you can give Mr. Williams will be appreciated.

Thanking you in advance for your consideration and help, I am
Yours very truly, WINTHROP WILLIAMS, Manager.

Senator ANDERSON. Now, wait. What is your responsibility; to
protect this lumber company, or to interpret the law correctlv?

Mfr. WEITZEL. To interpret the law correctly, Senator Anderson.
Senator ANDERSON. IS nmahogany molding not used in furniture

decoration?
Mr. WEITZFEIL. I iniagilie it is. I have seCl .-
Senator ANDFR SON. So you admit it duty free because of this piece

of wood over here that we have.
Mr. 1V1.'ITZBL,. Well, it would depend on tile type. Now----
Seneator ANDERSON. Does it? It says "wood holdings and carvings

for use in er.hitectural and furniture decoration." So anything that
is uised in furniture decoration takes the other rate; does it not?

\11'. VEITZEL. Let me check this with Mr. Higman, my expert, on
it. I am-n sorry for the (lelay, Senator Anderson.

Senator ANDERSON. That is all right, because you will find it is
brought in as lumber. le inspector does not look at it and say,
"What is it (estined for?" He picks it up and says "ltmber," and
tlat is tile eII(l of it.

Mlr. VrE TZL. Mr. Higian advises me it wouhl depenl on the
t y)e of molding, evel though it were used for furniture, its to which
c li ssifievi t iou--

Senator ANDEIsON. Will lie testify thmat the inspector looks at the
fiinvl use to iuhiic this is to be put?

M\It. IhnCMAN. It is my impression, Senator, that tile field officers,
ill clssifvimug these shiplments, determine whether in the trade and
comunierce of time United States certain types of mlding are known
mO dealt with and used as architectural and-let me get the language

of the statute here.
Senator ANDERSO.N. "Furniture decoration."
Mr. HIGMAN. I furniture decorationn.
Senator ANDERSON. Do you know of any other purpose for muahog-

any lmolding in furniture work except for decoration?
Senator BENNETT. Senator, malogany molding can be used of the

samie type and for the same purpose as tihe pine molding is used.
Senator ANDERSON. It can be, yes.
You can use a Rools Royce car to deliver garbage, but you do not

do it..
Senator BENNETT. A man finishes a room-I can give you a specific

example.
Senator ANDERSON. All right.
Senator BENNETT. The company I was connected with distributed

a thin veneer of woods of all types mounted on canvas, and many
buildings have been finished with that particular material. That is a
wallpaper. It hangs up to the ceiling with an irregular edge.
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If you were to purchase that material in mahogany you would
want to buy a solid mahoganly molding to cover theedge of that
product in the joint between the wall and the ceiling.

Senator ANDERSON. Yes. Would that be for architectural decora-
tion or to make a solid wall?

Senator BENNETT. f think it would be for the same purpose as the
pine molding, which might be used to he put in that place.

Senator ANDERSON. E_'xactlv, and it is all used for decoration; and
anything that is used for furniture decoration should have a tariff on it,
as provided for it.

Senator BENNETT. There is not furniture decoration here; this is an
architectural use.

Senator ANi)i,-iSoN. An architectural decoration takes the same
rate as furniture decoration; there is no difference between then.

Ir. \VriurZEL. An example has occurred to me, Senator Anderson.
In the mIking of some pieces of furniture, for instance a dresser
table, you may have very thin pieces of wood coming together, as do
the sides.

Now, wlen they come together with t lie top, the joint, might not be
secure enough, S(; they would need some ldditiona sIIupport.

Now, the simplest kind of thing would be to use some quarter
loun iiill o uldhl have something more decorative, but certainly the
use of that molding would not be entirely decorative; it would hbe for
structural reasons, too.

Senator A,,DmRtsoN. Well then, the manufacturer ought. to specify
that particular section of his shipment that is going to be used for
that purpose and not cover the whole top with mahogany and say
that that is molding, too. Is that your problem? It is an extremely
limited use that you have indicated, but all of it now comes in free,
all of it.

Mr. WEITZEL. That may be.
Senator ANDERSON. It not only may be, but it. is, and the people

who are in the business will let you know that it is, and they have
tried to correct it. That is the great difficulty.

As the chairman knows, we have been wrestling with the situation
over the provision that gives us some rights to take defense installa-
tions ad depreciate them. We pass one bill, and the Treasury says
that was not any goof], so we took the Treasury's own language the
next time and passed it, and then the Justice Iepartment says that
is no good either.

You are always determined to see to it that the will of Congress is
set aside.

Iere is the will of Congress: Wood inolding that is used either in
architectural or furniture decoration, that would have a certain duty
on it. WhIen you put a little strip of molding around the floor, it is
for decoration aldI not to strengthen the floor that is underneath it.
But, you put it in free if it comes from a certain country.

'Mr. WI:T'zE:L. A considerable amount of it, sir, has come in free.
Fhe C.,nirxN-. Any further questions?
Senator DoUGLAS. May I shift the subject to a more artistic field?
In the final paragraph of your statement you, mention sonic admin-

istrative difficulties which you fear would 6e occasioned if the Javits
amendment in it present form were passed. Just what are those
difficulties?
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Mr. WEITZEL. I think Senator Javits anendment-wait a minute,
Senator, I want to have it before me.

Do you have a copy of the bill, Senator?
Senator DouA..s. es.
Mr.. WEITZEL. Oin page 3 there is a new paragraph 1807(b). There

is language in there that concerns us greatly, mentioning "unprece-
dented or unforeseen kinds or media not apparently included under
subparagraph (a)."

Now, the theory behind this subsection we are in agreement with.
We would like to see something where our people may feel certain

that they cannot accord free entry to something under the main
provisions and have, you might. say, a basket clause which would help
them adliit works of art which ai'e on the borderline area, and they
would in such a case want to call on representatives of accredited
museums for certification.

Senator DoI'(IAS. That is the purpose of the Javits amendment.
Do you have an objection to that?

Mr. WLITZEL. OiIIN" the wor,ling of the amendment..
Senator Douglas, I would like to make it clear-it may not have

been clear enough in my statement-that we are very sincere in that
we woulh like to see a bill of this nature enacted, and we sincerely
believe that we could work out amiendmlents with the proponents of
the bill which woull be agreea)le to them and to us.

Senator Dot'GiAs. That is fine. But I do not see what the ground
of vour objection is, and I still do not see what any administrative
difficulty would be.

W hat I take it Senator Javits is trying to do is to get the Treasury
Dt partment out of the business of deciding what is art.

Mr. WEITZEL. And the Treasury Department would like to get out
of that business as much as it can.

Senator DOUGLAS. I must say I have rather conventional tastes in
art. I (1o not go personally beyond the postimpressionism, but I
know there are others who think collages and other things are art,
and I am not one to deny them, and I do not think the Treasury is
competent to say whether something is a work of art or not.

I would prefer to let the curators of nonprofitmaking museums pass
on the question.

Mr. WITZEL. I could not agree with you more all the way down
the line, Senator, and there are just a few wording changes in here,
that is all they are, that bother us. It is noting serious.

The next thiing that concerns us is on page 5 in the amendment to
what would be tie new paragraph 1809(c), and that relates to transfer
of articles from institution to institution.

We feel that tile provision for transfer is a very good idea, but that
the transfer should be limited to tile same types of institutions which
can bring in the article originally.

In other words, you are entitled to bring in an article free to exhibit
at certain kinds of institutions. Subparagraph (c) as so written
here is not written so that it is limited to such types of institutions as
we would like to see it so written.

Senator DouGLAS. It is limited to commercial galleries.Mr. WEITZEL. That is one of them, ard also we would like to see
an application made to our collector of customs for the transfer so
that he can be sure that it is a qualified type of institution.
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it This again is a very small problem, and I would assume we could
work out a solution in agreement with the proponents of the bill.

Those are the principal objections we have.
We have a number of questions, you might say, as to things that

we want to make sure that the committee realizes.
On page 6, the amendment to paragraph 1811(c) having to do with

ethnographic or artistic objects, quite frankly we do not know exactly
what is intended to be covered there, because we are not experts in
art, particularly in the field of aboriginal art either.

As it is written it seems to us that we could administer it, but we
would like to know a little more about it.

Then we feel that we should call to the attention of the committee
paragraph 1812, the amendment as to tapestries. We are in no way
against this, but we just point out it would cover all kinds of imported
tap stries to be used for wall hanging. It now covers only Gobelins.

The last two things I have mentioned are not objections, they are
just things we felt we ought to call to the attention of the committee.

Senator Dou(GLAs. I am very glad the Treasury wants to get out of
the blusineQss of deciding what is art.

Mr. WEITZ;L. I think we should get out of it if we can, because we
are not suppose([ to be art experts.

Senator DOUTLAS. That is all, Mr. C'hairnan.
Tile (0t[AIJIMA N. An' further questions?
Thank you very much, -\lr. IVeitzel.
Mr. NVEITZEL. Thank you, it. Chairman.
The CHAJ.MAN\. The next witness is the Honorable Don Magnuson

who desires to speak in support of the bill. You may proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. DON MAGNUSON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
THE CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

MN.h. .MAGNITSO.N. '\[r. Chairman, I have a brief prepared statement
here.

I first want to express my appreciation for the opportunity to com-
ment on this bill, II.R. 2411, of which I am the author, and which
would provide for the duty-free importation of certain kinds of tourist
literature.

I should point out, that in past years this legislation also has been
sponsored by Senator Magnuson, and I know he still retains a deep
personal interest in its enactment.

The purpose of the bill is to place on the free list tourist literature
containing historical, geographic, timetable, travel, hotel, or similar
information with respect to places outside the continental limits of
the United States, which is published by foreign governments, their
departments or political subdivisions, or by boards of the trade,
chambers of commerce, automobile associations, or similar organiza-
tions.

This legislation has been urged for many years by the Pacific
Northwest Trade Association, an organization composed of chambers
of commerce from the Pacific Northwest in the United States and
Canadian Provinces.

Since 1936 the Canadians have permitted the literature of this type
published in the United States to enter Canada duty free.
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This regulation was promulgated following corierences with repre-
sentatives of the United States at which it was agreed that both coun-
tries would afford this privilege to the other.

Well, the Canadian Government has complied; the United States
never has, and this discrimination understandably has been a source
of irritation, although a minor one, to many of our Canadian friends.

I have a letter in support of the legislation from the Seattle Chamber
of Commerce that I would like permission, Mr. Chairman, to place
in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
(The letter from the Seattle Chamber of Commerce follows:)

WASHINGTON OFFICE,
SEATTLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

Washington, D.C., July 7, 1959.lion. DON MA(, N :ON,

House of !?eprcsentalites, Washington, D.C.
1)EAR MR. McC NsoN: The Seattle Chamber of Commerce is keenly interested

in your bill, II.R. 2411, which would amend the Tariff Act of 1930 so Us to provide
for the free importation of tourist literature.

We understand the Committee on Finanice of the U.S. Senate will hold hearings
on this bill and we would appreciate it very much if you would make our views
on this neasire a matter of record when you appear before the Senate committee.

The situation is basically onc involving the free interchange of tourist literature
and information. Seattle's interest is primarily in this free exchange with Canada.

Under the existing conditions, Canada permits the duty-free admission of
tourist literature issued by National or State Governments, boards of trade,
chambers of commerce, municipal and automobile associations, and similar
organizations. Canada has not charged duty on such material since 1939, but
does not receive equal treatmen, under the Trade Agreements Act from the
United States.

There seems to be no particular objection on the part of the United States to
such a reciprocal arrangement, but the fact is that the United States has not been
free to transfer items of this nature from the dutiable to the free list under the
Trade Agreements Act. In fact, the United States has, on two occasions, reduced
by one-half the duties on tourist literature irrespective of source-first in the 1939
Canadian agreement, and subsequently in the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade of 1947-but could not transfer any part of the item to the free list. The
U.S. duties on such literature are now as low as the President has the authority
to make them.

Thousands of American tourists visiting the Pacific Northwest include in their
plans visits to the British Columbia cities of Vancouver and Victoria. Similar
numbers of Canadians include Seattle and the Puget Sound country in their
itineraries. The availability of tourist literature and information, both to the
United States and Canadian tourists, is an important factor in the development
of this traffic.

We respectfully urge the Senate Finance Committee to give prompt and early
approval to your bill correcting this situation.

Yours singer, y,
GEORGE E. THOMAS,

Assistant General Manager.

Mr. MAGNUSOX. While Senator Magnuson and I are particularly
interested in Canadian tourist literature, the bill applies, as you know,
to other countries as well.

The measure has received favorable reports from the Departments
of State, Treasury, and Commerce, and the Bureau of the Budget.

I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Congressman.
At this point the Chair would like to insert in the record a letter

from Senator Magnuson together with attachments.
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(The letter from Senator Magnuson together with letter from
Pacific Northwest Trade Association and their Resolution No. 2,
follows:)

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE,

July 16, 1959.

Re 11.11. 2411, to permit free entry into the United States of foreign tourist
literature.

Hon. HARRY F. B1YRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate.

DEAR SENATOR: You have before your committee, 11.11. 2411, which is a bill,
which contains the provision, previously introduced on the subject of duties on
tourist literature coming from Canada into the United States. Unfortunately, I
cannot be with you this morning to discuss the subject because I am chairing hear-
ings on the first supplemental appropriations bill for fiscal 1960.

I want you to know that there is widespread interest in this bill and ask that
there be included in the record the attached letter and resolution from the Pacific
Northwest Tr-,e Association. This association is comprised of chambers of
commerce, boards of trade, and leading industrialists from western Canada and
the Pacific Northwest area of the United States. It represents a good cross
section of the business community and, hence, the views expressed by the PNTA
are a reliable indicator of the interest in the subject and provisions of 11.R. 2411.

I will appreciate your committee's favorable consideration of the measure.
ThanK you for your many courtesies and best regards.

Sincerely, Warren,

WARREN G. MAGNITSON,
U.S. Senator.

PACIFIC -NORTHWEST TRADE ASSOCIATION,
SMeattle, July 7, 1959.Senator WARREN 0. fAGN USON,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR: Your information to the effect that hearings will be held

July 16 on 11.1t. 2411 and that you will be willing to present a formal statement
to the committee on our behalf is deeply y appreciated. Will you please do just
that?
The situation is, I think, covered rather fully by our resolution of which I

enclose another copy'. As I understand the matter, the action in Canada, 'way
back in 1935 was taken on the understanding that similar action would be taken
in this country but the U.S. law was written so as to apply only to tourist litera-
ture produced by governmental agencies whereas that ill Canada, as was the
initial agreement, covers all tourist literature including that put out by chambers
of commerce, boards of trade, tourist associations, etc. Thus the effect of H.R.
2411 is merely to give equal treatment to tourist literature produced in Canada
with the treatment they are giving to tourist literature produced here.

While this is in some respects a small thing, I am sure that favorable action
will be regarded as tangible evidence of the U.S. appreciation of an obvious
inequity.

I am communicating with several others of our members and hope that they
will also inform you of their feeling. We shall be counting on you to present our
case forcefully.

Looking forward to seeing you in Fairbanks in September, I am,Cordially,
a 

D. C. KNAPP,
Executive Vice President.

RESOLUTIoN No. 2--ADOPTED AT 33D GENERAL CONFERENCE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

TRADE ASSOCIATION, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, MAY 9-10, 1955

CONCERNING DUTY-FREE TOURIST LITERATURE

(This is a reaffirmation of this resolution adpoted at our Wenatchee meeting in
October 1954:)

"Whereas the Canadian Government since 1935 has permitted tourist literature
printed and issued in the United States by Federal or State Governments or
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departments thereof, boards of trade, chambers of commerce, municipal and
automobile associations, and similar organizations or associat ions to enter Canada
duty free; and

"Whereas similar organizations in Canada are required to pay duty or customs
charges when sending tourist literature into the United States: Therefore be it

"Resolred, That the Pacific Northwest Trade Association requests tluit the
U.S. Government reciprocate by allowing such literature to enter the United
States duty free."

The CHAIRtMtAN. Senator Jacob Javits regrets that ite is unable to
appear today in behalf of his amendment, but a change of schedule
requires his presence in New York City today.

His prepared statement and a letter traiisrnitting a draft of his
amendment modified so as not to change the definition of "antiques"
in the existing law will be inserted in the record at this point.

('lie (ocuineIlts referred to: S'nator Javits' prepared statement and
his modified amendment (48-59-A) to Hl.R 2411, follow:)

STATE-MENT OF H1O. JACOB K. JAVITS, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF NEW
YORK

Mr. Chairman, I had hoped to have been able to appear personally at this
hearingii in behalf of my amendment 4-8-59-A to H.R. 2411 but unfortunately
due to the change in schedule I found myself with an engagement in New York
City this morning which could not be altered although I will be in the Senate this
afternoon. This statement is therefore submitted.

On February 5 1 introduced, for myself and Senator Douglas, S. 948 "to liberal-
ize the tariff laws for works of art and other exhibition material, and for other
purposes," which was referred to this committee. This bill had the endorsement
of the various (lovernme:t departments concerned. Technical changes sug-
gested by the departments were incorporated in 8. 948 and the bill, as revised,
was introduced as an amendment to lf.R. 2411. This amendment is now under
consideration by your committee.

id M proposal would amend the Tariff Act of 1930 liberalizing the definition of
"works of art" which may be imported duty free so as to include modern art forms
•tand would ease restrictions on the importation of articles of educational or artistic
value when they are meant for exhibition purposes and not for sale.

For the world's most modern society, the United States retains some of the most
antiquated tariff regulations which tend sharply to reduce the number of abstracts,
collages, lithographs, and primitive carvings imported for the enjoyment of the
general public. The existing laws impede the cultural development of our Nation
and tend to expose us to ridicule in other advanced countries.

For example, in 1912, Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque developed the collage,
now a recognized fine arts medium which is frequently composed out, of materials
including paper, cloth, and even manufactured objects like nails. However, today,
47 years later, the Customs Bureau guided by the tariff act, still rules that be-
cause a collage is not made from traditional materials, it does not qualify as an
original work of art and so must be subject to duty at 20 percent of its declared
value.

To highlight the absurdity of this situation, an original Picasso or Matisse
painting could be imported duty free but a collage by the same world famous
artist on precisely the same subject valued by art experts as high as $20,000. as
some are, is subject to a customs levy of $4,000.

Other outmoded restrictions limit the importation of nondutiable sculpture to
imitations of natural objects, chiefly the human form in their true proportion of
length, breadth, and thickness. The strict interpretation of this definition auto-
matically bans the levy-free importation of many abstract sculptures considered
classics.

If we do not take steps to grant official art standing to such sculptures, along
with collages, lithographs, and even primitive carvings, then we are living in a
cultural desert even though some of the most creative and productive talents in
the art world were born, raised, and trained in the United States.

The amendments to the tariff law Senator Douglas and I are proposing would
greatly increase the number and kind of original art objects imported into this
country by U.S. art inuseums and dealers as well as art patrons who donate siz-
able collections to art institutions; in addition, they would encourage a much
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freer interchange of works of art between tile United States and other countries.
The loss of tariff revenues to the United States due to a more liberal interpreta-
tion of the tariff laws, deemed insignificant by authorities, would be more than
compensated for by the increased cultural opportunities accruing to the United
States.

The key amendment proposed would enlarge the definition in paragraph 1807
of the Tariff Act of 1930 to admit duty free original works of art done in oil, pen
and ink, water colors and other traditional media and also that "in any other
media including applied paper and other materials, manufac toured or otherwise,
such as are used on collages," and original sculpture and statuary "cotstrutted
fromin aily material or made in any form," not limited to conventional materials
mid representative forms.

Other amm(ndinemt.s would remove import restrictions on certain printing proc-
esses such as lithographs under 20 years old, hand-woven tapestries by modern
artists, art objects from primitive societies made 50 years prior to the date of
their entry, and modelss of inventions and other improvements in the arts"
used by architectural groups and others. Free entry would be granted for the
scull)tor's model and III replicas much in demand by'museums and collectors.

Finally, paymllent of eustomts duties and the posting of bonds normally required
conld be wai\vd on1 condition that the works of art were being imported not for
sale hut for exhibi ion purl)oses in the United States. These objects could also
he transferred, tcmmtorarily to a "commercial gallery or other premises for educa-
tion, scientific, a,,riculturral, or cultural purposes or for the benefit of charitabe
organizations, and not for sale."

)n page el of Illy allelldllent, it was proposed to amend paragraph 1811 of
the Tariff Act of 1930 so Ls to change the definition of antiques to objects 100
ve "r., or older. There has been substantial opposition to such a change expressed
h y knt ique dealers, and in recognition of such opposition and in view of the feet
that i do not consider it fundamental to the purpose of the bill, I should like to
modify may aniendnment insofar as this particular section is concerned so as not
to change present law. Appended herewith as part of my statement is iny
amenindent as so modified. I understand that those who had previously expressed
this opposition now support the bill, as modified, and are so informing the
committee by wire.

Mr. Chairman, substantial support has been evidenced for this bill through-
out the country, and I know that many of those favoring the proposal have
-dready evidenced their support to the committee. I would ask that the com-
mittee record be held open for several dys for receipt of such statements as due
to exigencies of the committee schedule only one witness in support of the bill
bas been requested to appear.

I urge upon the committee favorable consideration of this amendment for the
reasons aforestated.

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

July 16, 19,59.
Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: Reference is made to the amendment which I offered
to H.R. 2411, designated as amendment 4-8-59-A. On page 6 of this amend-
ment, as offered, it, was proposed to amend paragral)h 1811 of the Tariff Act of
1930 so as to change the definition of antiques to objects 100 years or older.
There has been substantial opposition to such a change expressed by antique
dealers and in recognition bf such opposition and in view of the fact that I do not
consider it fundame ital to the purpose of the bill, I should like to modify ny
anendmnent insofar as this particular section is concerned so as not to change
pre (ent law. Attae'lcd is a copy of my aniendmlent as so modified.

Sincerely, 
JACOB K. JAVITS.
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MODIFIED DRAFT

[H.R. 2411, 86t0 Cong., 1st msu.

AMENDMENTS

Intended to he proposed by Mr. JAVITS to the bill (H.R. 241 1) to amend paragraph
1629 of the Tariff Act of 1930 so as to provide for the free importation of tourist
literature, viz:

Page 2, line 3, strike out "Act" and insert "section".
Page 2, after line 6, insert the following new section:
"Snc. 2. (a) Paragraph 1720 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C.t,

sec. 1201, par. 1720), is amended to read as follows:
" 'PAR. 1720. Models of inventions and of other improvements in the arts, to%

be used exclusively as models, and as exhibits in exhibitions at any college
academy, school, or sentinary of learning, any society or institution established
for the encouragement of the arts, science, or education, or any association of,
such organizations, and incapable of any other use.'

"(b) Paragraph 1807 of such Act, as amended (19 U.S.C., sec. 1201, par. 1807t
is amended to read as follows:

" 'PAR. 1807. (a) Original paintings in oil, mineral, water, vitreous enamel,
or other colors, pastels, original mosaics, original drawings and sketches in pen,
ink, pencil, or watercolors, or works of the free fine arts in any other media includ-
ing applied paper and other materials, manufactured or otherwise, such as are
used on collages, artists' proof etchings unbound, and engravings and woodcuts
unbound, lithographs not over twenty years old or prints made by other hand
transfer processes unbound, original sculptures or statuary; but the terms "sculp-
ture" and "statuary" as used in this paragrraph shall be understood to include
professional productions of sculptors only, whether in round or in relief, in bronze,
marble, stone, terra cotta, ivory, wood, metal, or other materials, or whether cut,
carved, or otherwise wroudt by band from the solid block or mass of marble.
stone, alabaster, or from metal, or other material, or cast in bronze )r other metal
or substance, or from wax or plaster, or constructed from ainy material or made
in any form as the professional productions of sculptors only, and the term "origi-
nal", as used in this paragraph to modify the words "sculptures" and "statuary",
shall be understood to include the ori-iinal work or model and not more than ten
castings, replicas, or reproductions made from the sculptor's original work or
model, with or without a change in scale and regardless of whether or not the
sculptor is alive at the time the castings, replicas, or reproductions are completed.
The terms "painting", "drawing", "sketch', "sculpture", and "statuary", as used
in this paragraph, shall not be understood to include any articles of utility or for
industrial use, nor such as are made wholly or in part by stenciling oi any other
mechanical process; and the terms "etchings", "engravings", and "woodcuts",
"lithographs not over twenty years old", or "prints made by other hand transfer
processes" as used in this paragraph shall be understood to include only such as
are printed by hand from plates, stone, or blocks etched, drawn, or engraved with
hand tools and not such as are printed from plates, stones, or blocks etched, drawn,
or engraved by photochemical or other mechanical processes.

" '(b) The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate may at his discretion
admit free of duty works of the free fine arts of unprecedented or unforeseen
kinds or media not apparently included under subparagraph (a) of this paragraph,
but in this case he may require an affidavit from a curator or other official of a
noncommercial museum or art gallery that the kind of object in question rep-
resents some school, kind or medium of art within the meaning of the "free fine
arts" as used herein.'

"(c) Paragraph 1809 of such Act, as amended (19 U.S.C., sec. 1201, par. 1809),
is amended to read as follows:

i'PAR. 1809. (a) Works of art, collections in illustration of the progress of
the arts, sciences, agriculture, or manufacturers, photographs, works in terry
cotta, parian, pottery, or porcelain, antiquities, and artistic copies thereof in
metal or'other material, imported in good faith for exhibition purposes witHin
the territorial limits of the United States by any State or by any society or instit, -
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tion established for the eneouragenkent of the arts, science, agriculture, or educa-
tion, or for a municipal corporation, aid all like articles imported in good faith
by any society or association, or for a municipal corporation, for the purpose of
erecting a public monument, ani not intended for sale nor for any other l)url)ose
thai ierein expressed; but 1)0nr shall be given, under such rules and regulations
as the Secretary of the Treasury may )resciribe, for the payment of lawful duties
which may accrue should any of the articles aforesaid be sold, transferred, or
used contrary to this paravrap'h within five years after the (late of entry hereunder
anti such articles shall he subject at any time within such five-year period to
examination and inspection hy the proper officers of the customs: Provided, That
the priviltges of this subparagraph (a) shall not be allowed to associations or
corporations engaged in or connected with business of a private or commercial
cli rather.

4'(b) In connection with the entry of works of art and other articles claimed
to be free of duty under this paragraph, surety on bonds may be waived in the
discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate.

" ' (c) Articits entered under this paragraph may be transferred from one insti.
tution to another, subject to a requirement that proof as to the location of such
articles he furnished to the collector at any time, and such articles may be trans-
ferred temporarily to a commercial gallery or other premises for educational,
scientific, agricultural, or cultural pl)uposes or for the benefit of charitable organ-
izations, and not for sale, upon an application in writing in the case of each
transfer describing the articles and stating the name and location of the com-
mercial gallery or premises to which transfer is to be made, and provided in the
case of any transfer under this paragraph the sureties, if any, on the bond assent
in writing under seal or a new bond is filed. No entry or withdrawal shall be
required for a transfer under this subparagraph.'

"1) Paragraph 1811 of such Act, as amended (19 U.S.C., sec. 1201, par.
1811 ), is amended to read as follows:

"'PAR. 1811. (a) Works of art (except rugs and carpets made after the year
1700), collections in illustration of the progress of the arts, works in bronze,
marble, terra cotta, parian, pottery, or porcelain artistic antiquities, attd objects
of art of ornamental character or educational value, which shall have been pro-
duced prior to the year 1830, but the free import, tion of such objects shall be
subject to such regulations is to proof of antiquity as the Secretary of the Treasury
may prescribe. Picture frames produced prior to the year 1830 ray be enteredat an ly port of entry.

" '() Violins violas, violoncellos, and double basses, of tll sizes, made in the
year 1800 or prior year.

" '((') ititnographic or artistic objects made in traditional abori,.riml styles
and made at least tifty rears prior to their date of entry, but the free importation
of slih obje.,ts shall Ie sii iject to stch roulat ions as to proof of antiqi ity 1, t l('
Secretary of l,e Treasury shall lescil~.

"() l'araurapth 1812 of such Act, as amended (1 1 U.S.C.,sec. 1201, par. 1812),
is ananeuded to read as follows:

" 'PAR. 1812. ( obelin and otier hand-woven t apestries used as wolll ha ngings.'
"(f) This section shall become effect ive Niitih respect to merchandise entered,

or withdrawvn from warehouse, for consumption on or after the ttirtieth day after
the date of enaetnent of this Act."

Amend the title so as to re:d: "An Act to antend paragraph 1629 of the Tariff
Act of 19310 so as to provide for the free importation of tourist literature, to liberal-
ize the tariff laws for works of art and other exhibition material, and for olher
purposes."

The CH.IAIMNI: N. Our next, witness is M.\iss Dorothy Dudley, Na-
tional Committee to IAberalize the Tariff Laws for Art, who desires
to speak in favor of the Javits amendment 4-8-59-A.

MIiss Dudley, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF DOROTHY H. DUDLEY, REGISTRAR, THE MUSEUM
OF MODERN ART, AND CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
OF MUSEUMS, COMMITTEE ON CUSTOMS

Miss DUDLEY. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is Dorothy
H. Dudley. I live in New York City. I have worked as registrar
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for the Museum of Modern Art since 1936, and have imported many
works of art.

I have been chairman of the American Association of Museums,
committee on customs, for the past 10 years.

This committee was appointed to investigate possibilities of liberaliz-
ing the tariff laws for works of art.

Recently I have been on the executive committee of the National
Committee to Liberalize Tariff Laws for Art.

I have with me Miss Dolores Lamanna, who has assisted the com-
mittee in its work.

I appreciate this privilege of being able to speak in support of
Senator Javits' amendment. I have submitted a written statement
and will read excerpts from it, as I comment on the amendment.

The amendments to H.R. 2411 to liberalize the tariff laws for works
of art and other exhibition material represent a revised version of the
bill S. 3900 introduced by Senator Javits on May 27, 1958, and the
almost identical S. 948, introduced by Senators Javits and Douglas on
February 5, 1959. The text of these bills has been revised to conform
with suggestions received from the Treasury Department.

The proposed legislation has the support of national organizations
such as the American Federation of Arts, the American Association
of Museums, American Institute of Architects, IT.S. Committee of the
International Association of Plastic Arts, the International Council
at the 'Museum of Modern Art, College Art Association of America,
and the National Art Education Association. It is supported by
museums throughout the country and by many artists, dealers, and
private collectors.

The National Committee To Liberalize the Tariff Laws for Art,
under tie chairmanship of Mr. I. Sturgis Ingersoll, president of the
Philadelphia Museum of Art, reports that, 24 major museums and
art associatiolls have sent out literature in support of this legislation
and that the committee has received copies of scores of favorable
letters sent to Congressmen by their constituents. The press has
shown its support in editorials and articles in leading art magazines
anl ill newspapers across the country, inclu(diig the St. Louis Post-
Dispatch, New York Times, New York Herald Tribune, Philadelphia
Bulletin, Philadelphia Inquirer, Cl(.vcland Plain Dealer, and Winston-
Salem (N.C.) Journal.

No figures are available to show the exact loss of revenue which
might result from the enactment of these proposals. However, a
survey of (lealelrs and other experts undertaken by the Committee to
Liberalize the Tariff Laws for Art suggests that the amount is negli-
gible. rhe consensus is that it would be about $10,000 amually.

The wide support for this legislation comes from professional
groups, dealers, and private collectors and from the trustees, mem-
bers, and staffs of American museums, all of whom have long been
distressed by serious inconsistencies in the tariff laws for works of art.
The present language has led to such confusion that free entry for
sculpture depends almost entirely upon its subject matter as shown
by the title, but it call be made of almost anything; painting may
represent anything or nothing, but must bo made of certain materials;
signed etchings come in free, but lithographs, signed or otherwise, do
not; and modern tapestries are free only if woven in a certain Freamch
factory.
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The present series of amendments are the result of some 10 vears'
work by it committee on customs of the American Association of
Museums. They are an attempt, by means of the most careful
Ioissible rewording of tariff paragraphs 1720, 1807, 1809, 1811, and
1812, to make the law clear enough to eliminate all obstacles to the
fret importation of original works of art and flexible enough to cope
with inevitable innovations in style and material. If this is accom-
plished, administrative practice will be greatly simplified and will
conform for the first time with the simple intention of Congress to
alrnit wor,s of art free of dutv.

Xlv comments on these reviions will treat the tariff paragraphs
affected in numerical order.

Paragraph 1720 provides for the free entry of models. At present
the words "to be used exclusively as models and incapable of any
other use" prevent the free entry of architectural and other models
for use in exhibitions.

It is proposed that the paragraph read-
to be used exclusively as models and as exhibits in exhibitions at any college,
aadtemy, school, or seminary of learning, and society established for the encourage-
of the arts, science, or education, or aiy association of such organizations, and
iicapabl: of any other use.

This would permit musueims, schools, and societies such as the
Architectural League to import such models free of duty for exhibi-
tion--mnusetins may now enter then under permanent exhibition
bond, but this method entails useless restrict tions and formalities,
anii many potential exhibitors may not use it.

l'arag1a])h )807 containss ill the principal provisions for importing
works of the "free fiiie arts." Its obvious intent is to provide free
entry " for all bona fide original works of fine art, as opposed to useful
designs, patterns, replicas, copies, et cetera, all of which are dutiable
ul(er paragraph 1547. This privilege is a tremendous help not only
to Amierican art museums but to dealers and private collectors.
Public collections benefit twice, through their own imports and
through the growth of American private collection3 from which they
receive loans, donations, and bequests.

However, the language of the paragraph, which has not been
revised since 1930, has encouraged the growth of regulations through
which part of the benefits have been lost. Many works of fine art,
recognized as such by everyone, including the customs examiners,
must be denied free entry, because no specific provision for them can
be found in the language of the paragraph.

Such works must then be entered under paragraph 1547 as "works
of art not especially provided for" or even-frequently-under para-
graphs which were not intended to cover original works of art and
which work considerable hardship when applied to very valuable
objects. Two paragraphs often used in this way are 1023-20 per-
cent aI valorem--and 1413-17% percent ad valorem-for "manufac-
tures not especially provided for" of hemp and paper respectively.
When these paragraphs are used, the duty is invariably based upon
the value as a work of art which is often in excess of $10,000-when
as "manufactures of hemp and paper" this value might be 15 cents.
These regulations vastly increase paperwork for importers and the
customs service. They cause needless delay and have sometimes
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forced importers to take court action against the Government. Above
all, they frustrate the intent of Congress.

Paragraph 1807 includes a list of traditional artists' materials, which
was apparently meant to include all those used in bona fide works of
art. But artists are constantly using new materials, many of which
are not manufactured as "art supplies;" and works incorporating such
materials are excluded by implication.

For example, more and more artists in this country and abroad are
making "collages," that is, pictures made of paper, cloth, small
objects-manufactured or not----et cetera, pasted, glued, sewn, pinned,
or nailed together, and often combined with drawing or painting in
traditional mediums. Collage as a fine arts medium was invented by
Picasso and Braque about 1912. The best collages of these artists are
now valued as high as $20,000. Collages by Picasso, Gris, Braque,
Matisse, Schwitters, Burri, and other important 20th century artists
are in the collections of most of the great art museums of the United
States, including:

(a) The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
(b) The Art Institute of Chicago.
(c) The Philadelphia Museum of Art.
(d) The Baltimore Museum of Art.
(e) The Museum of Modern Art, New York.
(f) The San Francisco Museum of Art.
(g) The Columbus Gallery of Fine Art.
(h) Yale University Art 'Gallery, New Haven, and many others.

I do not have time to name them tal. Many colleges are illustrated in
important art publications.

Neither the esthetic nor the commercial value of modern works of
art depends in any way on the materials of which they are made. This
is generally recognized by artists, dealers, scholars, collectors, and
museum officials.

Paragraph 1807 is therefore modified to include some of the materials
typical of collages and the words "in any other media" added to allow
free entry to these and works in any new mediums that may come into
use by professional artists.

In the same way original prints in limited editions printed by hand
can be made in other ways than those listed in the paragraph, espe-
cially by lithography, and the purpose of the paragraph is defeated by
the implied limitation to specified techniques. The paragraph has
therefore been changed to include prints made by other hand-transfcr
processes.

Subsection (b) has been added to the bill at the suggestion of the
Treasury Department so that an affidavit may be required by the
collector from a curator or other museum expert to establish the
status of unprecedented works of kinds or mediums that are not listed
in the paragraph, and I would like to say here I would be very glad
to work with the staff of the committee on any further departmental
suggestions.

Sculpture is customarily cast from molds in strictly limited editions
of usually no more than 10 replicas. Each unit is finished by hand,
and the first is not more valuable or more original than the last. In
exceptional cases an edition is completed by associates after the death
or incapacity of the sculptor. In addition to the edition one sculptor's.

43527-59-4
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model made by hand in less permanent material is often preserved.
This, too, is considered an original work of art. Such edition) are a
normal feature of professional production in sculpture and do not
constitute mass-produced commercial reproductions. The practice
is traditional and not a recent innovation. It is recognized in the
present wording of the paragraph; but the limitation to three replicas,
the customs regulation that they must be the first three made or cast,
Nos. 1, 2, and 3, anti failure to mention the sculptor's model raise
obstacles to the importation of certain works identical with those
admitted free.

In view of the large number of American museums and private
Collectors interested in' casts of the saie work, the wording is changed
to admit the sculptor's model and not more than 10 replicas.

Although the present language of the paragraph would seem to allow
free entry to all bona fide sculpture without regard to its form or title,
a 'reasury\ ruling of 1916--T.D. 3:6309-.requires sculpture to consist
of "imitaiions of natural objects, chiefly the human form * * *in
tlieii true proportion of length, breadth, and thickness. * * *" As a
result of t he famous Brancusi lBird in Space decision of 1928--T.D.
43063 sculpture, though still required to represent a natural form,
need 110 longer render it it its exact proportions.

Although in his decision in the Brancusi case Judge Waite recog-
nize(d that 'There has been developing a so-called new school of art,
whose exponents attempt to portray abstract ideas rather tian to
imitate natural objects," customs officials are still required to follow
the 1916 ruling and (lenv free entry to all frankly abstract sculpture,
wii.h makes 1o crli to (lerivltion from any natural form--at the
same time painliti)g and drawings are admitted whether abstract or
not if made from traditional materials.

[inus, it happens at times that free entry for sculpture hinges
entirely upon its title. Recently a piece of sculpture-not purely
abstract-with time French title "Masque" was first denied free entry
on tie grounds that a mask is not a naturall" object, but later
admitted when it was shown that "Miasque" may also be translated
maskerer" or masqueraderr" and that this was thme correct rendering
in tie particular case in hand.

Abstract sculpture is li)eng produced here and abroad by many
artists who lhve forsaken the idea of duplicating or distorting the
human or animal form. Their works are included in many museum
and private collections and are commonly illustrated in publications
on the art of our time.

Since time 1916 ruling bars a. large and increasing proportion of all
the sculpture being made from duty-free entry, the words "made in
any form'" have been inserted in this bill.

Paragraph 1809 grants museums and educational institutions the
privilege of entering otherwise dutiable exhibition material under
bond. Things entered in this way must be kept on the premises of time
importing institution and produced for periodic inspection by customs
ofticia s. They may be transferred to other eligible institutions with
tie permissioii of tile collector of customs, but under no circum-
stances to a commercial gallery.

Since all institutions privileged to use this paragraph must fist
establish their noncommercial character, there is no risk that objects
freely transferred from one to another might be put to illegitimate use.
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Thus, tile permission required for each move imposes a useless burden
on the institutions and the Government.

It is proposed that these transfers will be permitted without first
obtaining permission, provided tile importing institution can always
show the collector where tile item under bond is located.

Benefit and other nonprofit exhibitions must often be held on the
premises of commercial organizations. It would be useful if material
entered under exhibition bond might be shown in such exhibitions
with permission-that is only if permission were granted by the
collector of customs.

The changes in this paragraph have therefore been made to simplify
the work ot the customs service as well as that of institutions privileged
to use the paragraph and to increase the availability of such material
for educational and cultural use.

Paragraph 1811 provides for the free entry of antique articles.
Here my written statement will have to be corrected because since

we prepared it we have made a change.
There has been opposition expressed to changing the date for

antiques from "prior to 1830," as now stated in the law.
The measure proposed by Senator Javits provided a definition of

a hundred years or older.
In recognition of this opposition, Senator Javits has withdrawn that

provision and has, I understand, submitted a letter to the committee
to this effect.

The ])l'oponelits of the Javits amendment are not firmly wedded to
this proposition and offer no objection to the retention of the 1830
date as presently prescribed by law, and as now requested by Senator
Javits.

It is our hope, however, that the other changes recommended will
be retained. One of these amends the paragraph to allow the entry
of antique frames at any port of entry so that they will not be re-
stricted as they now are to ports of entry specified for antique
furniture.

This is important so that a valuable painting in an antique frame
can be sent directly to the importing museum for unpacking and exam-
ination ly customs and not have to stop at some port specified for
antique furniture.

Senator DoUGLAS. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the witness a ques-
lion?

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Douglas.
Senator DOUGLAS. Am I correct in this understanding that this

original date of 1830 was put into effect by the Tariff Act of 1930?
'Miss DUDLEY. Yes.
Senator DoUCLAS. So that the intent in 1830 was to say that, was

something over a hundred years old.
Miss DUDLEY. That would seem to be the intent, but I understand

there were other reasons for choosing that, date.
I do not deal in antiques and I do not know exactly what those other

reasons were, but possibly what they had in mind were objects after
tile industrial revolution, and possibly machine-made objects.

Senator DOUGLAS. The coincidence of the two dates, 1930 and 1830,
would seem to lead to a presumption that the test then applied was
that of a century prior, and to conform to the spirit of the 1930 law
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seemed to meet the original Javits' provision on that point. But you
say lie has withdrawn it?

Miss DU7DLEY. He has withdrawn it because of opposition by the
antique dealers.

Senator DOUGLAS. You mean dealers in domestic antiques?
Miss DUDLEY. Pardon?
Senator DOUGLAS. Dealers in domestic antiques?
Miss DUDLEY. I believe there are two antique dealers associations;

one is the New York Antique Dealers, and the other is the American
Association of Antique Dealers-is that correct-who have ob-
jected, representing antique dealers in this country. They want to
retain the (late prior to 1830.

Senator DoU(LAS. Thank you.
Miss DUDLEY. Another change recommended for this paragraph is

in subparagraph (c).
This is proposed so that objects representing the material culture

of primitive peoples may be considered antique at an earlier age than
is customary for other artistic antiquities. Some reasons for this are:

1. Within the past 50 years many of the cultures represented by such
objects have disappeared, diminished, or changed radically.

2. In the absence of records it is often impossible to be certain of
the age of such material.

3. The very preservation of such material frequently depends upon
its possession by a museum, especially when it is no longer valued by
its makers.

4. In many culture areas objects more than 50 years old are almost
nonexistent because of the perishable materials used and the corrosive
effect of climate and vermin in the local environment.

These objects are seldom if ever capable of any use other than
study and display, and they do not compete with any American
products. An age of 50 years is more than enough to bar all modern
commercial products and imitations made for the tourist trade.

There is now a museum of primitive art in New York that displays
these objects and, of course, they may be seen in most of the science
museums in the country.

Paragraph 1812 is the final change proposed.
This allows for the reentry of Gobelin tapestries made by hand for

use exclusively as wall hangings. The word "Gobelin" has been
applied to all fine tapestries.

However, in the text of paragraph 1812 it is written with a capital
G and has been taken to mean only those tapestries actually made
at one of the two Gobelin factories in France and accompanied by a
certificate from the manager of one of these plants.

It would be a great convenience to American museums and private
collectors if the many modern tapestries not made at the Gobelin.
factory could be imported as duty-free works of art. At present many
tapestries designed by Picasso, MIaillol, Miro, and Leger, and other
modern artists are denied free entry because they are not Gobelin
tapestries, or tapestries made in those two factories.

In this bill the paragraph is amended to allow free entry for other
handwoven tapestries made for use as wall hangings.

I hope we can make it clear they are exclusively for use as wall
hangings so they would not compete with any fabric to be used for
upholstery material.
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On behalf of the American Association of Museums and the National
,Committee to Liberalize the Tariff Laws for Art, I urge your support
of the changes proposed in the amendment to H.R. 2411 so that free
entry will be provided for all bona fide works of art.

Thank you very much for this opportunity to testify.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Miss Dudley. You made

a very interesting statement.
Miss DUDLEY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is the Honorable Marguerite

Stitt Church of Illinois.

STATEMENT OF HON. MARGUERITE STITT CHURCH, A REPRE-
SENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Representative CHURCH. I greatly appreciate this proffered oppor-
tunity to offer this statement in support of a certain important
amendment proposed by Senator Javits.

It is my understanding that Senator Javits has proposed an amend-
ment to H.R. 2411-now pending before your conimittee-which
would amend the Tarif. Act of 1930 so to liberalize the definition of"works of art" which may be imported free of duty as to include
modern art forms.

I have myself introduced in the House H.R. 5969 for this same
purpose, and would most certainly ask that Senator Javits' amend-
ment to H.R. 2411 be accepted.

Some modern art forms today are ruled by the Customs Bureau as
not qualifying as an original work of art 'merely because they are
composed of materials such as cloth and paper, and thus are subject
to duty. Many abstract sculptures which are considered genuine
works of art are barred from entry into this country free of duty
because of the strict interpretation of the Tariff Act limiting non-
dutiable sculpture to forms of natural objects. However, abstract
paintings are permitted free entry.

The wording of the present law excludes these art forms and thus
discourages and limits the free interchange of all works of art between
the United States and other countries.

I understand that Senator Javits' amendment will restrict such
nondutiable imports to art objects brought in for exhibition purposes
only, as does my own bill.

The proposed amendment would increase the cultural opportunities
in the United States and merits the support of this committee and of
the Congress.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mrs. Church.
Our next witness is the honorable John V. Lindsay of New York.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN V. LINDSAY, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Representative LINDSAY. Mr. Chairman, I deeply appreciate the
opportunity to make this appearance on behalf of the amendment
to H.R. 2411 proposed by Senator Jacob K. Javits. His amendment
would add to this bill provisions liberalizing the duty-free importa-
tion of art and the duty-free exchange of art exhibits. I have been
supporting equivalent legislation in the House of Representatives.
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The district which I am privileged to represent has a particular
interest in this legislation. My district includes the groat art centers
of the country. Its museums include the Metropolitan Museum of
New York, the Museum of Modern Art, the Frick Museum, Frank
Lloyd Wright's new Guggenheim Museum, to name a few. The great
galleries of New York are concentrated in this district-Parke-Bernet,
Wildenstein, Duveen, and man, others. The district includes much
of Greenwich Village and Chelsea, which are among America's most.
famous art communities. Also in the district are the well-known
antique shops of Second and Third Avenues. The centers of fashion
and theater-close cousins to the creative arts-are concentrated along
Fifth Avenue and Broadway in this district.

I can assure this distinguished committee that the desire among all
these groups for the adoption and passage of this legislation and their
distress over the possible continuance of the present archaic restric-
tions on the importation of certain works of art are intense and wide-
spread.

1 have seen the report of the Treasury Department on bills of simi-
lar import introduce( in the House of Representatives. The Depart-
ment stated that it "concurs with the general objectives of this pro-
gram," but listed several technical or administrative objections to
particular provisions of those bills. The amendment before you today
has, 1 understand, been revised to accommodate those reservations.
The amendment thus has the wholehearted approval of Treasury.

Nor would any significant loss of revenue be involved. Recently, I
asked the National Committee To Liberalize the Tariff Laws for Art
to provide ine with an estimate of the revenue for art tariffs involved.
This organization, by the way, sponsored by outstanding museun.s
across the Nation, is con)rised of a distinguished group of artists
end1 art, patrons. The very existence of such an organization is, I
think, striking evidence of the wide support of this measure.

The national committee has replied that-
no one was able to give us an%" accurate figures on possible loss of revenue. After
talking with several New York galleries, our educated gue.ss is that the total
amount of duties collected does not exceed $10,000 a year.

But, I submit, even if a greater loss of revenue were potentially
involved, surely it would be outweighed by the immeasurable value
of the stimulus this bill would give to the growth of American culture.
It is an absurdity that our present laws hold dutiable some art forms
only because they are the creations of 20th century thought. Equally
difficult to explain are the arbitrary limits applicable to the importa-
tion of re prod actions of art treasures and the arbitrary selection of
1830 as the cutoff (late for antiques. These are just'a few of the
defects which this legislation would cure.

In my opinion this is legislation which certainly ought to be given
high priority. Not only would its passage greatly aid the develop-
ment of our museums and educational centers, but it would effectively
accelerate the free exchange of art idea,: and cultural thought front
which our Nation as a whole stands greatly to benefit.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Lindsay.
The next witness, Mr. Robert Samuels, Jr., secretary of the New

York Antiqu6 & Art Dealers Association, Inc., desires his statement
inserted in the record in lieu of appearing personally.
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Senator Javits has agreed to amend his amendment as recommended
by Mr. Samuels.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Samuels and a subsequent letter
withdrawing objections to the amendment as modified by SenaW
Javits, follow:)
STATEMENT OF ROBERT SAMUELS, JR., SECRETARY OF THE NEW YORK ANTIQUE &

ART DEALERS ASSOCIATION, INC.

My name is Robert Samuels, Jr. I reside at 22 Lindbergh Place, Crestwood,
N.Y. I am a vice president of French & Co., Inc., 978 Madison Avenue, New
York, N.Y., a dealer in antique works of art, including furniture, rugs, tapestries,
paintings, and bibelot.

I appear before this committee in my capacity as secretary of the New York
Antique & Art Dealers Association, Inc., 59 East 57th Street, New York, N.Y
a nonprofit organization of New York City dealers mutually pledged to safeguard
the interests of those who buy, sell, or collect antiques and works of art.

A list of the officers of the association is appended to this statement.
.Mfr. Alastair A. Stair, president of the association and N1r. Edward Munves, its

vice president, are presently abroad on business. b~ut for that fact, either one or-
both of them would have appeared before this committee to register the views of
the association which I am about to present.

The association respectfully wishes to record with this committee its strong
opposition to that portion of S. 948, introduced by Senator Javits as an amend-
ment to the House-passed tariff bill, H.R. 2411, which seeks to amend paragraph
1811 of the Tariff Act of 1930.

Paragraph 1811 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as it presently stands, provides for the
duty-free importation of objects of art produced prior to the year 1830, subject to
such regulations as to proof of antiquity as the Secretary of the Treasury may
prescribe. Ever since the Tariff Act of 1930, and principally because of para-
graph 1811, the test of antiquity of objects of art, including antique furniture,
antique silver, etc., both in the trade and in the mind of the art buying public, has.
been whether or not the particular object was produced prior or subsequent to
1830.

Under section 4 of S. 948, this now traditional test of antiquity would be
materially changed. Subdivision (a) of the new paragraph 1811 proposed by
S. 948 would qualify for duty-free importation as antiques all art objects "which
shall have been produced prior to 100 years before their date of entry, * * *"
In addition, subdivision (c) of the proposed new paragraph 1811 would qualify
for duty-free importation "Ethnographic or artistic objects made in traditional
aboriginal styles and made at least 50 years prior to their data of entry." The
association opposes these changes as unnecessary and as being contrary to the
public interest.

The proposed amendments to paragraph 1811 have been reviewed and carefully
considered by a committee of the association and by its membership at large.
That committee, the board of directors of the association and its members at
large are unanimous in their opposition. The reasons for that opposition are,
briefly, these:

1. Dealers in and collectors of antique works of art have come to regard the
year 1830 as determinative of antiquity and have invested substantial sums in
antique objects of art on that premise. Under the proposed new law, so-called
works of art, produced between 1830 and 1859, whether by hand or by machine,
would immediately qualify for duty-free importation as antiques. And under
the proposed new statute, each year, another year's production, not theretofore
duty free, would qualify for duty-free importation and for sale to the public as
antiques.

2. In the field of furniture, the year 1840 ushered in the machine era. Many
furniture pieces made by machine in the middle of the 19th century were copies
of furniture pieces made in the 18th century. At the present time, the 19th cen-
tury productions are dutiable because they are considered merely as copies.
Under the proposed new statute, the 19th century pieces could be sold in this-
country as antiques and thus there would be two different classifications of an-
tiques-those produced prior to 1830 and copies thereof produced after 1830 but
more than 100 years before importation. This would be most confusing, to say
the least, for the general public. Regrettably, the association thinks that thi&
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confusion would afford opportunity for misrepresentation by unscrupulous
dealers.

3. The same situation prevails in the silver field. Since about 1845, silver-
plated ware made by machine has been produced in England in great quantity.
These silver pieces are not hallmarked, as in the case of antique silver produced
in England prior to 1830, to designate the name of the maker and the date of
production. Collectors of antique silver who, from time to time for estate
lquidation or other reasons, put up their collections at auction may well, if the
new statute is adopted, suffer substantial losses in view of the confusion which
would be generated by the new statute as to what is and what is not antique.

4. 1 believe I am in a position to know that the customs officials have done an
excellent and expert job of enforcing the provisions of present paragraph 1811,
particularly in the determination of whether or not a work of art presented for
duty-free importation was or was not produced before 1830. Under the pro-
posed new paragaph 1811, however, we are convinced that proper enforcement
will be virtually impossible. It would be extremely difficult for customs to de-
fine a duty-free work of art under the proposed change. If the proposed new
statute is passed, and as the years go by, the customs officials will be confronted
with the recurrent problem of determining whether unmarked machine made
articles produced during the age of industrialization are more or less than 100
years old. We submit that the difficulties of enforcement are self-evident.

5. The sale in this country as antiques of articles produced subsequent to
1830 would naturally tend to depreciate the value of pre-1830 antiques owned by
collectors throughout the Nation.

6. The proposed new paragraph 1811 will permit the duty-free importation of
thousands of so-called works of art whose importation is presently dutiable.
We submit that there is no basis for this unnecessary loss of revenue.

7. I should like to quote the following from a letter recently written by Mr.
Alastair A. Stair, the president of our association:

"In my opinion this law, if passed, would cheapen the whole of the art business
throughout the United States and art in this great country would be the laughing
stock of the world. Of course the European dealers are in favor of such legisla-
tion as they could ship to this country all the junk that they were unable to sell
in their own lands."

In conclusion, we submit that the proposed amendments to paragraph 1811
of the Tariff Act of 1930 are not in the public interest and should be defeated.

Permission is respectfully requested to file, with this statement, a copy of the
bylaws and code of ethics of the New York Antique & Art Dealers Association,
Inc. together with the roster of its members which contains a statement of its
aims and purposes.'Dated July 16, 1959. NEW YORK, July 16, 19.59.
lRe Javits amendment (S. 948) to H.R. 2411.
Hon. HARRY F. BYo,
Chairman, U.S. Senate Committee on Finance,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATE BYRD: As Mrs. Springer has undoubtedly advised you, I appeared
this morning with Mr. Robert Samuels, Jr., New York Antique & Art Dealers
Association, Inc., in connection with the public hearings on the above matter.

In view of Senator Javits' letter to you withdrawing his proposed amendment
of paragraph 1811 of the Tariff Act of 1930, it became unnecessary for Mr.
Samuels, Jr. to testify. However, copies of Mr. Samuels' statement were filed
with your committee.

Please be advised that the New York Antique & Art Dealers Association, Inc.,
which opposed only the proposed amendment of said paragraph 1811, has no
objection to the balance of the amendment proposed by Senator Javits.

With my thanks to you and your committee and t.o Mrs. Springer for the
courtesy and cooperation shown to me and to Mr. Samuels, I am,

Very sincerely yours, BERNARD A. SASLOW,

(For Lynton & Saslow, Attorneys at Law).

The CHAIRMAx. Also, the Chair wisthes to insert in the record at
this point a statement by Mr. John P. Conklin, Jr., President of
Art & Antique Dealers League of America, Inc., and a subsequent

AThis material made a part of the committee flies.
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letter, in which he states he withdraws his objection to the amend-
ment if no change is made in paragraph 1811 of the tariff Act.

(The statement and subsequent letter follow:)
ART AND ANTIQUE DEALERS LEAGUE Or AMEICA INC.,

New York, N.Y., July 16, 1959.
In re H.R. 2411.

Miss ELIZABETH B. SPRINGER,
Chief Clerk, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Office Building, Waahington, D.C.

DEAR Miss SPRINGER: Please be assured of our very sincere appreciation for
your kind cooperation in connection with the amendments intended to be pro-
posed by Senator Javits to the bill as per caption, copy of which reached us this
morning.

After the writer's telephone conversation with Mr. Milenson, of Senator
Javit's office, and in agreement with his suggestion, we dispatched the following
telegram to Senator Byrd, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, at the
address shown above, reading as follows:

"In re H.R. 2411. Having been notified that Senator Javits is withdrawing
his request for changes in paragraph 1811 of Tariff Act, thereby automatically
amending bill S. 948 sponsored by him and Senator Douglas, please be advised
that our organization will not appear in opposition as had been requested inas-
much as paragraph 1811 was only portion we were vitally concerned with for
good of all Americans interested in the appreciation and preservation of the finer
examples of arts and crafts of the past."

I am now pleased to hand you the enclosed brief, which I would otherwise have
delivered to you in person, for the committee's record and reference should you
deem it necessary. At any rate, as you will notice, it states the position of this
organization in connection with the importation of art and antiques in general.

Thank you again for your kindness.
Sincerely yours, JAMS P. MONTLLOR,

Executive Secretary.

Ni:w YORK, N.Y., July 15, 1959.
In re 11.R. 2411.
The CHAIRMAN,
Senate Finance Conmittee,
New Senate Building, Washington, D.C.

Sin: The undersigned, the Art & Antique Dealers League of America, Inc., a
nonprofit membership corporation organized in 1926 under the laws of the State
of New York, with offices at 237 East 60th Street, New York, N.Y., devoted
exclusively to the best interests of dealers and buyers of antiques and works of art,
and to the encouragement of educational and cultural activities in the arts gen-
erally, respectfully petition your honorable committee as follows:

PETITIONN

"To retain paragraph 1811 of the existing tariff act exactly as is, without change
in text or interpretation, thus continuing to safeguard the best interests of the
Government and of all parties concerned and devoted to the study and preserva-
tion of the better examples of the arts and crafts produced prior to the year 1830."

In support of our petition, we respectfully submit that in the view of the execu-
tive committee of this organization, representing over 130 members dealing in
the better grades of antiques and objects of art, and covering a good cross section
of the country, any change in the provisions of paragraph 1811 would be very
detrimental to the best interests of the Government, the American collectors,
and the American dealers who have specialized mostly in genuine articles.

Further, that to lower the requirements of age in antiques entitled to duty-
free entry would greatly jeopardize the standards of quality to which public insti-
tutions as well as the American collectors and interior designers have come to
appreciate and to respect, reasons to which we attribute in good measure the
advancement in interest and understanding of the arts in general and of antiques
in particular in every section of the United States.I In addition to the reasons stated above, we fear that it would tend to stimulate
the importation of machine-made reproductions which though they might have
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some age are nevertheless copies of originals, and such a situation would defeat the
very purposes of the tariff act in protecting the American buyer and the American
mechanic. It has been our policy to favor original creations in both design and
craftsmanship, and these we continue to favor because through them the best
examples of the past can be preserved for the benefit of generations yet unborn,
while serving the present generation in the American way of life.

It is our considered opinion, based on long experience in tho trade, that the
customs authorities have administered the imports under paragraph 1811 fairly
and impartially, and, in the main, with great tact and intelligence. Therefore,
for these and many more convincing reasons we could expou'nd, we respectfully
petition that the provisions of paragraph 1811 of the tariff act be retained a- is.

Respectfully submitted.
JOHN P. CONKLIN, Jr., President.Attest:

HENRY JORDAN, Secretary.

The CHAIRMAN. We shall now hear the witnesses who desire to
speak specifically on the Anderson amendment, first witness being
Senator Anderson.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLINTON P. ANDERSON, U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO

Senator ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman and my colleagues on the
Finance Committee, I am happy to have this opportunity to present
some of my reasons for urging adoption of my amendment relating
to the dutiable status of wood moldings which I have offered to H.R.
2411. This hearing signals what I hope will be a successful climax
to the efforts of many who are genuinely interested in the well-being
of a small but important industry, the American wood molding indus-
try. It is due to the sense of fairness and concern of the chairman
and members of the Finance Committee that this opportunity is
available to present the facts relating to the introduction of this
amendment, and I am indeed grateful.

There is involved in the issue before us more than the possible
injury or threat of injury to producers and workers in our domestic
wood molding industry, although of course this is of basic importance,
and I will discuss it further along in my statement.

However, there is also an important question relating to the atti-
tude of those charged with the responsibility to administer the laws
as passed by Congress. I know that many times when the Congress
has passed a law and awaited its execution by the appropriate agency
or department, when the final administrative regulations are pub-
lished it is sometimes difficult for the original author of the law to
recognize his own handiwork after the hatchetwork has been done.
I (to not subscribe to the attempts of administrators to thwart the
intent of Congress time after time to meet the immediate expediencies
of other policy considerations, both domestic anid foreign. This is an
abuse of that very necessary administrative discretion wisely recog-
nized and allowed by Congress when laws are enacted. It would
indeed be expensive and time consuming if Congress has to spell out
in every detail the procedures to be followed by the administering
agencies in order to gain compliance with its legislative intent. To
seek out such loopholes in the law to prevent its intended application
is dishonest enforcement andi is not conducive to the desired harmony
and cooperation between the executive and legislative branches of
our Government.
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I firmly believe that a substantial distortion of the intention of
Congress has occurred with respect to the tariff classification of the
subject before us now. My specific interest in this matter was aroused
early last fall when the matter of Mexican molding imports became
of concern to me. I learned then that the Bureau of Customs allowed
wood molding products to come into this country at the same rate of
duty applied to plain lumber. To regard these two commodities as
the same came as quite a surprise to me as t will to anyone who has
ever built a home and had to pay the bill for these items. I believe
molding sells for something like twice as much as lumber or even
more, but I will let the experts testify on this point.

But aside from this, what really amazed me was the interpretation
of the tariff laws which could possibly give justification for classifying
molding as plain lumber. Wood moldings are specifically designated
as a wholly separate item under title 19, section 1001, paragraph 412.
I will quote the pertinent language: "wood moldings and carvings
to be used in architectural and furniture decoration, 40 percent ad
valorem."

By various trade agreements over the years this amount has been
lowered to 17 percent. With this discrepancy in mind, last October 6
I wrote to the Secretary of the Treasury and inquired upon what basis
was molding classified as ordinary lumber. Also an additional prob-
lem had arisen pertaining to glued-up and finger-joined molding.
This is a process whereby two or more short pieces of molding have
been joined together to make a single piece. The answer I received
from the Treasury Department stated thrpt variouss wood moldings
not advanced beyond sawing and planing and used primarily for
utilitarian purposes were classified under the lumber provisions of
the tariff act in accord with a decision of the Board of U.S. General
Appraisers (now the U.S. Customs Court) in 1915.

Right away I can mention three aspects in that answer which are
wrong. First, molding by any definition is a good deal more advanced
than sawing and planing. The extra skill, time, and machinery that
goes into the manufacture of molding are factors which run the cost
of this product higher than common mill-run lumber.

Secondly, as I look at the trim and other molding around this room,
I fail to see any real "utilitarian" value to it. On the contrary, I
believe most molding is more decorative than useful. This is true
from the simplest quarter round to the most fancy trim. Yet prac-
tically all molding is imported at lumber rates. 'The third point I
have in mind is one of the principles underlying this whole controversy,
and to which I have already alluded. That is, if the reason for the
lumber classification of molding was based upon a custom decision
of 1915, what about the decision rendered by Congress in 1930 which
placed molding in a separate category? I think proper weight
should have been accorded that decision.

This explanation from the Treasury Department, was written on
October 29, 1958. In the letter I was told that further consideration
was being given to the proper classification of joined and glued
moldings. At that time this material was also classified as lumber.
On December 23 1 received a letter from the Acting Commissioner of
Customs advising me that by administrative action this type of
molding was placed in a higher bracket under paragraph 412 at a
rate of 16% percent ad valorem. I fail to see a real distinction for
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tax purposes between a solid piece of molding and a single piece made-
by joining two smaller pieces together after a knot has been cut
out of it or for other reasons of the trade. I think that the Customs
Bureau took a step in the right direction with respect to joined
moldings, but failed to correct the long standing inequity remaining
in its classification 'of solid moldings. The only justification for this
that I can determine from contacting the Bureau is that they assume
their action has congressional sanction due to the fact it has gone
without serious challenge. I believe that assumption is wrong.
However, in order to clear up the situation and remove any doubt
about where and how Congress wants molding classified in our tariff
laws, I have introduced my amendment to this present bill.

Briefly, my proposal would tax all moldings at the same rate now
applied to wood moldings used in architectural and furniture decora-
tion. As I indicated earlier, I think this describes practically all
moldings, but it has not been so held. Under the present trade
agreements applicable, the rate will be 17 percent ad valorem. I
think this action is justified for purposes of clarifying procedure and
taking a realistic appraisal of what could develop into a serious
problem.

I have not discussed the economic impact caused by the importa-
tion of molding at token rates applied to hunber. I believe the l)people
who are best qualified to testify on this are the representatives from
the industry, and they are here ready and willing to be heard. I am
sure they will be able to provide the facts involved which will em-
phasize 'the threat or potential threat of injury to the domestic
industry.

I would like to comment on this aspect briefly, however. There is
not involved here a question of "protection" in the usual sense of
trying to provide American producers an advantage over foreign ex-
porters to this country. On the contrary, this action if takell will
eliminate a i unfair advantage now enjoyed by exporters. I feel that
it is the duty of Congress to see that the game is played fairly. I am
confident that our producers can reasonably meet the competition of
low cost labor and materials. If thev cannot, then the proper busi-
ness adjustment necessary will be tleir problem. But it is clearly
incumbent upon us as the representatives of our industry to see that
no unjust factor is forced into the market situation in the form of a
discriminatory tariff classification. Our producers and organized
labor are willing to accept the challenge of foreign products at the
marketplace under conditions of fair and equal competition. How-
ever, I have had the present unfairness vigorously brought to my
attention by both elements of our industry who stand united.

One final point I would like to make concerns the recommendation
that our industry invoke escape clause action as a procedural remedy to
obtain relief. I have already pointed out that under its present
classification the lumber rate applies to molding. Escape clause action
is based upon the statutory rate whereby an increase of 50 percent may
be added. Since there is only a token rate applied to molding, a
50 percent increase would be meaningless.

Another aspect of this is familiar to those of us who have wrestled
with similar problems. To find injury that is sufficient to satisfy the
requirements of the escape clause, the industry has to be practically
on the verge of ruin or collapse. I challenge that concept and doubt
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such stringency was ever intended. But it is clear that this avenue
offers no help to our people.

I want to emphasize my appreciation for this opportunity to appear
before you as a witness. I know that my remarks, as well as those
that follow, will receive your courteous and kind consideration. I am
convinced this amendment is a good one and is in the broad public
interest, and I hope you will agree with me.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair desires to insert in the record a state-
:nent made by Senator Muskie in support of Senator Anderson's
amendment; a statement by Senator Eng e in support of the Anderson
amendment; and by Congressman Montoya in support of the Ander-
son amendment.

(The statements referred to follow:)

STATEMENT BY HON. EDMUND S. MUSKIE, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF
MAINE

I would like to be associated with those supporting S. 913, introduced by
Senator Clinton Anderson of New Mexico. S. 913 is of importance to at least
one manufacturer of wood molding in the State of Maine. I believe that the
problems faced by this one company in Maine are typical of thosa facing the
domestic industry. It is an industry in which all of the production units are
small. The company in my State employs between 45 and 50 people. This is
characteristic of the molding industry in the United States. Rarely, if ever,
would a plant employ more than 100 men. It is a specialty industry run by
individuals or small corporations. This industry has been struggling against
imports from Mexico, imports which come into this country at prices which are
approximately 25 percent under the market price of domestic products. This
inequitable relationship with the imports from Mexico is directly related to the
fact that Mexico laborers are paid daily wages which are fantastically below the
minimum American wage in the industry. As a matter of fact, the average
American lumber industry wage earner earns about as much in half an hour as
the average Mexico lumber industry wage earner earns in a day. I shall sup-
port S. 913, because by assessing all molding imports at 17 percent ad valorem,
our American domestic industry will have a better chance to survive in a highly
competitive environment.

STATEMENT BY HON. CLAIR ENGLE, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. Chairman, I wish to express to the Senate Finance Committee my strong
support of the Anderson amendment to H.R. 2411 to clarify the dutiable status of
wood moldings. I share with my distinguished colleague from New Mexico the
belief that action should be taken to remedy the unfair competition from Mexican
wood moldings that is now injuring the American industry.

The lumbermen in the United States who -ell their products to producers of
ponderosa pine moldings and the manufacturers of the moldings themselves have
been damaged by the increasing imports from Mexico which now amount to
approximately 17/ percent of the total domestic production. Because of the
sizable wage differential, Mexican imports can be priced approximately 25 percent
below te American market price and thus undermine the American competitive
position. It is to create fair competitive conditions that we ask for congressional
action.

This amendment would modify section 412 of the Tariff Act of 1930 by removing
wood moldings from the ordinary lumber tariff rate and placing such products
under a higher ad valorem rate. If this proposal should become law, all molding
imports would be assessed at 17 percent ad valorem-which would still enable the
Mexicans to compete with the domestic product.

While Congress apparently intended to put wood moldings on an ad valorem
rate in the 1930 amendments to the Tariff Act, the Bureau of Customs did not
interpret the legislation accordingly. Thus wood moldings continued to enjoy
the same import rate applied to ordinary lumber. No problems arose until
Mexican molding imports began to increase after 1956. Gradually American
small businessmen in this field began to feel the pinch. While they did not ask
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protictio, front fair competition, they called on the Congress to grant relief based
on the iineI to cot-iisate for tIh different wage scales.

1h4 Itoldiig inilust ry in, this count rv is basically a small business. It is my
1i(drstalilding that ;io Ilant. ill tile western area employs more than 100 men.
%%hih. it has no industry trade association of its own, such organizations as the
Vsiri Pine, Association, the Soutluwest Pine Association, and the Lumber &

Sutvmill \'orkecrs 'nion,, aliliated with the united Brotherhood of (arpenters
and Joiners of Amnrica, AF C1-(0I(), are supporting this legislation. The principal
molding nialtufacturvrs ii ri-xts, New Mexico, Arizona, and ('alifornia are urgingits adoptlion;.

I (to liot believe ti.is proposal affects the American basic comnitmient to pro-
mote initermiational trade Mexico is liot a reciprocal trade treaty country and
imposs t lroiiluiti\e tariff ot molding products from the United States. Thus
all we, ask is that conditions of fair competition be established within our own
emlnltrv. I would appreciate tle committee giving Mr. Anderson's unienidment
its close stuId' iLld favor:abhl consideration.

STATEMENT OF IM . JOSEPi NM. MONTOYA, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE ow NEW M (XiCO

Mr. Chairman, you now have before this committee a bill, I.R. 2411, which
would aniiid ptaragraph 1629 of the Tariff Act of 1930. 1 am here to testify in
behalf of all alteilllielit proposed by Senator Anderson which would add a new
setion to 11.11. 2411 and which would clarify and make uniform the present
dutiible ttus of wood holdings imported into this country.

I have introduced I.. 4036 which would accomplish the same objective..
hlowver, the executive departmentss concerned have raised objection to the
language' used in S. 913, a similar bill introduced in the Senate. The present
alminedIleit at temnps to meet tie objections.

This lgislation is proposed in order to remedy an inequitable relationship with
imports from foreign comutries which are in direct competition with the domestic
molding lproiwhts of this country. It is not intended to affect, nor so far as can
he ascertained, will it substantially affect producers of lumber products from other
Countries.

historically, nearly ali wood molding products have been imported under the
ordinary luniber rate. In 1930 Congress amended the Tariff Act, apparently
intomndimig to put wood moldings on an ad valorem rate. The Customs Bureau,
however, has not so interpret( this legislation, allowing wood moldings to enjoy
the sanie import rate applied to ordinary lumber. This was of little importance
to douest ic ioldiing producers until recently because the importations of foreign-
imale holdings tt, this country were not of substantial quantities until approxi-
mately 1956. For example, it is reported that in recent years Mexico placed
restrictions upon exports of lumber from .Mexico, which induced molding manu-
facturers to construct molding mills in Mexico. Since then, molding products
from 'Mexico have been introduced into this country at an everexpanding rate.

Th(, Molding industry in this country is basically a small business. No plant
in th western area employs more than 100 men. It is a specialty industry en-
gaged in 1)* individuals or small corporations. This legislation is not advocated
in an effort to l)rohi)it competition from foreign sources. Basically the problem is
that under present tariff regulations, foreign imports have been introduced into
this country at prices which are considerably lower than the market price of
domestic products. I feel thatt this competition is unfair with respect to imports
from Mexico.

The unfair competition from foreign moldings is not against large producers or
nmifacturrs. It attacks small American industry. The proposed legislation
is reasonable and basically a corrective measure. It will not destroy foreign
business untirprises. It will serve only to keep the American wage standard and
the entire molding industry on a parity with the standard in the rest of the lumber
indust r v.

I want to thank you for the opportunity of appearing before the committee
today.

"re, ('HAItMAN. We have in the audience a very distinguished
Seuttor, Sci a;tb'o Morse, 1o desires to introduce some of the witnesses.
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STATEMENT OF HON. WAYNE MORSE, U.S. SENATOR FROM TUE
STATE OF OREGON

Senator MORSE. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I
intend to take only a minute for a very, very brief statement on the
subject, matter before the committee.

But I first want to vouch for two Oregonians in the committee
room this morning, Mr. John S. Hanson', and Mr. G. D. Whittier,
both of whom are in the lumber business in my State.

Mr. I1anson will testify later this morning.
As the committee knows, they will testify on the Anderson amend-

ment which seeks to impose a 17-percent ad valorem duty on manu-
factured moldings, moldings which, at the present time, in my judg-
ment, are discriminated against in the sense that they are brought in
under the general lumber ad valorem tax of $1 a thousand.

I want to make two points very quickly, may I say, Mr. Chairman,
to you and the members of the committee.

We are not asking to discriminate against Mexican moldings. We
are asking to eliminate the discrimination against American moldings,
and I think this committee knows of my interest in Latin American
affairs, as chairman of the Latin American Subcommittee of the
Foreign Relations Committee.

I have two of my Foreign Relations Committee colleagues on this
committee. I want to say, Mr. Chairman, that in my judgment we
are not fair to the American molding industry by this discriminatory
policy we are following against, our own industry.

I speak also as a member of the Small Business Committee of the
Senate, and these molding establishments in our State are small busi-
nesses, and in my judgment the determining question- here is if we
adopt the Anderson amendment and put on the 17-percent ad valorem
tax, will we be acting fairly to our own business and, at the same time,
not doing anything that unfairly discriminates against Mexican
industry.

It is the old problem that we have before us in a good many matters.
The Senator from Virginia knows my position on this matter in regard
to other products, Oregon cherries being one; I have battled that
problem over the years, too.

All I am asking for, as a member of the Foreign Relations Com-
mittee and as a member of the Small Business Committee, is a non-
discriminatory policy against our own industry.

I thank the committee very much for their courtesy.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Morse. We are

glad to have had you before the committee.
The next witness is Mr. P. C. Gaffney, of the Southwest Lumber

Mills.

STATEMENT OF PETER C. GAFFNEY, VICE PRESIDENT,
SOUTHWEST LUMBER MILLS, INC.

Mr. GAFFNEY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
there are four representatives of the American molding industry
here this morning, each with a prepared statement, and the required
reading time for all four statements will be between 15 and 18 minutes.
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Would it conserve the time of the committee to have all four read
those statements consecutively and then submit to questioning as a
group?

TheCHAIRMAN. Have them inserted in the record, did you say?
Mr. GAFFNEY. No, sir; with the chairman's permission we would

like to read all our statements consecutively and then submit to
questions from the committee as a group.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
Mr. GAFFNEY. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Peter C.

Gaffney. I am vice president of Southwest Lumber Mills, Inc., of
Phoenix, Ariz., with sawmills at Flagstaff and McNary, Ariz., and
Corrigan, Tex., and with a molding plant at MeNary. I am speaking
for my own company and as one of a group of producers of the Ameri-
can molding industry requesting relief from the unfair competition
offered by Mexican molding producers.

There are present today these representatives of the American
molding industry from Oregon, California, Arizona, New Mexico,
Texas and Maine:

Enoch Israelson, Dorris Lumber & Moulding Co., Sacramento,
Calif.

Les 0. Cody, Red Bluff Molding Co., Red Bluff, Calif.
John S. Hanson, Ponderosa Mouldings, Inc., Redmond, Oreg.
George Bradford, McDonald Lumber Co., Portland, Maine.
R. W. Crozier, Forest Products Co., Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Duncan Boggs, Duke City Lumber Co., Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Steve Marlow, Best Moulding Co., Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Nelson Edens, Southwest Lumber Mills, Phoenix, Ariz.
Gordon Whittier, Whittier Moulding Co., Redmond, Oreg.
Jack Wilson, Wilson Builders Supply, Clifton, Tex.
Harold McNabb, William Cameron & Co., (wholesale), Waco,

Tex.
James Cox, Southwest Pine Association, Phoenix, Ariz.
The Western Pine Association, a trade association composed of

lumber manufacturers in 11 Western States, supports our position.
Some of the members of this association have molding factories of
their own, while others sell lumber to molding plants. I would like
to have the permission of the committee to file for the record a letter
from the Western Pine Association.

Senator ANDERSON (presiding). Without objection.
(The docun'ent referred to follows:)

WESTERN PINE ASSOCIATION,
Portland, Oreg., July 7, 1959.Senator HARRY F. BYRD,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: In connection with the Senate Finance Committee's
hearings July 16, 1959, on the bill relating to tariff classification of wood moldings,
please accept this statement of the position of the Western Pine Association, whose
members produce a major part of the wood moldings manufactured in the United
States. Such production is predominantly from ponderosa pine.

After thorough study and discussion, the Western Pine Association has endorsed
efforts now being made in the Congress to change the tariff classification of wood
moldings as a means of remedying the present inequitable relationship with im-
ports from Mexico. Our group decision represents the thinking of approximately
300 producer-members located throughout the 12-State region where ponderosa

0
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pine is the principal species manufactured. Some of these members, we are
informed, hope to submit their viewpoints in further detail, on an individual
basLs drawing from accumulated experience under the present situation.

The association respectfully urges favorable action by your committee and by
the Congress on legislation proposed to correct inequities under which U.S. wood
molding manufacturers are seriously affected.

Very truly yours, S. V. FULLAWAY, Jr., Secretary- Manager.

Mr. GAFFNEY. In addition, the Lumber & Sawmill Workers Union,
a division of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters & Joiners of
America, has also endorsed the legislation we seek. I believe that
the secretary of that organization, which represents approximately
50,000 workers mainly in the Western States, has already stated the
osition of his organization in a letter to the chairman of the Senate
finance Committee.
We would like to say first of all that we are not here to advocate a

prohibitive protectionist tariff. We welcome fair and reasonable
competition from any source, domestic or foreign. We are here to
present a case for relief from an unfair competitive relationship caused
by molding products from Mexico. Primarily we are interested in
the manufacture of ponderosa pine moldings, although this Mexican
competition affects all domestic molding mills.

Holdings generally are the decorative or architectural trim seen in
many shapes and forms in homes and other buildings and in furniture.
Molding products are manufactured from the higher grade portions of
the tree, and may be distinguished from lumber in general by their
higher degree of processing or shaping.

Molding in this country costs somewhat more than three times
ordinary lumber.

Molding mills in the United States are snall plants. Some molding
factories are operated in conjunction with sawmills, functioning largely
as salvage operations and as small departments. However, the larger
portion of the ponderosa pine moldings made come from independently
owned and operated small enterprises which purchase from sawmills
the lumber from which to make moldings. A negligible amount of
moldings is produced by planing mills located in the market areas,
confining their production to a few patterns.

Senator Anderson's amendment to H.R. 2411 is not intended to
affect any foreign molding producers outside of Mexico. So far as
we know, molding products in substantial quantities are not imported
into this country except from Mexico. Further, it is a recent develop-
ment which brings us to advocate this legislation at this time. Until
a few years ago, Mexican importations of molding products were
insignificant. Also, the present tariff has been the same for many
years. Its effect was unimportant because there were no imports.
We are advised that Mexico placed restrictions on the exporting of
lumber into this country in the early fifties, which resulted in the
establishment of the Mexican molding plants. Until this had taken
place, molding tariff legislation was of no real importance.

Mexican molding competition is unfair for two basic reasons:
(1) Mexican timber costs are much lower than our domestic costs.

There are no reliable statistics available from either the United States
or Mexican Governments, as to the going price for timber in Mexico,
but if we may believe the offers to sell Mexican timber that we have
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received in the past few years, ponderosa pine timber may be bought
for approximately $5 per thousand feet and in some cases for as little as
little as $1.50. T'lhese prices, of course, are only a fraction of what
American lumber manufacturers must pay for timber in this country.
The accuracy of this statement can be verified by a review of the
timber sales made by the U.S. Forest Service, which is the primary
supplier of ponderosa pine.

(2) Tlie second disparity lies in wages. Again, we are handi-
capped by tihe' al)sence of accurate, reliable, and up-to-the-minute
data on wages in Mexican 1(oldinmg plants. However, some idea of
iexicanr wage levels mar be obtained from the (U.S. Department of

C0omnlerce publication "Investment in [exico," which describes
wages in selected Mlexican industries (pp. 175-176). This discussion
indicates that laborers receive from 11 to 19 pesos a day, while me-
chancis get 19 to 25 pesos a day. At the official rate of exchange,
the Mexican laborer is receiving between 88 cents and $1.52 per day
and the skilled Mexican mechanic is paid between $1.52 and $2 per
day. These wages compare with an average in our company's
molding plant of more than $2 per hour. The American workman
receives for art hour's work as much as the Mexican worker gets for I
to 2 days of labor.

The tremendous advantage in labor cost enjoyed by the Mexican
moving producer makes it extremely difficult for the American
producer to compete. Statistics compiled by our company indicate
that 22 i man-htours are required to produce 1,000 board feet of holdings
from lumber. It is obvious that if such a large number of man-
hours are required and the American molding producer is paying 15
to 20 times the Mexican wage rate, the lower labor cost enjoyed by
the Mexican producer enables him to name his own terms in entering
the American i market.

We respectfully urge the committee to approve, the Anderson amend-
utent to H.R. 2411.

Thank you.
Senator Ax DEIRSON. 'Mr. Gaflewy, just go ahead and have (ie

others speak in whatever order you wish.
Mr. GAFFNE:Y. Thank you.
Senator (!ARLSOx. Cold h l have one question of Mr. Gaffney?

,Just this one statement. You say: "Senator Anderson's amendinent
to H.R. 2411 is not intended to affect any foreign molding producers
outside of Mexico." Is that correct? Is that your understanding
of it?

Mr. GAFFNEY. Yes, sir. It is not our intent to attempt to exclude
or interfere with the entry of Philippine mahogany about which, I
think, you commented earlier, mentioning that the Frank Paxton
Lumber Co. has written to you expressing concern.

We are concerned with ponderosa pine and Mexican imports solely.
Senator ANDERSON. I was going to ask that question, and I am

glad the Senator from Kansas brought it out, because I knew it was
not, your purpose to interfere with that practice.

Senator CARLSON. Thank you.
Senator ANDERSO'. I want to say to the Senator from Kansas, if

he will permit us, we will work out some language to make sure that
is not the purpose of it.
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STATEMENT OF ENOCH ISRAELSON, PRESIDENT, DORRIS
LUMBER & MOULDING CO.

Mr. ISRAELSON. I am Enoch Israelson, and I am president of the
Dorris Lumber & Moulding Co. of Dorris, Calif. I am also chairman
of the Western Pine Association Moulding Committee.

My company has manufactured and distributed ponderosa pine
molding for over 35 years to practically every section of the country.
During the past several years the competition from Mexican ponderosa
moldings has increased substantially and they have become a de-
pressing influence on our markets.

Complete sales or production figures for the industry are not avail-
able 1)ut based on what information we have the Mexican imports run
from 5 percent to 20 percent depending on the number of homes being
built. It is readily evident from these percentages that our industry
does not claim that the Mexican product is saturating the domestic
market but is still sufficient to undermine the price structure of our
business.

As I understand, the 1930 Congress amended the tariff to put wood
molding on an ad valorem rate. This act stated that all molding
used "in architectural and furniture" decoration would be duitab e
at the ad valorem rate. We in the industry feel that this should
include all molding products. However, the Customs Bureau has
not so interpreted the legislation. They have allowed solid wood
moldings to enjoy the same import rate as applied to ordinary lumber.

We have indicated this was of little importance to the domestic
manufacturers until the recent influx of Mexican ponderosa moldings.
We feel that the legislation now before you is simply an effort to
reestablish the intent of Congress. It will give us the benefit of a
reasonable tariff and we do not believe the 17 percent ad valorem rate
will materially affect moldings imports from Mexico.

In brief summary, I respectfully submit that-
(]) The domestic producer cannot make a profit at Mexican

prices;
(2) The duty proposed by Senator Anderson would help

stabilize our domestic markets; and,
(3) This duty will not stop Mexican imports.

Thank you, gentlemen.

STATEMENT OF JOHN S. HANSON, PONDEROSA MOLDING, INC.

Mr. HANSON. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is John
Hanson representing Ponderosa Molding, Inc., of Redmond, Oreg.
My company is typical of the average molding manufacturer operating
throughout the United States. Molding producers are character-
isti lly small business enterprises, generally located in small rural
communities. MXy concern employs approximately 60 men in a
community of less than 4,000 population. We attempt, for our own
business success and the stability of the community, to operate on a
year-around basis. Although our product is not entirely seasonal,
we ,19 have peaks and lows in demand which create a fluctuation in
the selling price of our products. Our minimum wage is now $2.05
per hour with an average wage scale in excess of $2.50 per hour.
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Being strictly a remanufacturer we purchase our lumber from sawmills
on the open market in direct competition with other molding manu-
facturers. We are not members of any established molding group
or organization as none exist. We therefore are on our own com-
pletely as individuals to rise or fall with our own ability in the national
ecoulonly.

I am well acquainted with the problem presented to American
producers by Mexican molding. It has been may experience in the
past several years, wherever we ran into competition with Mexican
moldings, that it % , as impossible for us to compete in the same market.
As a result, my company has had to withdraw from territories sup-
plied by the Mexican producers and seek markets elsewhere where
their competition was not direct. This is so because their prices were
so low it was impossible for us to sell and stay in business. This has
caused an inevitable depression for American producers resulting in
cutthroat competition for Americans competing in these markets.

From my standpoint, as a small molding manufacturer, and as a
representative of this group, I respectfully urge that the committee
give favorable consideration to the Anderson molding amendment.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD McNABB, SALES MANAGER, WILLIAM
CAMERON & CO.

.N1'. .NICNABB. Gentlemen, my name is Harold McNabb. I am
sales manager for William Cameron & Co., wholesale, with general
offices in Waco, Tex., who operates 18 wholesale warehouses in Texas
and I in Oklahoma engaged in the distribution of building materials
to dealers. One of these products is ponderosa pine molding, which
is of major significance to us. We have distributed moldings since
we were founded in 1868 and now ('arrv inventories of 63 different
patterns. These are purchase(l in carload quantities and are sold in
smaller units raging normally from 500 feet to 20,000 lineal feet to
(ealers who usually sell in still smaller quantities and in specified
lengths to a homeluilher or other consumer.

\lolding is a finished wood product used for decorative purposes
or for architectural uses and is applied by cutting and nailing or gluing.
Molding is popular for window and door trim, base, crown and bed
moldings, coves, stops, and so forth.

We consider that a proper percentage of gross profit, on sales should
be adequate to cover our expense of handling, plus a reasonable profit.
We must (arry molding inventories to last 3 to 4 months on the
average. Holdings are more expensive to handle than most building
products.

I am not going to duplicate the statements already made before
me with which I am generally in accord, but I would like to point
out, some facts which I, as sales manager of William Cameron & Co.,
wholesale, have personal knowledge.

'Mexican molding imports have made it increasingly difficult for us
to make a proper return on the investment. In August 1957, prices
were published to dealers on ponderosa pine moldings from Mlexico,
f.o.b. warehouse, which were on the average 25 percent below our
published prices, which we consider as representative of the market
price level. These comparative prices are based on quantities of less
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than 4,000 lineal feet. Beyond this our customers were offered these
lexican moldings on orders amounting to $6,000 and over (roughly

200,000 lineal feet or a truckload) at prices which were on the average
4 percent below our cost on the same moldings purchased from do-
mestic sources in carload quantities. In etLer words, if we had sold
our moldings at these prices we would have lost money without any
regard to overhead expense.

Wle can see no economic reason for a reduction in the level of our
molding prices. The value of moldings used in an average house is
estimated by us at less than $200 at the consumer level. We consider
that any increase in this value of moldings by reason of using American
moldings would be negligible as it relates to the total cost of a house.
This again is based on the assumption that retail dealers have passed
on all costs savings from the purchase of foreign molding to the home-
builders, which does not always happen. We doubt further that
Mexican competition has paid, or can pay, a fair share of taxes in this
country commensurate with their revenue from this country. We
fail to understand why we are penalized by this wide divergence ir'
cost which seems to benefit only a comparative few. We, as Texas
jobbers of moldings, would appreciate your favorable consideration of
the Anderson molding amendment to H.R. 2411.

Thank you.
Senator ANDERSON. Mr. Gaffney, did you hear the statement made

by Treasury that if you were in some difficulty about this there might
be an escape clause remedy for y.ou?

Mr. GAFFNEY. Yes, Senator; I did.
Senator ANDERSON. In view of the fact that the tariff is only $1 a

thousand, and if you applied the escape clause you can only add 50
percent to that which would give you $1.50, would that give you any
protection?

Mr. GAFFNEY. Obviously $1 a thousand is an insignificant amount,
and $1.50 would only be a very little more significant. It would be
of very little real value to us.

In addition to that, Senator, -is we uIIderstand it, to obtain relief
under the escape clause it is necessary to prove through comprehensive
statistics that the industry has been damaged or is threatened with
imminent injury.

In a small business industry such as moldings, with the extreme
difficulty of getting any kind of statistics, the escape clause provision
is no practical remedy to us at all.

We do know of some people in other branches of the lumber industry
who have attempted to use the escape clause, and have spent thou-
sands and thousands of dollars and several years of time with no relief
yet. That is a forbidding prospect to us.

Senator ANDERSON. There was a flooring manufacturer, as I re-
member it, from Illinois who tried to do it, and did not get very far.

I have here handed me a pamphlet of western pine series, "Western
Molding Patterns."

When molding comes into this country in carload lots from Mexico
does the inspector go into the car and see whether any of these patterns
are entered or not? Or does lie just say "That is molding," and let
it come in at the $1 rate or the other rate?

Mr. GAFFNEY. It is my understanding that lie makes a casual
examination and determines that they are moldings right at that
point.
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I believe the procedure also is to take a sample of each of the pat-
terns in the car, a small 1-foot sample, or something of that sort.

Senator A.xD:sox. Do you think most of it comes iii under section
412, which gives 17 percent ad valorem duty as architectural and
furniture decoration or does most of it come in at the other rate?

Mr. G.\%FF,:V. lost of it, our understandling is, comes in as lumber
at the $1 rate. Tie multipieced nmoling is sulppose1 to come in at the
17 percent rate; however I am not familiar with the customs handling
of it.

Senator ANDERSON. .Most of it, comes in at the lumber rate.
Mr. GAFFNEY. Yes, Senator, by far the majority of it, does.
Senator ANDERSON. Does the Treasury Department slipply you

with any statistics which show how much comes in at the lumber rate
and how much at the other rate?

Mr. GAFFNEY. There are some statistics on the total value of wood
products that have come into this country, however there is no segre-
gation as to what is molding, what, is one-piece or multipiece nioldingr
or what is lumber. It is all lumped in a "manufactures of wood"
category.

Senator ANDERSON. I tried to get some information, and I could
not get it, and I am not surprised that you could not get, it either.

Are any of the other members of your group desirous of makiiig
additional statements other than these four statements which have
been filed, or (1o they pretty well take care of your group?

Mr. GAFFNEY. I (o not' think there are any more statements
Senator.

I think the group agreed to let the four of us speak for them, anl
what we have said, I elieve, represents pretty much ihe opinions of
our entire group.

Senator LoNc. (presiding). Let me just ask you a question. What
would you say your cost would be, based on whatever unit is stallard
in your businIess; that is, (1o you use a carload or a, thousatid feet or
how to you usually sell it? What is your cot based on your staiidard
unit?

Mr. GAFFNEY. Our company tries to convert tile Molding footage
back to board footage, and our unit of measurement. is a thousand
board feet.

In the case of my particular company, our costs over the past 3
years have been running between $300 and $320 to manufacture a
thousand feet.

Senator LoNG. I see.
Now, what do you estimate the cost of this 'Mexican product which

is competitive with yours to be?
Senator ANDEUSON. in Mexico?
Senator LONG. Yes, the cost of it when it reaches our border.

What do you estimate it, to be?
Mr. GAFFNEY. Senator, it is just, about impossible to say what it

costs the 'Lexican producers. We have no knowledge of their cost
of timber, or their wage rates, or their transportation costs.
We can only infer that their costs must be consi(lerably less because

they have offered their moldings at. approximatelV 25 percent less than
ours, and the, ° have stayed in business over the years, and apparently
have prospered, so apparently their costs are con'isi(derably under ours.
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Senator Loo.. You do not know whether their costs are 25 percent
lower or a lot less? You testified here as to a great differential in their
wage scales as compared to yours, and also a differential in the price
they are paying for the raw material, if I understand it.

Sir. GAFFNEY. Yes, sir.
Senator Lo.NG. It would seem to me that for us to arrive at a proper

and fair solution to your problems we need to know within some degree
of accuracy what their costs may be.

Of course, we talk a bout their labor being much less expensive on
an hourly basis, but we have to keep in mind that yours is probably
much more productive than theirs. You probably get. more out of
.%ours than they do theirs. I should imagine that would be the case,
wouldn't you? You probably have better machinery and better
management methods.

Mr. GAFFNEY. No, sir.
The chances are they have better machinery than ours because

theirs is a newer industry and they have, in recent years, bought new
machinery, whereas we have been limping along with ours for decades.

Now, there might be a point for debate as to efficiency of labor.
I cannot answer you as to whether they use one and a quarter or one
and a half men to our one man.

Senator LoNG. Well, yes.
You give certain figures which would indicate that their costs

could be less than half of your costs, and yet I cannot see that you
are in a position to give us any reliable estimate as to what their
actual cost is.

What is the tariff on that 1 board foot? How do you estimate the
tariff when it comes across the border?

Mr. GAFFNEY. The Collector of Customs assesses the duty and it
comes in at $1 per thousand board feet. That is about one-third of
1 percent of the value, compared to the 17 percent of value that we
are seeking.

Senator LONG. I see.
Mr. GAFFNEY. Now, the 17 percent of value is what is applied to

the two-piece molding that Senator Anderson held up this morning.
Senator LoNo. That is 17 percent ad valorem?
Mr. GAFFNEY. Yes, sir.
Senator LONG. You think that would put you on a competitive

basis with them? How much of your market do you think they have
managed to acquire by this time?

Mr. GAFFNEY. We estimate
Senator LONG. That is, the market for your type of product?
Mr. GAFFNEY. We estimate that between 5 and 20 percent of the

American market has been taken over by the Mexican producers.
Senator LONG. Of course, at the way it is going there is no reason

why they would not take it all over a period of a few years if they
keep going that way, I assume that is your feeling?

Mr. GAFFNEY. That is a possibility.
Senator LONG. There is no reason why they should not expand

production unless there is some additional protection given the
American producer?

Mr. GAFFNEY. Yes, sir; that is correct.
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Our wage scales have been ascending for years, and there is appar-
ently no stopping the wage spiral, for wages apparently will continue
to go Up.

Our timber pricess have beeni rising, and if that continues, and if
there is no, change in the MXlexican cost of production it would be
logical to suppose that their industry will grow and ours will shrink.

Senator loxo. Yes.
That is all. Those are all the qu estions I have.
Senator Carlson, did you wish1 to ask any questions?
6enator CARLsOx. I just wish to state this: I s-m pathize with you

and others who have appeared in behalf of this problem, and I think
you have elnplhisizetd correctly the difficulty of getting relief from tie
escape clause.

,\1'. GAFFNEY. "T'hank you, Senator.
Senator Lox(. Senator McCarth v?
Senator 011C0 .\IIT. No questions.
Senator LjoN,. Our next witness is the Honorable Harold T. "Bizz"

Johnson of California.

STATEMENT OF HON. HAROLD T. (BIZZ) JOHNSON, A REPRESENT-
ATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Representative JoHNsox. Mfr. Chairman, I appreciate this oppor-
tunity to express my support of the amendment to H.R. 2411, offered
1y Senator Andenson, which would increase the rates of duty on
im)orted wood moldings from Mexico.

As you know, historically all wood molding products have been
importe(l under the regular lumber rates. I1 1930 the Congress
amended the tariff aet, apparently intending to put wood moldings on
an ad valorem rate. The Custows Bureau, however, has not inter-
prete(l this, legisit ion in this manner. Wood moldings still are subject
only to the same import rate as applied to ordinary lumber.

For man v years imIorted w.olding products were not of importance
to donlestic, producers, but along about 1956 intportations of Mexican
holdings became serious. While official figures are not available, it is
estinmiuted that 35 ctarloads of molding a month are being imported
from the El Paso point of entry.

I have joined with Senator Anderson andl Representative Montoya,
of New *Mfexico, il intr oducing legislation to remedy this situation.
The l)ills p)lOo:oe to tfnie(l so(-tion 412 of the Tariff Act of 1930 by
removing wooJd moldings from the ordinary tariff rate and placing such
products ulnder a higlier ad v.ulorcm rate. Under the l)resent situation
nearly all solid wood holdings may be imported into this country for
$1 per thousand board feet.. As the result of a recent Customs Bureau
ruling, finger-joined molding stock now crries a duty of 16% percent
ad valorem. If the legislation we are offering becon-es law, all molding
imports will be assessed aut 17 percent a(i valoreir.

The proposed legislation wil remedy an inequitable relationship
with imports fro Mn xico wiich are in direct competition with the
ponderosa pinle moltling l)rodlu(ts of this country. It will not sub-
stantially afrct 1)ro(hicers of lubnier pro(tucts from other countries.

The legislation hitis the support of the N,' stern Pine Association,
Southlwes Pine Associa tion, tlie principal mohling manufacturers in
California, Texas, New Mexico, .n1d Arizona; tie Lumber & Sawmill
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Workers Union, affiliated with the United Brotherhood of Carpen
ters & Joiners of the AFL-CIO.

It should be pointed out that Mexico is not a reciprocal trade treaty
country. Mexico imposes a heavy tariff on molding products from
this country-i .75 pesos per thousand board feet or 14 cents for each'
2.10 pounds, whichever is higher, plus 70 percent ad valorem. As the
Mexican producers can come into the domestic market at 25 percent,
tinder the existing domestic prices, a 17 percent ad valorem duty,
would not prohibit their competing in our market. They still would
have an 8 percent advantage. It just puts the American producers
on a more fair competitive basis.* The legislation is basically a corrective measure and reasonable.
As pointed out by others, it will not destroy foreign business enter-prises but it will help keep the American molding industry going.
. I hope the committee will see fit to take favorable action on this

proposal. I thank you.
Senator LONG. Thank you, Mr. Johnson.
There is a group of witnesses testifying in opposition, and I believe

that Mr. James Boren, of Senator Yarborough's office is here repre.
senting Senator Yarborough.

Is Mr. Boren here?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I am James D. Williams, Jr counsel for these

people, and Mr. Boren has had to go back to his ofAice, and he excused
himself.

Senator LONG. I understand he was over here from Senator
Yarborough's office to indicate Senator Yarborough's interest in this
matter. His views are more in line with the witnesses you are to
present here. You go right ahead and present your witnesses.

Do you care to present them altogether or do you want to have
each witness examined as he makes his statement?

Mr. WILLIAMS. If the Chair please, whatever suits the pleasure of
the committee. They have prepared statements. They will reed
them and they will then be open to examination.

Senator LONG. All right. Suppose you go ahead and present yow
first prepared statement.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Leyba will testify.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH M. LEYBA, STATE LUMBER CO.; ACCOM.-
PANIED BY JAMES D. WILLIAMS, JR., ATTORNEY, AND HADIZY
S. KING, ATTORNEY

Mr. LEYBA. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Joseph M. Leyba, and I am associated with State Lumber Co.
of El Paso, Tex. My company is sales representative in the United
States for Molduras de Pine of Juarez, Mexico, and I appear here in
opposition to the amendment to H.R. 2411 which increases the duty
on wood molding fo 17 percent ad valorem.

We are presently paying on such molding a duty of 25 cents per
thousand board measure plus an internal revenue tax of 75 cents, or a
total of $1 per thousand. The proposed rate of 17 percent ad valorem
will amount to about $46 per thousand board measure, or an increase
of more than 4,000 percent over the existing duty and tax of $1 per
thousand.

43527-9--6
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. There is no need at this time for any increase whatsoever over the
present customs duty rate, as the imports from Mexico represent only
a, minute portion of the molding produced in the United States.
. Total imports of wood molding from Mexico came to $4,600,000 in

the year 1958, and will certainly go no higher than $4,900,000 in 1959.
Yet this $4,900,000 figure will be less than 3 percent of the total value
of wood molding shipments in the United States for 1959. I refer the
committee to the Department of Commerce 1957 Annual Survey of
Manufactures, series MAS-57-2, released February 18, 1959. On
page 8 are set forth these shipments for the years 1954 through 1957.
In another Department of Commerce publication, Construction
Review for June 1959, are set forth the new nonfarm dwelling units
started for these same years. A comparison of these figures shows a 4-
year average shipment of $130 per nonfarm dwelling. Page 20 of
Construction Review tells us that we are building at a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of 1,390,000 dwelling units for 1959. Multipying
this by the conservative $130 gives a probable total shipment figure of
$180,700,000 for 1959, of which the Mexican shipments of $4,900,000
will be only 2.7 percent.

The value of all imports of wood molding from Mexico for the year
1957 was approximately $4,300,000 and for the year 1958 $4,600,000.
The 1959 imports are estimated at $4,900,000. We believe that this
is a definite peak because the available amount of rough lumber con-
trols the amount of production of molding. This year's production
of molding is from cutting permits granted by the Mexican Govern-
ment in 1958. The 1959 cutting permits have already been sub-
stantially reduced over what they were in 1958, so that the production
of molding in 1960 will of necessity be less than it has been in 1959.
, The new Government of Mexico has adopted a definite policy of

forestry conservation and the restriction and limiting of cutting per-
mits. The permits for the coming year will represent a drastic reduc-
tion of those issued in the past.

There is no market of any consequences for the sale of wood mold-
ings in Mexico.

The sale of wood moldings for export to the United States has not
proven attractive to all producers. In 1956 there were 14 manufac-
turers of wood moldings and in 1959 there are only 4 *of them operating
full time and 4 working only on a part-time basis.

At the present time the demand for moldings in the United States
exceeds the available supply and there are submitted herewith several
letters from American suppliers confirming this situation. I should
like to read one or several of them to you.

This is addressed from Clear Pine Products, Inc., Nubieber, Calif.,
dated July 7, 1959, and it says:

DEAR SiRs: Sorry, but we are unable to quote either of these. Our order file is
full through the month of August, and we do not have production capacity or
lumber available to take on any additional business. Thanks for sending to our
attention.

When they talk about a list, they refer to a list sent by a customer.
This is signed by Neal Masoth, manager.

There are several of these letters and, of course, more could be ob-
tained.

Senator ANDERSON. What was that intended to prove?
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Mr. LEYBA. That at present, sir, the available supply of moldings
is not adequate to meet demand.

Senator ANDERSON. That is one firm. You mean that the situation
in the United States is the same?

Mr. LEYBA. I believe, sir, that this situation is generally true, that
most molding producers have an order file as heavy as they would like
to carry at this time.

Senator ANDERSON. It did not sound that way from these four pre-
vious witnesses.

Mr. LEYBA. No, sir; it did not, and I would like to point that fact
out.

Senator ANDERSON. You introduced this letter as evidence to the
contrary?

Mr. LEYBA. Yes, sir. I have introduced four letters.
(The documents referred to follow:)

SUNSET MOULDING CO.,
Yuba City, Calif., Sepftmber 80, 1958.

LUMBERMANS SASH A Door Co.,
Dallas, Tex.
(Attention: Mr. Joe Fojtasek).

DEAR MR. FOJTASEK: In regards to your letter of September 24 inquiring
about our present prices. We are booked solid trhough the end of november:
and at the present time do not wish to book any additional business.

After the first of the year we will no doubt find'our order file whittled down a bit.
It was good to her from you and trust we might have the same privilege after

.the first of the year.
Yours very truly,

GAYLE V. MORRISON.

CLAREMONT WOOD PRODUCTS CO.,

DE&ANER. WHOLESLE SUPPLY, Chico, Calif., July 6, 1959.

Detroit, Mich.
(Attention: Nick Martin, Jr.).

GENT.EMEN: Thank you for your inquiry of July 2. We regret that we cannot
quote at this time as we are oversold and temporarily off the market.

We hope we shall be able to help you in the future.
Sincerely yours, MORGAN GARDNER.

DEALERS WHOLESALE SUPPLY,'INC.,
Detroit, Mich., July 2, 1959.

GENTLEM.EN: Please quote for 30 days or sooner, the following cars. An
immediate reply is requested. CAR No. I

.100,000____....... X6 x %6 ........ LW P127.. .. Shoe.
100,000----------. 6 x 2-------- LWP713- ... Casing.
50,000------ ---- x 3-------- LWP713 -... Base.
40,000_____ - /ie x 3% - - - - - - - - - LWP713.. Do.
75,000 ---------- Y x l --------- WP848 ------ Stop.
40,000 ------------- x 1 --------- WP848 ------ Do.
25,000 ---------- x l---------WP846 ------ Do.
30,000 ----------- Y16 x1 P-------- P177------.Brick.
40,000-.--------. _ 1 e x Y -------- LWP166.. Bed.
20,000--------------/2 ----- P254-- Porting stop.
15,000 ----------- 1x 2 - --------- WP 103 ----- Stool.
50,000 ---------- / x/ N__ --- WPI05------Quarter round.
50,000 ----------- 'Y16 x 2 -------- WP321. - Casing.
1,000 sets --------- 1i x 1 --------- WP848 ------ Stop.
5,000 . x 2------------- Casing.
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CAR No. 2

25,000_____..----
25,000______......
25,000_
5,000 --- -------
15,000.

15,000 ...........8,000 .. . . . .

10,000 ----------
10,000..........
25,000.
20,000 -----------
15,000 ----------
7,000. -7,000 .. . . . .7,000-.
20,000 ...........

20,000 -----------
Sincerely,

'C6 x.............
'%e x 1% --------

H/4 ax I -6 -----
'Ma x 2% ------

'MO X I%-----

!/1 X Y---------
7As x 13- .
1x '4---------

x 2 .-------

6x1

x l ---------
14x32'Me x 2J4-------.

WPI05.-
LWPI66..---
WP177 ....
WP237 ----
WP52 .....

WP74 .....
WP85 .----
LWP127 ....

WP937-
WP847 ----
WP844 ------
WP934 ----
WP843._-
WP933 ------
WP723 ....

Quarter round.
Bed.
Brick.
Balister.
Crown 10-foot and

larger.
Bed.
Cove.
Base shoe.
Neck molding.
Stop.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Base.
Casing (5/4 stock).

DEALERS WHOLESALE SUPPLY, INC.,
NICK MARTIN, Jr.

CLEAR PINE PRODUCTS, INC.,
Nubieber, Calif., July 7, 1959.

DEAR SIRs: Sorry, but we are unable to quote either of these. Our order file
Is full through the month of August, and we do not have production capacity or
lumber available to take on any additional business. Thanks for sending to our
attention.

Very truly yours, NEAL MASOTTI, Manager.

DANT & W&RNOCK, INC.,
SMenlo Park, Calif., March 1*, 1959.

LUMBEIRuANS SAsH & Dooa Co.
Post Office Box 10025, Dallas, Tex.
(Attention: Mr. Joe Fojtasek).

GENTLE.uNN: Reference your letter of March 3 regarding ponderosa pine mold-
in'.s, solid and finger joint, we are sorry but at the present time we are in a heavily
oversold position on moldings and would be unable to quote on your requirements.
Many thanks for your interest.

Yours very truly, JACK V. HILL.

.Mr. LEYBA. In fact, we cannot fully supply the demands of our
customers and not because our prices are lower than those of American
producers. Our prices are substantially the same. And there is sub-
mitted for your consideration a price comparison of two of our cus-
tomers with accompanying invoices demonstrating that our prices
for the same items have in some instances been a few cents higher
than the American prices and in others a few pennies lower.

(The documents referred to follow:)
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PRICE COMPARISON
American producer: Temple Products, Inc., Temple, Tex.Mexican producer: Molduras de Pino, S.A., Juarez, Mexico.Customer: Lumbermans Sash & Door Co. and Dallas Prefabricators, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Reference

Prices Discounts Adjusted netOrder No. Item No. Catalog number, description, and size prices

United Mexico United Mexico 
United Meico United Mexico United MexicoStates States 
States States StateI

S 1278 1 4 No. 15 casing, 2, finger joint ........ ere. .erce6 1278 2 3 No2------------------------------------------- 
$333 $3.33 2 2 $3.26 $3.26565 1249 3 8 No. 15 ba, x3% finger joint ----------------------------------------------------- 4.42 4.50 2 2 4.33 4.41

565 1253 4 1 8541 stop, Axfnger Joint ---------------------------------------------------------- 1.65 1.76 2 2 1.62 1.72S 1253 8 5 8614 8/4/, H nx 1, finger Joint ------------------------ --------------------------------- 3.12 3.21 2 2 3.06 3.15MS 1249 7 1 8016 bed, 151ax1%, fingerJoint - ------------------------------------------------- 2.70 2.80 2 2 2.5 Z74

American producer: Lausmann Lumber & Moulding jo., Loomi?, Calif.

Prices Discounts Adjusted netOrde No. Item No. Catalog number, description, and size Prices
United -Mexico United I Mexico 

"7 luas ?[States States



PRICE COM PARIsox-Continued
American producer: The Martin Bros. Container & Timber, Oakland, Oreg.
Mexican producer: Molduras de Pino, S.A.
Customer: The Evans Lumber Co., Birmingham, Ala.

Reference
.....___ _ Prices Discounts Adjusted net

Order No. Item No. Catalog No., description, and size

United Mexico United Mexico United MNexico United Mexico T united MexicoStates States States States 6I.ates

R 2Percent Percent264OR 1280 1 in 142 S. Bead,VxY4  - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $0.79 $0.90 5-2 5-2 $0.74 $0.84264OR 1187 5 1 816 stop, 7
/ e x I ------------------------------------------------------------------ 2.28 2.31 5-2 5-2 2.13 2.152814 1280 9 19 105 quarter round, IXoxIo-- --..------------------------------------------------- 1.48 1.68 5-2 5-2 1.38 1.57

2814 1280 1 13 856 stop, 3 fx 1%-------------------------------------------------------------------- 1.76 2.15 5-2 5-2 1.64 2.00
2814 120 3 15 855 stop;, x 1 -------------------------------------------------------- 2.04 2.0 5-2 5-2 1.90 2.32814 1216 6 6 Sp. casing, 5 x 2M6 sets. ------------------------------------------------------- 6 .0 5-2 5-2 . 3 .2814 1216 3 1 7 base, x 6 ------------------------------------------------------------ .4 2.4 7 5-2 5-2 .63 .682814 1216 8 1 713base, x 3 ---------------------------------------------- 4.8 5.46 5-2 5-2 4.53 5.092796 1 1187 1 28 126 shoe, Y2 x 4 ----------------------------------------- ------------------------------- 1.28 1.34 5-2 5-2 1.20 1.24
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Mr. LEYBA. Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, I
respectfully suggest that the American molding manufacturers can-
not demonstrate any injury from the almost insignificant imports.
To cut off completely all imports, as the proposed 17-percent duty
would do, might result in increasing the inflationary pressure of an
item shown to be in short supply.

I therefore urge you not to adopt the Anderson amendment to
H.R. 2411.

Thank you, Ir. Chairman, for the opportunity of being heard.
Senator LONG. Thank you very much.
I will call the next witness at this time.
If you would like to volunteer some information with respect to tho

testimony of s!,cceeding witnesses, you might just pull up a chair here
and stay by the witness table as the other witnesses testify.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Stewart will testify.

STATEMENT OF GROVER C. STEWART, JR., PRESIDENT, SOUTH-
WEST MOLDING CO.

Mr. STEWART. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
Grover C. Stewart, Jr., president of Southwest Molding Co., of Dallas,
Tex.

I import wood moldings from Maderas Selectas of Juarez, Mexico,
and am familiar with the principal suppliers of such moldings in that
country. At the present time Maderas Selectas, Molduras de Pino,
and Maderera de Casas Grandes produce and export an estimated 90
percent of the total amount of molding shipped to the United States.
The remaining 10 percent is sold by small marginal producers.

The selling price of the three principal Mexican manufacturers is on
the average no lower than the prices of American manufacturers and
for a product that is not superior to the domestic molding.

Speaking for myself, I am willing to have a Government representa-
tive examine my invoices in total for the past year and compare them
with invoices of any representative U.S. manufacturer. I believe he
will find no substantial difference, or, if anything, I believe he will
find our prices to be higher.

Mention has been made of finger-joined moldings. There is no
need for legislation on this item as the U.S. customs are classifying
such molding as a manufacture of wood at 16% percent under para-
graph 412 of the Toriff Act.

Senator LONG. If I might interrupt you there, I am told that when
a load of molding comes in the inspectors do not inspect it to see
whether it is finger-type or joint molding or whether it is ordinary
molding but that they just look at it and say, "That is molding," and
then let it go in at that.

Do you have any comment on that, or would you know?
Mr. STEWART. Well, No. 1, sir, I am a purchaser from Maderas

Selectas, and at no time have I ever had any dealings with American
customs, and it would be the duty of American customs to determine
what transpires or what crossings take place at the border.

Does that answer your question?
Senator LONG. Do you know of your own knowledge whether this

16% percent has ever been collected on finger-type moldings?
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Mr. STEWART. Are you asking, sir, that there is a chance that finger-
jointed moldings are coming into this country without the duty being

eclared by the producers in Mexico?
Senator LONG. I am not asking how it gets in. I am just asking

you if you have had any experience with whether on orders of finger-
jointed moldings, whether you know the 16% is being collected or
whether some of that might be coming through on the ordinary $1
tariff.

Mr. STEWART. Mr. Chairman, my moldinz plant, the plant that I
represent, Maderas Selectas, has been in the production of finger-
jointed moldings for a very short while.

I believe the month of October 1958 was the date whep our machin-
ery was finally installed and made available for us. I do not have a
dollars-and-cents record of the amount of finger-jointed moldings which
we have introduced to the United States since that time, but I believe
I can safely say that it would not exceed, perhaps, $3,000 to $4,000 in
value, and on all of the finger-jointed moldings which Maderas Selectas
has imported to the United States I am certain that the duty of 16%
percent has been paid.

Senator ANDERSON. Did I understand you to say that the Maderas
Selectas is your firm?

Mr. STEWART. No, sir; it is the firm I represent.
Senator ANDERSON. Then this finger-jointed molding, you say, only

a small amount of it has come in?
Mr. STEWART. Only frc-m the plant I represent.
Senator ANDERSON. The previous witness said that if you put this

16% percent against molding it would cut off completely all imports,
and it is your testimony that it has not cut it off; is that right?

Mr. STEWART. Well, Senator-
Senator ANDERSON. Well, either it has or it hasn't. You just

testified that it came in, and it did not cut it off.
Mr. STEWART. May I be permitted to answer your question,

Senator?
Senator ANDERSON. Yes, you may.
Mr. STEWART. When you go into the production of an item such

as finger-jointed moldings, which requires a rather excessive amount of
money expenditure to buy the machinery, and since October of 1958
a given plant estimates its importations to be between three and four
thousand dollars, I would say that the answer is negative, that it has
cut off for practical purposes production of finger-joint moldings from
Maderas Selectas.

Senator ANDERSON. Did you now say this was a new plant?
Mr. STEWART. I said the'finger-joint portion of the plant is new.
Senator ANDERSON. Yes.
Now, they built that knowing that the duty would be that much,

didn't they, 17 percent?
Mr. STEWART. No, sir; that is not correct. The duty was removed

for a short period, according to the way in which I understand the
laws, for a short period of, perhaps, 60 to 90 days, and my counsel
had better tell me-

Senator ANDERSON. But at the time they started building that
plant, the duty was 17 percent, was it not?

Mr. STEWART. That is not right, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. What was it?
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Mr. STEWART. The duty is the same as it is on solid wood moldings.
Senator ANDERSON. $1?
Mr. STEWART. That is correct, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. So that only for a period of 60 days, you may

it was down to $1, and the rest of the time it was 17 percent?
Mr. STEWART. Senator, I did not qualify the exact period. That

was my estimate. The duty was removed for a brief period of some
weeks, and was reestablished; is that correct, counsel?

Mr. KING. The duty was never actually or officially reduced to $1
a thousand.

Mr. Stewart, after conferring with the Treasury Department, and
following a decision of the customs court which was rendered in 1957,
was hopeful that the duty on finger-jointed molding would be only $1
a thousand and I believe based on that hope, which did not material-
ize, they installed this machinery in Juarez, Mexico.

Senator ANDERSON. Yes, but it was done when the duty was 17
percent?

Mr. KING. The duty on finger-jointed molding of this type, Senator,
has never been 17 percent.

Senator ANDERSON. It has been 16%?
Mr. KING. 16%.
Senator ANDERSON. I just thought maybe we could take 17 percent

which was the figure which had been used. If you want to make
it 16%-

Mr. KING. The rate is not important, but the classification is.
Senator ANDERSON. Yes.
Mr. KING. Because the 17 percent applies to the type of molding

that has been under discussion here this morning.
Senator ANDERSON. What is the 16% percent?
Mr. KING. The 16% percent is applied under the basket clause of

412, which is for the manufactures of wood generally not otherwise
provided for.

Senator LONG. Let me ask you something about that machinery
now. You say in Juarez, Mexico; I assume that is American
machinery you are using to manufacture your product.

Mr. STEWART. That is correct, sir.
Senator LONG. That is this particular Maderas Selectas is using.

Can that machinery be brought back to the United States without
paying a duty on it or does it have to pay duty to come back in?

Mr. STEWART. That is a question which I am not qualified to
answer, sir.

Senator LONG. So, if I were making that investment I would want
to know that. If I owned stock in Maderas Selectas I would certainly
like to know if I set up that type of an operation in Juarez, Mexico,
at 16% duty whether I could get my machinery back in and install it
in the United States.

Mr. KING. If that machinery is of American manufacture, it can
be returned to the United States without the payment of duty.

Senator ANDERSON. IS the Maderas Selectas plant owned by
Americans?

Mr. STEWART. The controlling stock is, yes.
Senator ANDERSON. Are you one of the stockholders?
Mr. STEWART. I am not.
Senator ANDERSON. Is your firm one of the stockholders?
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* Mr.S'FWART. It is not, sir. I have no interest in the plant.
Senator ANDERSON. You refer to "our plant," "our plant."
Mr. STEWART. Well, sir, when you deal with a concern, for instance,

I purchased the entire production of Maderas Selectas. It is an easy
term of speech to use. I don't deal with any other plant.

Senator LoNG. Mr. Stewart, so far as I am concerned, I do not
know if we have anybody in Louisiana who competes with you and
I can kind of try to'be a referee here as between the two contending
forces between New Mexico rnd Texas on this, but can you give me
some information as to how your costs for doing this operation com-
pare in Mexico with what you believe it would be in the United States?

Mr. STEWART. Sir, I am not qualified to speak on that subject.
In other words
Senator LONG. Frankly, my general feeling about it is that it

would be a desirable tariff policy on the products of this sort if the
competitors were on more or less an equal footing to where--just the
same as they would be if both were located in the United States.

Mr. STEWART. Yes, sir.
Senator LONG. I do not want you to be in a position of not being

able to sell your product you manufacture in Juarez, but I also
dislike to see a situation created where it is a good business decision
to move right across the Rio Grande River and where you have lower
costs and where an American on the other side of the river has to lose
business while you expand your operation.

You do not have that information. You told me-would you have
any objection if someone asked to examine your costs to make
available the figures on your operation in Juarez to see what it costs
to make that product?

Mr. STEWART. Senator Long, it is my impression that the main
issue here is the selling price of our moldings which my company,
Southwest Molding Co., of Dallas, sells its product at, and it is my
contention that we sell our product on an equal or perhaps a higher
basis than the production of American moldings in this country.

Senator LONG. You can leave it on that basis if you want to, but I
have had some experience with these problems sitting around on this
committee over a number of years and I can tell you that American
concerns are not satisfied witl that answer because, well, for example,
you take oil, that is a big industry where I come from. If they see
that foreign oil can be produced at half their costs, they know, and
they see there is an unlimited supply, they know foreign oil is going
to keep coming in until it takes the entire market unless something
is done to put the American producer on a competitive basis with the
foreign costs.

In other words, a foreign fellow sells his oil at the same price as the
domestic man, but he just keeps bringing it on in and he is going to
keep expanding unless and until something stops him.

Now, lie either meets the price as he expands or he cuts the price
one way or the other, but in either event, he is in position to keep ex-
panding because his costs are ha!f the costs of the American producers.

If you were situated in a position of the people who testified just
before us, as American producers, asking to be put in a competitive
position, you would not find it a satisfactory answer at all that the
other fellow mikht just be meeting your price if you knew he could
cut the price any time he wanted to and still make a profit.
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'You are telling me so far as you are concerned that it is irrelevant.
I, myself, say to you, as one not wedded to one side or the other; it
is very important. But you do not feel like making available any
costs of your product to see how it compares with these other pro-
ducers. They told us; they couldn't tell us your costs. You do not
*feel like making it available if I can understand your position
correctly.

Mr. STEWART. Sir, I do not have the costs of the plant to make
available. I am sales agent for the plant, and I do not believe it is
too common a practice for a plant to make available to a sales agent
the costs of production.

Senator LONG. Let me ask you this: Is Maderas Selectas going to
be represented at this hearing? They are affected by what happens
on this bill. Are they going to be represented?

Mr. STEWART. No, sir.
Senator LONG. You are speaking for them or on behalf of them;

have they authorized you to urge their case for them?
Mr. STEWART. Yes; that would be correct.
Senator LONG. Would you inquire of them if they would have any

objection making available such information as they had to arrive at
what their costs are compared to American producers?

Mr. STEWART. That wold be, it seems like to me, a question for
the company.

Senator LONG. Then go right ahead, sir.
Mr. STEWART. I would like to point out at this point that we def-

initely do not have an unlimited supply of moldings which is brought
about by a limited supply of materials. That would be pointed out
in ust a moment in my statement.

Senator LONG. Mr. Stewart, my feeling about this matter is so far
as those of you who speak about foreign producers are concerned, I
like to see them in a position to compete. I do not like to see them
being put in a position by decisions we make in Washington, they can
impose a death sentence on American industries because I think Ameri-
cans have a right to compete with them, too, especialy. in the Amexiean
market.

Mr. STEWART. That is right, sir.
Senator LONG. And it just seems to me as though if we get the

facts, we might be better able to do justice to both sides.
Mr. STEWART. Senator Long, may I say, sir, that our contention is

that we are less than 3 percent, that is, all of the Mexican moldings
introduced into the United States is less than 3 percent of the total
sales volumes of moldings in the United States.

Senator LONG. How about ponderosa pine moldings? What per-
centage of those are you?

Mr. STEWART. Sir, I would not know that answer.
Senator LON G. That is what we are talking about here this morn-

ing, if I understand it. I have only been in this hearing room for less
than an hour, that is what I thought we were talking about, ponderosa
pine moldings, a particular type of product. These fellows say they
are not interested in the mahogany that comes in from somewhere else.
But it is the product they are competing with.

Mr. STEWART. The witnesses proposing this bill have made a
statement that not only did ponderosa pine holdings compete with
ponderosa pine in the United States but that also we were competing
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with other moldings produced in the United States from other species
of lumber, sir.

Senator LONG. I have had this experience of somebody coming in
and saying, "Now, you can talk all you want to about the Japanese
having only a certain percentage of the American market, but I am
producing velveteen and ingham and they have got it all in my line,"
that is what these peope are talking about. In the line they are
producing they contend they are in bad shape and it is going to get
worse unless they get some protection, and I was hoping if you would
testify right directly to the presentation that they made to see just
whether they were in bad shape. Suppose you go right ahead.

Senator ANDERSON. Could I go back a moment ago to this question
I heard about this firm. I asked you if you were interested and you
said you were not. I asked you if your firm was interested, and you
said they were not.

Is your father interested in it?
Mr. STEWART. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON. Is your father the major stockholder?
Mr. STEWART. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON. Is he a stockholder in the Southwest Building

Co.?
Mr. STEWART. He is not, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. It would not have taken very much to volunteer

the fact when I asked you whether any of your group was in it, that
your father was a separate person interested in it.

Mr. STEWART. No, sir. There have been quite a few questions
asked.

Senator ANDERSON. I asked you about the firm. I was trying to
find out why you were the sole distributor for that firm and so forth.
Perhaps I did not ask the question exactly correctly. But I was
trying to find out why you were speaking for this group and what
your knowledge of it was, and I find your father is connected with it.

I realize it is possible for a father and son not to know each other
and not to have business with each other, but it was a little unusual
in your answer.

Mr. STEWART. I do not feel so, sir, or I would not have given it,
in deference to you, Senator.

Senator ANDERSON. Very well.
Mr. STEWART. Shall I continue, Mr. Chairman?
Now the proposed change in the law will apply to the one-piece

molding used primarily in house construction whicla for over 40 years
has been classified as lumber and taxed as such. The proposed
amendment will not clarify but will result in a direct change in tariff
classification which has prevailed since 1915.

The U.S. Customs Court (then the Board of General Appraisers)
held molding in 1915 to be lumber. (See abstract 38652.)

The question was raised again in 1930 before the Commissioner of
Customs and he again ruled in Treasury Decision 44382 that wood
molding should be classified as lumber. The classification by the
customs authorities has continued to this date.

The imports of moldings from Mexico can never become a threat to
the American industry because of the available supply of comparable
types of soft woods. The U.S. Department of Commerce Statistics,
section 907, reports a domestic production in 1958 of ponderosa pine,
sugar pine and white pine of 5,127 million board feet.
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For the same year, 1958, the production in Mexico as reported by
the Union de Madereras de Chihuahua & Durango was 170 million
board feet, or only slightly more than 3 percent of the supply available
in the United States.

Now speaking personally we cannot afford to pay a duty of 17
percent on imports of wood moldings from Mexico..:enator LONG. You say you cannot. You just got through dis-
qualifying yourself as a witness to make that statement. You
started out by saying you could not tell us what your costs were and
you did not feel qualified to speak for the firm you are speaking for
to say that you could make available records on your cost of pro-
duction.

Mr. STEWART. The term "we" here is descriptive for myself. South-
west Molding Co. I cannot afford to pay the 17-percent proposed
duty and add it on top of my normal purchase price from Madera
Selectas.

Senator LONG. What percentage of the stock in that company does
your father own?

Mr. STEWART. I do not know, sir. It is partially controlled by
Mexicans, Mexican nationals.

Senator LONG. Your father has not disinherited you or anything
like that?

Mr. STEWART. NO, Sir; we are on very fine terms. He is a great
guy. I wish you could meet him.

Senator LONG. Yes, I would like to meet him. If he were here I
could find out some of the things I want to know about the blank
spots in your testimony.

Go right ahead, sir.
Mr. STEWART. The few factories in Mexico producing this item

will have to close down if the amendment is granted.
Senator LONG. How can you make that statement? You just got

through disqualifying yourself to make it.Mr. Stewart. Well, sir, I am not qualified-
Senator LONG. You are assuming that they are selling at their cost.

How are you in position to know they are not selling at one-quarter
or one-third of their cost?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Do you mean that or do you mean selling at four
times their cost?

Senator LONG. Yes; that is right. I meant it that way.
Let us proceed. Mr. Stewart, your statement assumes that this

factory is selling this product at no more than a reasonable profit
based on the investment. Of course, you are in no position to tell us
whether that is true or not.

Mr. STEWART. I therefor respectfully urge this committee not to
adopt the amendment to H.R. 2411.

Senator Lo.G.. Thank you very much, Mr. Stewart, so far as I am
concerned you have given us a considerable amount of information
as to the volume of these sales and prices that are being asked in the
United States. I am sorry that you have not been able to give the
other information I wanted because so far as I am concerned I would
like to know all the facts on it, just as one Senator trying to pass on
the merits of the situation.

Mr. STEWART. I appreciate your position, Senator. Thank you
very much.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Kolliner will now testify.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT KOLLINER, KOLLINER LUMBER CO.,
EL PASO, TEX.

Mr. KOLLINER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
my name is Robert E. Kolliner, president of the Kolliner Lumber
Co., El Paso, Tex.

I might say here that I am probably the most disinterested witness
here today from the standpoint of personal profit. But I am certainly
a most interested witness in the defeat of the Anderson amendment
from the standpoint of international policy.

My company imports lumber, not including, wood moldings, from
Mexico for sale in the United States. I suppt so it could be argued
that the Anderson amendment would benefit me momentarily, since
it would have the effect of eliminating Mexican molding producers,
and thus reduce the cost of the lumber I purchase. However, this
consideration is secondary in my mind to the further economic de-
velopmnent of a healthy, self-sufficient neighbor to the south; niamely,
Mexico.I moved to El Paso aftei World 'War II. I had been born and raised
in Minnesota where my family was in the lumber business, and upon
leaving the service I was employed in the lumber business in Cali-
fornia before coming to Texas.

Of course, my daily dealings with and in Mexico over the. past
12 years have emphasized to me the basic wisdom of the foreign
policy of the United States throughout his period and for many years
previously: That the future well-being and safety of all of us depends
on strong neighbors in the Western Hemisphere.

To my mind we can help make Mexico strong in two ways: Either
by helping her help herself to grow strong economically and industri-
ally or by ca-h handouts. Personally, I prefer the former, and I
believe this refle ts the sentiment of the U.S. Senate.

Therefore, the only question in my mind has been how we can best
help this Mexican industrial and economic development. Certainly
one way is to provide the markets for her products that will improve
her balance of trade. Naturally, since I am an American citizen, I
do not feel that this should be done when the effect would be the
destruction of an American industry and the displacement and unem-
ployment, of American workers.

However, Mr. Chairman, we are not confronted with danger of such
destruction here today. In fact, the evidence shows that the particu-
lar American industry involved is in a healthy condition. Thus there
is no logical reason for injuring the Mexican economy in this regard in
defense of an industry that doesn't need it.

In fact, as has been previously mentioned, destruction of this Mexi-
can industry will actually have an injurious effect on the American
economy through creating an artificial shortage which can have no
other effect than to feed the inflationary spiral.

Let there be no mistake, Mr. Chairman, the Anderson amendment
would be a severe blow to the Mexican economy; it would destroy an
infant Mexican industry for no demonstrated useful purpose; and it
would sabotage a Mexican governmental program aimed at develop-
ment of at ledist part of the Mexican economy along industrial lines.

In passing and as an aside, as a part of this trip I had an opportunity
to spend time in the gallery yesterday in the Senate, and I was very,
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very pleased to hear the comments made by a number of Senators in
the discussion regarding the Inter-American Development Bank
Those men said much better than what I am saying here today much
the same sort of thing I am saying here today, this is what Mexico
and what Latin American needs, grossly necds, our help to grow, not
our abolition of their progress in industrial growth.

Senator LONG. Mr. Kolliner, if you would permit me, sir, I have
read your entire statement. I read it all and I would like, if you have
no objection, I would like to put it in the record and ask you a couple
of questions about it, that is, incidentally, the procedure spelled out
under the Reorganization Act, so we can hear the witness who comes
behind you during this morning's session. He is testifying for the
same position. I have read all of your statement and I want to ask
you a question or two about it.

Mr. _KOLLINER. Please do.
Senator LONG. Do you have any cost information on the cost of

producing these products by the Mexican plants?
Mr. KOLLINER. I, sir, do not personaly have. I have nothing

more than the conversation of producers in Mexico who have indicated
to me what their costs are. I could not document it at this time.
But I think the information could be made available and if you would
like me to answer what they have told me their costs are, I will be
happy to do that.

Senator LONG. Well, if there is someone here who can testify more
as a matter of personal knowledge, I think the attorneys for that
group might make that available.

Do you have that available?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Leyba will come on after he finishes.
Senator LONG. Fine. I read your statement here and it is a state-

ment saying that you do not think Mexico can stand a 17-percent
rate on this infant industry and that the trade should be encouraged.
If the facts are here to back up your case, that is a very good state-
ment; if they are not, why, of course we would have to judge whether
or not the costs really are such that there is some protection justified.
Those are all the questions I have in mind to ask.

Did you care to ask any more questions of this witness?
Senator ANDERSON. You are very anxious to -have this good rela-

tionship between countries. Do you think, then, that the Mexican
Government ought to treat molding from the United States the same
way it wants to be treated in this country? That is good neighborli-
ness, isn't it?

Mr. KOLLINER. Yes; I think that is true, sir. I think if there were
any molding being used in Mexico there would be occasion for'us to
demand that. But there is virtually a zero market in Mexico.

Senator ANDERSON. Is that why Mexico imposes a duty on the 175
pesos for a thousand board feet or 14 cents for each 2.1 pounds.

Mr. KOLLINER. It could as easily have imposed 10 times that and
it would not have meant anything because there is no market in there.

Senator ANDERSON. You mean there is no market because it cannot
survive; isn't that right?

Mr. KOLLINER. They cannot even use what they make themselves,
let alone import.

Senator ANDERSON. They are building new mills down there. Did
they build those new mills on the supposition of friendliness, American
capital going in there to do it?
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Mr. KOLLINER. I am quite certain they were built on the supposi-
tion of friendliness; yes.

Senator ANDERSON. And so on that friendliness they keep out the
American product.

Mr. KOLLINER. There is no market for it, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. Well, there was no market-
Senator LONG. Let me tell you this, what Senator Anderson is

asking you about there is broader than this problem of molding. We
entered into a reciprocal trade agreement with Mexico some years
back, and the understanding under that was that we would cut
certain tariffs and she would cut certain tariffs and then there would
be a most-favored-nations arrangement where if she cut some tariffs
to some other country we would cut the tariffs-we would have the
same tariff reduction that the others received.

Mr. KOLLINER. Yes.
Senator LONG. Now Mexico subsequently withdrew the tariff

concessions they had made to the United States and she is still
enjoying the tariff reductions made with Venezuela for Mexican oil,
and we even made an exception to her the other day to let her ship
all the oil she could into the United States, notwithstanding this
limitation of oil imports. But in all fairness we have been a lot
better to Mexico than she has been to us, and anybody who tries to
say we haven't just doesn't know the record on that.

Mr. KOLLINER. Senator Long, I certainly do not want to quarrel
with you on that subject at all. I am sure you are better posted
than I, and I do not want to pose here as an economist, but the fact
here is Mexico has had for several years a negative balance of trade
with us: she imports more from us than she sends to us. That is the
basic problem.

We need to provide Mexico an opportunity to stand on her feet so
she can have at least an even balance of trade, not a positive one,
But Mexico cannot be placed in position of having punitive tariffs
placed against her and still be one of our big customers for refrigerators
and automobiles and what have you. That in the final analysis is
the moot question here: Can we injure her economy and drive her out
of our markets?

We might help a few molding manufacturers but we might injure
Detroit and Bethlehem and so forth considerably more if we were
to do that.

Senator ANDERSON. You think it is all right for her to have a puni-
tive tariff, but it is wrong for us to have it?

Mr. KOLLTNER. Sir, if the result is that we export more to them
than they export to us, then I cannot get involved in the details of
how% that operates.

Senator ANDERSON. This punitive tariff is only a portion of it.
You kno- a little bit about the cotton situation and the tomato
situation and a great many other things. It is always all right for
Mexico to bring it in, but don't ever send anything into Mexico.
That is your idea of good neighborliness?

Mr. KOLLINFER. No, sir; that could not possibly be true if we send-
them more than we get from them dollarivise.

Senator ANDERSON. How is the balance of trade when you take
tourist dollarss into consideration?

Mr. KOLLINER. I do not know that.
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Senator ANDERSON. Isn't that an important part of it?
Mr. KOLLINER. I am certain that it is.
Senator ANDERSON. Do you not think you ought to know it before

you make this speech?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Kolliner, would you be willing to testify before

the Mexican Senate to reduce tariffs?
Mr. KOLLINER. I doubt very much whether I would be welcome

before the Mexican Senate, but I am willing.
(The statement in full of Mr. Kolliner is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. KOLLINER, KOLLINER LUMBER Co., JULY 16, 1959

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Robert E. Kolliner,
president of the Kolliner Lumber Co., of El Paso, I'ex. I might say that I am
probably the most disinterested witness here today from the standpoint of personal
Profit, but I am certainly most interested in the defeat of the Anderson amendment
rom the standpoint of international policy.

My company imports lumber-not including wood moldings-from Mexico
for sale in the United States. I suppose it could be argued that the Anderson
amendment would benefit me monetarily since it would have the effect of eliminat-
ing Mexican molding producers and thus reduce the cost of the lumber I purchase.
However, this consideration is secondary in my mind to the further economic
development of a healthy, self-sufficient neighbor to the south; namely, Mexico.

I moved to El Paso after World War TI. I had been born and raised in Min-
nesota where my family was in the lumber business, and upon leaving the service
I was employed in the lumber business in California before coming to Texas.

Of course my daily dealings with and in Mexico over the past 12 years have
emphasized to me the basic wisdom of the foreign policy of the United States
throughout this period and for many years previously: that the future well-being
and safety of all of us depends on strong neighbors in the Western Hemisphere.

To my mind we can help make Mexico strong in two ways: either by helping her
help herself to grow strong economically and industrially or by cash handouts.
Personally, I prefer the former, and I believe this reflects the sentiment of the
U.S. Senate.

Therefore, the only question in my mind has been how we can best help this
Mexican industrial and economic development. Certainly one way i to provide
the markets for her products that will improve her balance of trade. Naturally,
since I am an American citizen, I do not feel that this should be done when the
effect would l'e the destruction of an American industry and the displacement and
unemployment of American workers.

11o,% ever, Mr. Chairman, we are not confronted with danger of such destruction
here today. In fact, the evidence shows that the particular American industry
involved is in a healthy' condition. Thus there is no logical reason for injuring the
Mexican economy in this regard in defense of an industry that doesn't need it.

In fact, as has been previously mentioned, destruction of this Mexican industry
will actually have an injurious effect on the American economy through creating
an artificial shortage which can have no other effect than to feed the inflationary
spiral.

Let there be no mistake, Mr. Chairman, the Anderson amendment would be a
severe blow to the Mexican economy; it would destroy an infant Mexican industry
for no demonstrated useful purpose; and it would sabotage a Mexican govern-
mental program aimed at development of at least part of the Mexican economy
along industrial lines.

The imposition without cause of a 17-percent duty on wood moldings will, as
has l'een mentioned, force the U.S. importers out of business. I.eft without
custolners, the Mexican producers will be left to die on the vine.

The great impetus for enlargement of the Mexican pine lumber business came
during World War II from our own War Productioii Board. Machinery, man-
power, and technical know-how were sent to Mexico to implement a crash program
for lumber production in Mexico in support of the American war effort. Imme-
diately following the war, the home construction boom in the United States
exerted continuing pressure to maintain this production. The Mexican lumber
industry became an integral part of a national program to advance Mexico along
industrial lines as well as agricultural in quest of a more balanced national
economy. Yet the Anderson amendment would serve to destroy an important
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part of this industrial development-a development that had its origins in our
wartime need for lumber. Certainly our own self-interest is best served through
a strong arid well-developed Mexican economy, both in peace anid war.

We have shown that imports of loss than 3 percent have a negligible influence
upon the U.S. economy. However, because of the great disparity in size of the
two ecoonomies, this- figure becomes of major proportion in the Mexican economy
and is much more significant when applied to Mexico's balance of payments and
do llar deficit.

The dollar deficit created by destruction of this market will have the immediate
effect of reducing .Mexican purchases in the United States. So although American
molding producers art not being injured today, adoption of the Anderson amend-
merit might very well cause injury t , other American industry tomorrow.

tr. ( -hairnan, I cannot hel a.plh, ing the idea in coming to this hearing that
the individual firms who espouse this amendment have got the cart before the
horse. Clearly there should be no increase in duty if injury to the domestic
industry is not proved. Yet in this case the very agency entrusted by Congress
with the duty of assessing injury has been bypassed. This is not conducive to
orderly administrative or legisltive procedure.

The Tariff Commission has available to it the facilities of its staff, lawyers and
economists, to hold a thorough investigation into a c)mplaint by an industry. It
also holds a hearing, if necessary, as a part of its investigation. Afterward, it
makes its. report to the President. This is the method established by C ngress
itself to determine injury, or the absence thereof. It is to the Tariff Commission
that the complainants here should t.ke their case.

It has been said that in this instance the escape clause provisions of the Trade
Agreements Act would not provide the p )ssibility of effective relief even if injury
would be found, due to the fact that the Tariff Commission would not have the
power to recommend a 17-percent rate as here requested. A 17-percent rate,
incidentally, Mr. Chairman, would in the case of Mexican moldings be an increase
actually of sonic 4,000 percent.

Quite aside from actual increase in rate, the Tariff Commission has another
avenue for its recommendation and that is a quota. This avenue has been used
recently by the Commission with good results and is available to the complainants
here. I %.. .

Even if the recommendations of the Tariff Commission would not seem suffi-
ciently stringent to the Congress in case of an injury determination, the case
should still go to the Commission first in order for this injury finding to be made.
Once the finding is made, then I believe that Congress could properly enact a
tariff increase in excess of the Tariff Commission powers, if it wished. But the
first fact that must be determined is whether injury exists. I submit that the
complainants have not proved this today, and I urge that the committee, by
rejecting this amendment, reaffirm the orderly procedures already established by
Congress for a situation such as t01.

Furthermore, bypassing the approved administrative procedure in this one case
would merely open a Pandora's box of similar private tariff bills.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I respectfully urge that the committee reject this
amendment.

Senator LONG. Let us proceed.
Mr. WILLIAMS. M[r. Chairman, may I say before, Mr. Mason testi-

fies that tlre is one important part of Mr. Kolliner's testimony and
I realize this will be incorporated in the record.

Senator LONG. The whole statement is in the record.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes. We must not lose sight of the fact that the

burden of proof is of course on the proponents and unless there is
some type of injury shown, it would seem to us that is no reason for
this. Now as Mr. Kolliner says in his statement the proper determi-
nation of injury is made by an agency given the job by Congress to
determine injury, and that is the U.S. Tariff Commission. I am well
aware of the argunient on the other side, you send it down there and
all you can get ;s 150 percent of 1934 or whatever it may be. But
the factual (leIArmination can still be made which is very difficult as
we see here today to determine in a 1-day hearing before the Senate
Finance Committee and once that injury determination is made then
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of course the Senate in its good judgment can then decide whether it
wants to on the basis of this injury, go forward and raise the tariff.

Mr. Mason will testify.
Senator ANDERSON. Wait just a moment. This is not a question

of injury. This is a question of why section 412 is not carried out.
That provides that wood moldings used in architectural and furni-

ture decoration shall pay a certain price.
Now since there was, as has been pointed out, very little Mexican

molding coming in, the Government said, "Oh well, in the interests
of friendliness and all this reciprocal trade, we will just say there isn't
anything we need to worry about." Then they start building mills
down there and bringing it in. Then it does become a matter of.
interest and we cannot get the Treasury Department to go back
aMd correctly interpret, as we see it, the law that the Congress passed
te try to stop what the former practice had been.

Mr. WILLIAMS. On that point, Senator Anderson, might I address
myself to just two subtopics?

Senator ANDERSON. Yes.
Mr. WILLIAMS. No. 1, I am sure you are informed that there is

available a new provision in the law that is relatively recent providing
that an American manufacturer, when he feels there is a misinterpre-
tation by the Bureau of Customs of the customs law, can enter what
is known as an American manufacturer's protest and if he feels that
the law has been misinterpreted, he will have his day in court, in the
customs court. It will go right up to the Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals and even possibly by certiorari up to the Supreme Court.

So there is an avenue, there is an avenue available, Senator.
Senator ANDERSON. I wish you had gone through the Plywood

case, you would not be quite so free with that comment.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Was an American manufacturer's protest filed on

that? This was a question of valuation, Senator, if the Senator
please, this was a question of rate and valuation, and the American
manufacturer's protest is not available on that point. It is available,
however, to these folks with regard to a classification problem.

Forgive the colloquy, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Mason will testify.
Senator LONG. I think in representing your clients well, and I am

we. you are representing them well, you ought to keep in mind that
every citizen has a right to petition for regress for any grievance,x or imagined before this Congress, and that if a Senator on this
committee thinks he ought to be heard, he will surely be heard, there
is no question about it.

Mr. WTLLIAMS. There is no question about his being heard.
Senator LONG. And if he has got a good enough case, he may well

got the relief he is asking for.
Mr. WILLIAMS. The only thing that we mentioned was that the

historic way, I was merely suggesting the historic way it has been done,
that is all.

Naturally, Congress can enact law.
Senator ANDERSON. That is the historic way it has not been done,

that is the historic way to stop it.
Mr. WILLIAMS. May I address myself-I said I had two subtopics,

this is the second one. It goes to the intention of Congress, does it
not, in the enactment of the Tariff Act of 1930. I was not here in
1930, I did spend 4 years up here, but it was considerably later than

87
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that. The only thing I have to go on, if the Senator please, is this
Treasury decision which was published in 1930, and which you and
your staff are well acquainted with, which says that they studied
the debate on the floor, they studied the committee report, they
studied this and that they decided as a result of that these wood
moldings were supposed to come in as lumber, that is the congressional
intent.

That is all I have to go on. There it is, that is all I can say.
Senator ANDERSON. I wish you would read it a little more carefully.

They got off on the subject of carving. They studied the legislative
intent on carving. They did not study it very much on wood mold-
mns.

'Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Mason will testify.

Senator LoNG. Yes.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN M. MASON, VICE PRESIDENT, INSULAR
LUMBER CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mr. MASON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Stephen M. Mason. I am vice president of Insular Lumber
Co., with head office in Philadelphia, Pa., which has for 55 years
operated a lumber manufacturing plant in the Philippines. Insular
Lumber Co., is the oldest and largest manufacturer of lumber in the
Philippines, specializing in manufacture for export to various world
markets, including the United States, of rough and surfaced Philippine
mahogany lumber and millwork, including moldings.

I appear here today to register our strong opposition and the oppo-
sition of the Philippine Mahogany Association, Inc., which represents
14 major U.S. importers and distributors of Philippine woods, to the
Anderson amendments to H.R. 2411 which amendments would make
ordinary wood moldings, now free of ad valorem duty, subject to -a
duty of 17 percent.

Insular Lumber Co. accounted for 38 percent of total lumber exports
from the Philippines to all countries in the year 1958, including vir-
tually all of the moldings imported into the United States from the
Phiippines.

These Philippine molding imports into the United-States totaled
slightly under 2,500,000 board feet, with a Philippine value of about
$406,000. This quantity, while of importance to this individual'
company, is insignificant in comparison to the value of U.S. produc-.
tion of wood nioldings-in fact it is less than one-third of 1 percent
of the 1954 value of domestic molding production as reported by
U.S. Bureau of Census. Diligent research in the limited time avail-
able since the introduction of the legislation under consideration has,
however, elicited little evidence of any molding imports of significant
volume from any source, Philippine or elsewhere. The best informa-
tion available indicates that total molding imports into the United
States from all foreign sources are less than 3 percent of domestic
production.

It has been a matter of concern and surprise to us that this legisla-
tion should be given this committee's consideration. Our long expe-
rience in the import of lumber into the United States has impressed
upon us the unusual extent to which lumber imports in general supple-
ment rather than compete with domestic production. We emphasize.
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that we are here discussing the record on imported lumber. We do
not include plywood and veneers, which have been subject to some
controversy as to duties, but which are not involved in the present
subject matter. It has been for many years general knowledge that
domestic lumber production must be supplemented by foreign imports,
both because of expanding demand as opposed to limited supply. and
because in many cases foreign woods supply qualities and require-
ments which cannot be satisfied by domestic woods. This is, of course,
particularly true of tropical hardwoods, which is our own business.

We believe it has been indicated that the Anderson amendment to
H.R. 2411 is simply a clarification, not a basic change.

The technical and legal aspects of this matter have been handled
by other witnesses familiar with this history and would state only
from the practical viewpoint that there is absolutely no confusion in
the trade insofar as the general classification of moldings as basically
lumber.

A point frequently discussed in duty cases is the contention that
lower wage rates of foreign producers may place the domestic U.S.
producer at a substantial disadvantage. However, in the case of
moldings, labor constitutes a definitely minor proportion of the final
cost. The key elements are the cost of the rough lumber, the cost of
physical plant, and the waste incurred in the planing process. Another
fact may help to put this angle of labor cost intobetter perspective.
Low-cost labor often means comparatively unskilled and unproductive
labor. Philippine wage rates, for example, average about one-quarter
of U.S. rates, but we know from our own case that our actual labor
cost per thousand feet of production is actually higher than the labor
cost of U.S. domestic producers because we find it necessary to employ
more men, we have much greater wastage, we cannot maintain the
same standards of quality and manufacture, and we do not get the
levels of machine use and maintenance which are common in this
country.

We have, in fact, in recent months learned that a U.S. molding
manufacturer, who has been purchasing rough lumber from our own
Philippine plant and importing it into the United States, is selling
moldings manufactured from this lumber at lower prices than we.
This fact was accomplished primarily by skill and experience in
manufacture and utilization which permitted this concern to make
their moldings with a waste factor of less than one-half our own
average.

May we also stress that we are not discussing a one-way trade
channel. Entry to the U.S. market is of major importance to us,
but we are buyers as well as sellers. Over the past 6 years our average
annual purchases from our Philippine plant of supplies and equip-
ment manufactured in the United States have exceeded $400,000 per
year-a total of about $2% million for the 6-year period. In addition,
through our exports to the United States we contribute very substan-
tially to the dollar earnings of the Philippine Republic and thereby
assist that faithful ally in strengthening its economy, reducing its
requirements for U.S. aid, and adding directly to its ability to pur-
chase U.S. goods.

We submit that the import of ordinary moldings is not a problem
requiring the time and attention of the U.S. Senate nor is there sub-
stantial evidence proving the involvement of national interest or the
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need for legislative action. We respectfully urge the committee to
defeat the Anderson amendment to H.R. 2411.

Senator ANDERSON. You have one more witness, do you?
Mr. WILLIAMS. That concludes it, Senator. There is one point-
Senator ANDERSON. You spoke about the legislative history on tdi

molding end of it. Now the staff of this committee tried to make a
study, found no legislative history, therefore would you send me the
legislative history that you found?

Mr. WILLIAMS. If tle Senator please. And this is for the record.
Senator ANDERSON. You are quoting about carving. Would you

cite me the legislative history on wood molding? A quotation from
some other person who thought he found a quotation in some other
place is not what I am asking about. I am asking for a legislative
history that is taken from the hearings and floor debate. Did you
have any of that?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Do I have it in that form?
Senator ANDERSON. Yes.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I have hearsay. The hearsay is what the Treasury

Department said in a decision in 1930 where they characterized thb,-
floor debate and the ways and means report. If the Senator would
be interested, I would be very happy to try to track down beyond
that, but I believe the Senator has that available to him.

Senator ANDERSON. I am very interested in trying to track further.
We have had great difficulty in doing it. The committee put in wood
molding, the Treasury proceeded to take it out. They claimed they
took it out on the basis of legislative history, but weren't able to find
any legislative history to support their actions.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I see.
Senator ANDEfiSON. I thought maybe you could find some.
Mr. NV ILLIAMS. I have not gone back to this, but if we turn it up,

we will certainly provide it for the committee. I might say further,
Senator, that on the matter of costs, it is my opinion from talking
with my clients, that this would be oppressive and would force'dis-
continuation of this business.

However, I have talked at least to some of them and they would
be willing to provide such cost figui'es as are available to investigatbrs
of the committee, of course, on a confidential basis if they are required.

I believe I am not asking too much. After all, this is business and
people like to keep their cost figures confidential as much as they can.

Senator ANDERSON. I do not think you are asking too much in
asking that it be kept on a confidential basis to the members of the
committee.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON. We had a man coining in here who was a little

bit, worried because he submitted his complete financial statement.
I think that man, who is a member of the Treasury staff, will admit
nobody has ever mentioned anything that was in his financial state-
ment in any way. The people who get on this committee will, we
hope, keep the information.

Mr. WILLIAMS. We believe that the members of this committee are
above reproach and we hope it will not be made a public record.

Senator ANDERSON. You fire completely free to make that request .
and it is a proper request.

Thank you all for being here.
Mr. WILLIAMs. Thank you.
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(The following letters on the Anderson amendment were subse-
quently submitted for the record:)

PHILIPPINE MAHOGANY ASSOCIATION, INC.,
South Pasadena, Calif., June 26, 1969.

Hiofn. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
.- DEAR SENATOR BYRD: We understand that your committee has under cbn-

sideration'ce tain amendments termed the Anderson amendments to H.R. 2411'
which amendments would make ordinary wood moldings, now free of ad valorem
duties, subject to an ad velorew duty ef 16% percent. On behalf of the Philippine
Mahogany Association we wish to record that association's strong opposition to
the Anderson amendments above described insofar as they apply to wood mold-
ings imported into the United States from the Philippine Republic.

The Philippine Mahogany Association is a trade association with membership
made up of American companies who are interested in tne import into the United
States and the distribution therein of Philippine mahogany logs, lumber, and
millwork. This association has been in existence since 1928.

The present free of duty classification of ordinary moldings, in the same cate.
gory as rough and surfaced lumber, is logical, according to worldwide trade prac-
tices, ,and of long and unquestioned standing. To the best of our knowledge no
figures or data on moldings imported from the Philippines have or can be presented
which would justify the abrupt and unheralded imposition of so drastic a change
in classification and duty rates.

We understand that your committee may in the near future have a hearing on
the subject of the Anderson amendments to H.R. 2411. In such event, please
be advised that Mr. Henry S. Thompson, president of Insular Lumber Co.,
Philadelpthia, Pa., and a director of this association, who has already requested
permission to testify before your committee, is authorized to speak on behalf of
the Philippine Mahogany Association and would thus be prepared to present in
greater details this association's views.Respectfully yours,

GEORGE D. SCRIM, Executive Secretary.

INSULAR LUMBER Co.,

Hon. JOSEPHS~. CLARK, Philadelphia, Pa., March 26, 1959.

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
My DEAR MR. CLARK: I an writing you in connection with a bill, H.R. 4036,

and its companion in the Senate, S. 913, which is of considerable concern to me
and in which I believe you will also be interested. This bill would change the
present nondutiable status of ordinary wood moldings to the same classification
as that of certain special decorative moldings. This would make ordinary wood
moldings subject to an ad valorem duty of 40 percent.

Since ordinary wood moldings are included in the same classification as lumber
in general, there are no reliable statistics available on the comparative volume of
imported moldings versus domestic manufacture. The best estimate appears
to be that the value of domestic manufacture is somewhere in the $140 million
to $150 million range, while the value of imports is believed to be in a $5 million
to $10 million range. It is our understanding that, among others, the Philippine
and the Mexican Governments are strongly opposed to this measure and that the
Department of Commerce is likely to take the stand that in the absence of any
figures proving any significant damage to domestic manufacturers, these measures
should not be adopted.

We are an American company operating a lumber manufacturing plant in the
Philippines from where we export lumber and moldings to the United States and
to other world markets. It is worth mentioning that we employ approximately
2,000 people in the Philippines and that we have led the development of export
markets for Philippine woods. Incidentally, we produce for the Philippine econ.:
omy approximately four times as much in dollar exchange as we take out for
expenses, profits, etc. If the present bill is passed, the immediate consequences,
as far as we are concerned, will be a reduction in export. The consequence for
the Philippines will be a reduction in dollar exchange receipts, further weakening
of their foreign exchange position and intensified need for Americai- aid.
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I want to solicit your investigation of this matter in the belief that your own
convictions and beliefs will then lead you to oppose these measures. I should be
very pleased to try to provide any further information I can should you or your
staff so request.

I .night add from the local point of view that during the year 1958 we have
brought in through the port of Philadelphia approximately 8,200,000 board feet
of lumber, etc., and feel, therefore, we have some title to maintain that we are a
contributor of some importance to the economic well-being of Philadelphia.

There is no reason why you should recall it, but I did have the pleasure of meet-
ing you some time ago at the home of Betty Zeidman, whose work on behalf of the
Democratic Party in Montgomery County I have had some occasion to participate
in.

Respectfully yours, HENRY S. THOMPSON, President.

INSULAR LUMBER Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa., July 10, 1959.

Re Anderson amendment to H.R. 2411-Duty on wood moldings
Hon. JOSEPH S. CLARK,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR CLARK: I want to call your attention to the Anderson anmend-
ment to H.R. 2411, which amendment seeks to impose an ad valorema duty of
17 percent on wood moldings, now duty free. The Senate Finance Committee
has scheduled a hearing on this matter on July 16.

This is a modified form of Senator Anderson's earlier bill, S. 913, on which
four major departments of the Government rendered adverse reports. The key
reasons in brief for opposition to the Anderson amendment to H.R. 2411 are as
follows:

(1) Imported moldings from all foreign sources represent no more than 3 per-
cent of the value and volume of domestic production.

(2) Those favoring this legislation have made no attempt to seek relief through
the escape clause provision of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951.

(3) There is no national interest involved which would justify this unusual
reversal of a foreign trade channel which is of value to the friendly foreign coun-
tries primarily concerned-the Philippine and Mexican Republics.

Your interest in this matter is, I believe, necessary and warranted.Respectfully yours,
HENRY S. THOMPSON, Presiden'.

Senator ROBERT S. ERR TTLSA, OKLA., July 8, 19i9.

Committee on Finance U .. Senate,
Senate Building, Washington, D.C.:

On July 16 Senate Finance Committee will hear H.R. 2411. The Anderson
amendment attached to this bill proposes an import duty of 17 percent to all
wood moldings imported from foreign countries. Believe this duty grossly unfair
to foreign producers. Will destroy them, in effect eliminate competition. Your
help needed to protect one of our good suppliers. R. A. SPENCER,

President, Plywood Tulsa, Inc.

WESTERN COUNCIL,
LUMBER AND SAWMILL WORKERS,

Portland, Oreg., July 8, 1959.
Hon. HARRY BYRD,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: We are advised that H.R. 2411, together with amendment, S. 913,
offered bv Senator Anderson of New Mexico, is presently before your committee,
with hearing scheduled for July 16. We strongly urge that your committee give
approval to this amendment to H.R. 2411.

Our Western Council of Lumber and Sawmill Workers represents more than
50,000 members in the logging lumber, and woodworking industry in the Western
States and has. contracts with major producers of lumber products. We are,
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therefore, naturally concerned with any situation that may affect the employment
and living standards of our members.

I am sure you are aware that the wages, working conditions, and standards of
living of the workers in the Mexican operations producing pine molding are far
inferior to those in the United States. We' believe that the imports of pine
molding from Mexico, estimated to be 15 percent of the total pine molding
market, is, under present tariff, an unfair competition to U.S. producers who
employ our members at a higher standard of wages and conditions.

We trust that you and the members of your committee will give this matter
your sincere consideration and we urge your committee's approval of H.R. 2411,
as amended by S. 913.Respectfully yours, EaL HARTLEY, Ezecutie Secretary.

LAW OFFICES OF ARVEY, HOnES & MANTYNBAND,
Chicago, July 14, 1959.

Re S. 948, which has been proposed as an amendmend to H.R. 2411.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

My DEAR SENATOR: I have been deeply interested in S. 948, dealing with the
liberalization of tariff laws relating to works of art and had planned to attend the
public hearing on the measure to urge its passage.

It now appears that because of previous commitments, I will be out of the
country at the time of the hearing. Accordingly, I have prepared and submit
herewith a statement outlining my reasons for favoring enactment of this bill.
Would you please arrange to have this statement filed and made a part of the
record of the hearings on S. 948.

Sincerely yours,
BARNEST HoDEs.

STATEMENT OF BARNET HODES RELATING TO S. 948
My name is Barnet Hodes. I am a resident of the city of Chicago and am

engaged in the practice of law there. At times I have served the city of Chicago
and the State of Illinois in elective and appointive offices.

I am also currently serving as president of the Adult Education Council of
Greater Chicago, a nonprofit organization with a history of over 30 years in the
area of programs and services for the public and the education and cultural fields,
and as officer and director of the William and Noma Copley Foundation, an
Illinois nonprofit corporation, for the encouragement of the creative arts. I also
serve as an officer and director of the International Institute of Contemporary
Arts, an Illinois nonprofit corporation. I am a member of the following organiza-
tions, among others, interested in the world of art:

The Arts Club of Chicago.
The Society for Contemporary Art.
The Renaissance Society of the University of Chicago.
The Art Institute of Chicago.

I speak today, however, in my own behalf and not as a representative of any
of these groups, although I am confident that the views expressed here are shared
by the majority of their members.

For a number of years I have been interested in the field of the visual contem-
porary arts and have worked to promote their development and greater public
acceptance. This work has brought me into personal contact with many people,
both at home and abroad, sharing a similar interest-the artists themselves,
administrative personnel of art museums, and nonprofessionals who, like myself,
find recreation and enjoyment in modern-day paintings and sculptures.

From these contacts has come a recognition of the importance of permitting
the free interchange of art works among the various countries of the world.
While we can be justly proud of the contributions made by many of our con-
temporary American artists, we claim no monopoly on artistic talent, and if any
of our laws serve to discourage the admission to this country of works by foreign
artists, we, in the long run, as a nation will be the poorer for it. As a matter of
fact, it is hardly appropriate to speak in terms of monopoly in this context, be-
cause in the field or art there is little or no competition in a commercial sense.
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Instead, the work of each artist serves only to complement universally that of
others in their common effort to enrich our general cultural well-being. Conse-
quently, it is neither necessary nor appropriate to erect trade barriers for the
protection of American artists.

The tariff laws have consistently recognized this fact, as evidenced by the many
exceptions from import duties now accorded to artistic works. But these laws
were drafted many years ago and with the passage of time have become, obso-
lete. To illustrate, paintings made from traditional mat,-rials are nondutiable
while art works made from less conventional materials a e subject to import
tax; abstract paintings come in free; abstract sculptures do not. Such distinc-
tions are not logical nor, I am satisfied, were they ever intended.

S. 948, now pending before the Congress, seeks to end such discrimination by
amending the tariff laws to permit all bona fide works of art to enter this country
free of duty, as well as to facilitate the movement by museums of art works
entered under bond for exhibition. I fully favor these objectives and urge their
enactment into law.

AUGUSTA, GA., July 11, 1959.
Hor. HERMAN TALMADGE,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.:

I wish to register my opposition t( Senator Anderson's amendment to I.R. 2411
hearing for which to be held by Fijance Committee July 16. This legislation is
not in the interest of the building trade and is not consistent with our trade policy
with the South American countries you may include this in the records of thehearings. AUGUSTA SASH & DOOR Co.,

G. W. TAYLOR.

BEST MOULDING CORP.,
Albuquerque, N. Mex., July 13, 1959.Hon. CLINTON P. ANDERSON,

Congress of the United States, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR ANDERSON: The following is our statement of the need for your

amendment concerning the dutiable status of wood molding entering the United
States from Mexico.

The American lumber industry is one of the Nation's oldest basic industries.
By nature's dispersal of forests throughout the country, the lumber industry ha
developed in all areas that have these forests. In any forest area, a great many
mills have been established for the production of their products. By this oombina-
tion of nature's placement of timber and the development of many sawmill units
in each location, the lumber industry could be considered an industry made up
of small business units; a majority of these units consisting of companies with
payrolls of less than 500 employees.

One of the most specialized segments of this lumber industry is the group
of woodworking plants which produce architecturally used decorative moldings.
These moldings are produced from the best grades of lumber which are produced
)y the lumber industry. It is quite probable that the top valued IC percent of all

pine lumber production is either manufactured by the original har. ster of pine
timber into moldings or sold by them to plants which produce decorative moldings
as their major or sole product. It is also most probable that the sale of the top
grades -f lumber at top prices constitutes a good share of the profits realized by
the sawmill producer, from his entire production. And, if his top grades of lumber
are depressed in price by imported and lower priced substitutes, his operation may
be seriously endangered.

The group of molding plants which specialize in the exclusive production of
moldings as their total production, are typical American small business units.
These plants range in size from the smallest company or shop that may have only
3 or 4 employees to companies that employ up to 150 or possibly 200 employees.
Such a molding company would be considered by us as a large molding
manufacturer.
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Our company, Best Moulding Corp., employs 35 people. We purchase all of
the lumber which is used in the manufacturing of our product. We purchase this
lumber from several mills located in Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and some
from California. We believe that we are important to their industrial well-being.
We produce only lineal solid moldings in our plant, and ship these moldings to
custoxaers located in Kansas City, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, Rochester,
Albay, Boston, and New York City. We then, are important to many that sell
our product in these areas. It is most probable, that most other molding plants
*meh as ours do the same.

In our manufacturing process, we are using $88.01 per thousand board feet of
lumber to convert purchased lumber into moldings. Of this total manufacturing
cost, $55.08 is p.)roll. In addition, we are sharing profits with our employees
at the rate of $F .77 per thousand board feet of product. Therefore, we currently
spend $66.85 for direct labor as compared to our total manufacturing cost of $88.01.
Our labor cost . counts to 69.1 percent of our total manufacturing costs. These
figures arefcr tLe 10 months of operation August 1, 1958 to May 31, 1959, and are
taken ctirec tly from our cost sheets. Should they be of importance to you as a
part of the .ecord, they may be used. Otherwise please treat as confidential.
Incidentally, when I wrote you January 3, 1959, on this same subject, I used our
costs for our last fiscal year. If you will refer to this figure for similar costs, you
will note that the percentage was then 67.5 percent. Therefore, due to increases
in labor costs during the last year and/or added labor needed in our competitive
industry, we have had an increase in overall labor costs.

Our average hourly rate of pay from January 1 through March 1959 was $1.96
on a straight-time basis. With insurance, payroll taxes and our profit sharing,
our average hourly payroll cost was $2.47.

We are most seriously affected by any imports of pine moldings that are entered
into our country from a source that has markedly lower basis labor costs such as
Mexico. If we are of importance to our industry as a whole, such imports are
rapidly reducing our ability to satisfy this importance.

We therefore, believe that it is necessary for a duty to be levied on the molding
products that enter the United States from any country that has markedly lower
labor costs. Only by such equalization aids to our production ability will we be
able to hold our American market and be a profitable industry. We understand
th4t we cannot ship any finished lumber product into Mexico duty free.Cordially,

CARL H. RISE.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD, Wahington, D.C., July 17, 1959.

Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
New Senate Office Building,
Wovkington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I am very pleased to note that your committee will soon
consider the problems raised by the increased importation of wood moldings.

As you know, these last few years have witnessed a substantial expansion of
wood molding manufacture in Mexico. While accurate figures are unavailable
it is reliably estimated that imports from Mexico now constitute 174t percent of
total domestic production. When one recalls that Mexican production was
negligible prior to, 1956, it is not -difficult to adcess the ,)roblems inherent in this
development.

These increased imports, coupled with a generally poor domestic market during
the last few years, indicate the need for a thorough reexamination of the present
tariff imposts on wood moldings. In particular, I believe Senator Anderson's
proposal (S. 913) should be carefully considered. If imports continue to rise,
remedial action assuredly will be needed to maintain a healthy domestic wood
molding industry.

May I again express my appreciation for the scheduling of these important
hearings. I would also appreciate having this letter made a part of the official
record of the hearings.

Sincerely, AL. ULLMAN, Member of Con gress.
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AMERICAN MERCHANT MARINE INSTITUTE, INC.,
Wrington, D.C., July 16, 1959.

Senator HARRY F. ByRv,
Chairman, Commiltee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: The American Merchant Marine Institute, Inc., a trade
association representing the owners and operators of some 50 American-flag steam-
ship lines serving the domestic and foreign trade of the United States, favors
enactment of 11.11. 2411 which is being considered by your committee.

The purpose and effect of the bill is to simplify the tariff treatment of tourist
literature concerning places or travel facilities outside the continental United
States, issued by foreign governments or departments, agencies, or political sub-
divisions thereof, boards of trade, chambers of commerce, automobile associations,
or similar organizations or associations.

The basic statutory language in the tariff schedule of the Tariff Act of 1930 does
not specifically mention tourist literature. However, under existing practice, the
type of tourist literature that is principally covered by H.R. 2411 is dutiable at the
rate of 3% percent ad valorem, if of hona fide foreign authorship, and at the rate
of 6% percent if not of such authorship. Different rates of duty are imposed on
other tourist literature in accordance with specific provisions of the tariff. The
proposed bill would amend the Tariff Act of 1930 by specifying the type of tourist
literature which is included in the free-list provision.

In our opinion, reducing the burden on the movement of tourist-free literature
into the United States will have a favorable, even though indirect, effect on the
volume of American travelers who may be encouraged thereby to go overseas.
Such movements are entirely consistent with present national policy, and would
of course have favorable effect on international transportation media. If by
this device some small increase in international travel is forthcoming, we are
keenly aware of the stimulation to the nme..can economy which results and, of
course, the significance of dollar revenue- in foreign lands.

For the reasons stated herein, the "astitute heartily endorses H.R. 2411 and
urges that it be approved by your committee. We ask that this letter be made
a part of the record of H.R. 2411.

Sincerely yours, ALVIN SHAPIRO, Vice President.

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS,July 16, 1959.

Hon. CLINTON P. ANDERSON,

U.S. Senator, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR CLINT: I was conducting hearings of the Senate Subcommittee on Flood
Control, Rivers, and Harbors this morning so it was impossible for me to attend
the sessions of the Senate Finance Committee on amendments to paragraph 412
of the Tariff Act of 1930 dealing with wood molding products. However, I do
want you to know of my interest in this matter, which affects a number of mauu-
facturers in the State of Oregon.

I am certain that industry representatives will provide you and other members
of the committee with adequate information about the effect of imports on the
domestic market situation, 6o I will not attempt to add to that part of the record.
I have been impressed by arguments presented by my own constituents for gov-
ernmental action to assure fair competitive conditions in the industry. Customs
Bureau interpretation of congressional intent on classification of wood molding
in the tariff act is open to considerable question, in my opinion, and I trust that
the committee will develop information which will serve as the basis for clarifying
any inconsistency in the Bureau's decisions.

In view of my inability to take part in the hearings on S. 913 because of pre-
viously scheduled commitments, I hope that this letter can be made a part of
the record.

With best wishes, I am,
Sincerely, RICHARD L. NEUBERGER,

U.S. Senator.
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Senator LONG. The Chair would like to put in the record a state-
ment by Senator Engle in support of S. 1176, which he has proposed
as amendment 7-14-59-A to H.R. 2411.

(The statement of Senator Engle follows:)

STATEMENT BY SENATOR CLAIR ENOLE (DEMOCRAT, OF CALIFORNIA) IN SUPPORT
or S. 1176 (As AMENDMENT 7-14-59-A To H.R. 2411) To TRANSFER TO TEN
FREE LIST OF THE TARIFF ACT OF 1930 BOOKBNINGS OR COVXR9 IMPORTED
BY CERTAiN INSTITUTIONS

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to present to you the reasons why
I think the provisions of S. 1176 should be considered as an amendment to H.R.
2411, now pending before the Senate Finance Committee. My bill a companion
bill to H.R. 4576, introduced in the House by Congressman Jekterey Cohelan
(Democrat, of California), is designed to grant permanent tariff duty exemption
for certain imported oriental book covers known as "chitsus." A temporary
exemption has been in effect since 1954 to aid university libraries.

The University of California Library has had a program of purchasing book
covers from Japan for the East Asiatic Library. Most of the books are purchased
unbound with only a soft tissue covering. The traditional method for binding
these volumes together in sets is to use a cardboard folder covered with Chinese
blue cotton cloth and fastened with bone clips. It is this binding that is known as
"chitsu" in Japanese.

When the books arrive already bound in chitsus, the provisions of paragraph
1631 of the Tariff Act of 1930 permit their entry duty free. Whenever the
books arrive unbound, it is necessary to order the chitsus separately, in which
case customs duty is required. In 1954, my predecessor, former Senator Know-
land, succeeded in having H.R. 9248 of the 83d Congress, 2d session, amended to
include a provision which exempted the chitsus from duty for a period of 2 years
ending September 1, 1956. At that time Mr. Knowland pointed out that the
relief was granted on a temporary basis because certain committee members felt
that this provision might be open to abuse, and because there was not sufficient
time remaining in that session to study the problem. It was decided, however,
that if the provision was enacted and was shown to be workable the Congress
could pass permanent legislation at a later date.

When the exemption ias to run out, .Senator Knowland acted to have H.R.
8636, 84th Congress, 2d session, amended to extend the earlier amendment to
September 1, 1958. He indicated that he had been advised that this continuation
of the exemption for several years would give the committee an opportunity to
study the problem and make the exemption permanent at a later date. On Feb-
ruary 17, 1958, Mr. Knowland introduced S. 3293, 85th Congress, 2d session, to
have the chitsu exemption from tariff put on a permanent basis. The Congress
adjourned before action could be taken.

In view of the past history of this legislation, I would hope that the Senate
would act favorably on my request that S. 1176 be included as an amendment to
H.R. 2411. Since H.R. 2411 has already passed the House, this would expedite
the'gr~nting of permanent relief in an area already proven worthy of this relief.
The Treasury Department has indicated that it has no objection to the passage
of this bill.

Senator LONG. That concludes the list of scheduled witnesses.
Thank you, gentlemen, for your testimony.

(Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the committee adjourned.)


